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ABSTRACT

This research constructs and tests a model of the organisation of

building projects for maximum benefit to clients. The model is

developed from systems theory, independently of conventional

organisational assumptions. It is based upon the premise tha t

the process to be managed must be identified before organisational

structures can be designed and it recognises the influence of

environmental forces upon projects.

The model proposes that the process of building provision consists

of sub-systems created by decision points and identifies the inter-

dependency and hence the differentiation within and between the sub-

systems. The major propositions of the model are thatJ

a) there should be a match of differentiation and

integrative effort,

b) the operating and managing systems should be

differentiated,

c) the managing system itself should be undifferentiated

and,

d) the client and process of building provision should

be integrated.

The model was tested against three commercial buildings for private

clients. Data is presented from interviews and other sources and is

interpreted using Linear Responsibility Analysis, which was adapted

and developed in this research. The testing method examines the overall

compatibility of the model and the test projects, and also identifies
the causes of deficiencies in the outcomes of the projects and whether
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they can be explained by divergence of the projects from the

model.

The model was found to be valid for the type of project used in

the tests. It provides a theoretical framework against which the

effectiveness of organisation structures for the management of

building projects can be predicted and which can be used for the

design of such structures. It is suggested that Linear Responsibility

Analysis provides a useful tool for organisation analysis and design.

Finally, implications of the results for the organisation of building

projects in practice are discussed.
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PART I INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The management of building projects has been carried out

since men first co-operated to erect buildings, yet we have

little documented material concerning the way in which

people interact in this process. Hence, we have little

formal knowledge or understanding of the effects upon

projects of the way in which relationships are established.

The efficiency and effectiveness of the process of providing

buildings is determined by many factors. At the project

level, perhaps the most important to the client are;

a) the way in which the client's requirements are defined

~d
b) the way in which resources are managed on his behalf,

particularly in view of the influences of the increasingly

complex circumstances within which buildings are provided.

The effectiveness of the processes of establishing a client's

requirements and of m~aging resources on his behalf depend

fundamentally upon the organisational framework which is

established for a project.

The conventional relationships of the contributors to build-

ing projects were established historically in conditions

which were quite different from those of today. Such

relationships are being increaSingly challenged ~d modified,

-2-



but we lack a framework which provides a theoretical basis

against which the effectiveness of conventional and emerging

patterns of organisation can be judged, and which would

provide a proper basis from which to design organisational

structures for building projects in the future.

This research seeks to identify and test such a framework for

management of the total building process from conception to

completion on behalf of clienes.

The origins of the conventional pattern of organisation, its

evolution and contemporary influences upon it are described

as a prelude to examining, in abstract, the process of

management of building projects on behalf of clients.

Arising from this examination, a model of the process is

proposed and is subsequently tested against recently

competed building projects.

1.2 THE ORIGINS OF ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURES FOR BUILDING PROJECTS

Today's patterns of organisation of the contributors to

building projects have their origins in the Middle Ages,

but the original patterns have, of course, been influenced

Significantly by complexity resulting from changes in the

conditions in which building took place and by the building

industry's attempts to cope with the prevailing conditions.

The surviving records of building in the Middle Ages, which
i

are for prestigious structures, mainly show that a master

-3-



mason, was responsible for acquiring and organising labour and

material and for the technicalities of construction on the basis of an

outline from the client. Alongside the master craftsman there often

existed a client's representative, many of whom did not have practical
experience of building, but who were amongst the few people who were

literate and numerate. They were expert administrators and went

under a variety of titles, such as surveyor, clerk of works and

sacrist.

The.client would pay'directly for'the laboUr and material consumed.

This direct method predominated until towards the end of the seven-

teenth century, although there is evidence as early as 15121 of work

being let on a contract or 'bargain' .basis.

This basic pattern probably had many varieties as the recorded titles

are confusing and the relative responsibilities difficult to

determine.Zr3

The eminence of master masons led to the most eminent being appointed

King's Mason with responsibility for oversight of the king's palaces

and castles. They also acted as advisors on a number of projects,

a role akin to that of architect in later years.4

The relatively stable conditions in which the 'building industry'

existed in the medieval period did not create conditions for change

in the organisational pattern of building work until demand for

building began to rise in the 16th Century when the distinctive role

of the architect began to emerge and more work began to be awarded to

a contract or 'bargain' basis. The Elizabethan, John Thorpe, is

often cited as the first professional English architect.

-4-



Engineers were more concerned with mechanical devices for

military purposes than with buildings, but through their work

on fortifications and castles their influence on buildings

began to be felt although master craftsme~ developed their

own empirical engineering and jealously guarded this

knowledge.5

The period from the 16th Century to the Inciustrj,alRevolution

saw many changes which had profound effects on the organisation

of building projects. England had become a principal trading

country of the world and travel had awakened interest in the

buildings of ancient Greece and Rome, leading to a demand for

such designs. This led to the clearer identification of the

architect and the associated complexity led to an increasing

tendency to let building work on a contract basis, although

'architects' also often acted as developers. Further

impetus to change was created by the Great Fire of London

which led to the 'measure and value' method of settling pay-

ments and the employment of separate measurers. It also led

to the first Building Act and the forerunners of Building

Control Officers. There still appears to have been 11ttle

application of formal engineering to building, although some

road and bridge building took place.

The great surge in the demand placed upon the building

industry occurred through the Industrial Revolution. The

concentration of prosperity created demands for housing, for

both workers and owners, and for buildings for the new

-5-



industries. The demand for improved transportation led to

developments of new engineering and building techniques, and

to further industrialisation and further demand for buildings.

In response to such demands new materials were being developed

which allowed new building techniques to be devised.

These activities created a concentration of the specialist

skills of the members of the building industry. The

importance of the engineer emerged, there was the further

separation of the architect and builder as specialists,

quantity surveying skills were more firmly identified and

engineering was sub-divided into civil, mechanical and

electrical skills. However, this was an incremental

process and the specialists often acted in dual capacities.

The new complexity of the conditions within which building

work was executed, with greater emphasis on economy, value

and prestige, the complexity of new building materials and

technologies and the developing skills of the building

industry specialists themselves, created the need for

greater specialisation amongst them. These pressures led

to the establishment of societies for the discussion of

common problems. Architectural clubs were formed in 1791,

the civil engineers as early as 1771, the surveyors in 1834

and the builders also in 1834.

Subsequently, to protect themselves from economic pressures

on one hand and from the unscrupulous on the other, the

clubs developed into professional institutions as the means

-6-



of defining their position and creating their public image

through the acquisition of royal patronage. This process

created the basis from which today's conventional organisational

structure for building projects has grown.

The major institutions representing those involved in the

building industry were all formed during the 19th Century as

follows:

Original Title Formed Royal
Charter

Archi tects Institute 1834 1840

Institute of Civil Engineers 1818 1828

The Surveyors' Institute 1868 1881

Institute of Mechanical Engineers 1847 1929

Society of Telegraph Engineers
(Institution of Electrical 1871 1921
Engineers)

The Institute of Builders 1884

Subsequently, two further important professional associations

were established. From the Concrete Insitute, formed in 1908,

was established the Institute of Structural Engineers in 1922

which subsequently gained a Royal Charter in 1934 and in 1938

that Institute of Quantity Surveyors was formed to cater

specifically for quantity surveyors. Membership of the latter

was not confined to surveyors unconnected with building firms

as in the case of the R.I.C.S.

These move further emphasised the separation of skills

-7-



associated with building and so reinforced allegiance to

specialist skills rather than to the industry as a whole.

The period from the late 19th Century to the First World War
saw a continuing rapid increase in the growth of the building

industry6. This was accompanied by the rise of the general

builder for both speculative and contract work, and the parallel

emergence o~ specialist craft firms. This occurred in
response to the need for organiSing ability and financial

strengths required for the process of urbanisation and

industrialisation.

The architectural profession was moulded on the social and

aesthetic pattern of the 18th Century, when architecture was

considered one of the arts with the purpose of building

being secondary. By the late 19th Century the idea that

there should be any connection between architects and the mass

of industrial buildings and working class housing seems to

have been generally disregarded. Architects were, by then,

concerned primarily with prestigious buildings. These

attitudes were reflected in the 1887 supplementary charter

of the R.I.B .A. which laid down that no member of the

Institute could hold a profit making poSition in the building

industry and retain his membership.

This separation of architects and builders was accompanied by

further separation of architects and engineers. The

development of industrialisation and the position adopted by

-8-



architects decreed that industrial building was the

province of engineers but, at the same time, engineers were

commonly employed to advise on the structure of architect

designed buildings. Hence, architects were technically

dependent upon engineers, but engineers were not dependent

upon arch!tects • Significantly, engineers did not exclude

themselves from being principals of engineering or building

firms. Further separation occurred when, in 1907, the

R.I.C.S. instituted the Contractors' Rule which prohibited its

members from being employed by building firms.

Bowley7 describes the pattern which emerged as 'the system' and

believes that it had acquired a strong flavour of social class

distinctions - architects being the elite, engineers

associated with trade and industry, surveyors on the next rung

of the social hierarchy and builders were 'in trade'. Asa

result, she believes that aesthetic and technical innovations

in the late 19th and early 20th Centuries were completely out

of step with each other, which inhibited the development of

the major technical innovations of steel framed and reinforced

concrete structures vis a vis other countries and created a

conservatism in the building professions.

Building activity between the First and Second World Wars was

much greater than before 1914 but there were no important

changes in the way in which the design and production of

buildings were organised, although the efficiency of site

operations was enhanced, particularly through mechanisation.

-9-



The period was one of consolidation of the main professions

through the establishment of professional qualifications tested

by examination and of professional codes of conduct which raised
their status and reinforced adherence to the established patter

of project organisation.

Bowley7 believes that the lack of innovation in building in

Britain in this period was due primarily to the lack of a

built-in mechanism in the organisational pattern of design and

construction which could create the necessary stimulus. The

innovations which did take place tended to be outside the

industry, particularly in the organisation of the building

materials industry and in the materials themselves. In

addition, there was great concern with housing needs and the

switch in this area from commercial speculative development

to public development reinforced the prevailing pattern of

organisation by bringing this work within its ambit. The

pattern of organisation of design and construction does not

appear to have been fundamentally questioned during this

period as reflected in the list of official government

publications, none of which concern themselves with organ-

isation, but which are predominantly concerned with

materials and housing.

Present day organisational arrangements for building projects

and attitudes to innovations within the industry still

reflect, to a large degree, the conservatism generated by

patterns laid down before the Second World War. However,

there are indications following a succession of official

-10-



1.3

1.3.1

reports on these topics, that the professions and industry

are slowly responding to the demands of an environment which

is far more complex than that in which the patterns were

originally established. For example, the dramatic changes
in transportation, cOlIIIDunications,health care, manufacturing

technologies and associated economic, social and technological

order.

A PERSPECTIVE OF CONTEMPORARY INFLUENCES ON THE
ORGANISATION OF BUILDING PROJECTS

The Second World War and Post War Activity

The impetus to innovation provided by the Second World War

was dramtic and focussed upon the need for economy in labour

and reduction in ths use of materials in short supply. This

need was demonstrated by the rapid adoption of prestressed

concr.ete, prefabricated buildings and the tendency to

replace steel with reinforced concrete. Wartime also

generated the first governmental enquiry8 directly concerned

wi th the organisation of building work which was the fore-

runner of reports which questioned the suitability and

efficiency of the organisation of the building process.

Nevertheless, this report accepted the established patterns

and concerned itself, primarily, with tendering methods and

arrangements for subcontractors.

Following the Second World War, the demands placed upon the

building industry rapidly increased in complexity. The

-11-



demands created by the need for rebuilding in the aftermath

of war were followed by an acceleration in complexity of

demands through the development of the welfare state which

required new and more advanced buildings.. Also, increased
sophistication of industry required increasingly sophisticated

buildings and there arose the need to redevelop cities to

cope with a more technological age. The driving forces

behind these demands were the increase in the relative

importance of government sponsored buildings and the con-

sequentially increasing involvement of government in
building and the tendency to increase the size of

production units, arising from the development of large

scale organisation in industry.

In spite of the substantial changes in demands placed upon

building industry, the pattern of organisation of building

projects remained largely unaltered. Increased government

sponsorship of building projects served to reinforce

allegiance to the traditional pattern by the need for public

accountability which was seen to be satisfied by tendering on

finished designs. Nevertheless, there were some innovations

in organisational patterns through the use of negotiated

tenders and 'package deals', but the resistance to change of

the established pattern is illustrated by the reluctance of

public authorities to adopt selective, as opposed to open,

tendering even though this had been strongly recommended in

the Simon Report of 19448 and agai~ in the Phillips Report

of 1950.9 Other developments were concerned with improving

-12-



the effectiveness of site operations, particularly through

prefabrication and in house construction. 10

However, recognition of the need for greater co-operation

began to be recognised following the Phillips Report9 which

commented upon the ease with which variations could be

introduced during construction, the problems created by

drawings issued late, the extensive use of nominated sub-

contractors and the desirability of establishing a common

basic education for all those involved in the design of

buildings and their production.

Increasingly discussion centred upon the need for greater

co-operation between all parties to the building process

which was additionally stimulated by the greater need for

engineers to be involved in the more complicated buildings

being demanded, the need for reliable cost control and an

increase in the number of large building firms.

The difficulties of the traditional pattern of organisation in

coping with the demands of modern building, which were

evident between the wars, were greatly intensified after the

Second World War, but the greater spirit of co-operation

within the industry which had began to emerge took place

against the backcloth of the traditions which existed and

was not concerned with a fundamental re-appraisal of the

structure which had been established. This situation was

reflected in the next major official enqUiry - the

-13-



1.3.2

Emmerson Report 11 in 1962, which reiterated the findings of

the previous two post war reports regarding the need to

improve co-ordination of the members of the building team.

Emmerson, Banwell and other reports of the 1960' s

The Emmerson Report 1 1 , whilst also being concerned with supply

and demand in the building industry, standards of training,

research and technical information, is particularly signifi-

cant for its observations on relationships within the build-

ing professions and industry and with clients and in

connection with the placing and management of contracts.

It identifies a common criticism of the building process as

the lack of liaison between architects and the other profes-

sions and contractors, and between them and clients. It

comments that, 'In no ther important industry is the

responsibility for design so far removed from the responsibil-

ity for production'. The report pointed out that although

a common course of initial study for designers and producers

of buildings had been recommended in 19509, no practical

steps had been taken by 1962(i) •

Emmerson came to the conclusion that there was still a

general failure to adopt enlightened methods of tendering in

spite of the recommendations of earlier reports. His

recommendations in this respect led directly to the establish-

ment of the Banwell Committee12 later in 1962, to consider

eil
Indeed th.ey still have not been taken (1980).
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these issues in more detail.

Emmerson recognised that the R.I.B.A. was aware of the need

for improved efficiency in architectural practices and the
R.I.B.A. subsequently made a significant contribution to

efficiency and co-operation by publication of the first

edition of their Handbook13 and Plan of Work in 1965.

Of the official reports, the Banwell Reportl2, published in

1964, and its review ~Action on the Banwell Report,l4 in

1967 are considered to have had a significant impact upon the

building industry and is professionslS• A particular

concern of the report was the unnecessarily restricted and

inefficient practices of the professions leading to over-

compartmentation and the failure of the industry and its

professions to think and act as a whole. The 1967 review

found some progress on preplanning projects but that profes-

sions had done little to 'de-restrict' their practices.

The review was encouraged by the increase in selective

tendering and urged further consideration of serial and

negotiated tendering.

The Emmerson and Banwell Reports brought into sharp focus

the need to reform the organisational approach to building

projects and were accompanied by other reports which were

making similar points. At the time, building project

management was seen to be a passive procedural activity16

but the movement towards a more dynamic integrated approach

-15-



was being suggested by Higgins and Jessop17 in a pilot study
(1)sponsored by the N.J.C.C. They clearly 1dentified that

the problems of communication in the building industry were

created to a large extent by attitudes and.perceptions about
the values of contributors to the building process. They

were probably the first to suggest that overall co-ordination

of design and construction should be exercised by a single

person (or group) • Concurrently, a review of the Construction
E.'t>. 18Industry by N.n:5!.C. was calling for improvement in the

management of the building process and in the co-ordination

of activities of the members of the construction team and the

administrative framework within which they were working and a

rather rhetorical report 19 by the Institute of Economic

Affairs was condemning the restrictive practices of the

building professions.

This spate of act1vity and concern w1th the .performance and

,organisation of the industry and its professions marked the

beginning of a self examination by the professions and the

industry. It was induced, to a large degree,by external

pressures which reflected the greater complexity of the

influences at work upon the industry and its clients.

The economic expansion of the early 1960's and rapidly

developing technology and changing social attitudes were

manifest in demands for more complex and sophisticated

buildings and a more economic utilisation of resources.

(i1

National Joint Consultn·tive Committee of Architects,
Quantity Surveyors and Builders.
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1.3.3

Such forces were transmitted to the industry through its

clients 20 and also directly upon the techniques and

attitudes of the industry.

Such self examination was likely to be slow when undertaken

against the polarization of skills and attitudes which was

inherent in the professional structure which had emerged over

the preceding century.

The reorientation of management studies of the construction

process that had begun to take place is well illustrated by

the Building Research Station's report21 in 1968 which

identified that up to that date most of the B.R.S.'s work had

been concerned with the management of building sites and

building fi%ms but which recognised that future work would be

concerned more with the management of the total building

process.

Emergence of the project Manager and other Organisational
Initiatives

During the 1960's and subsequently, progress has been made in

developing collaborative work and skills and in the derivation

of procedures which provide a variety of organisational

patterns, particularly in connection with the introduction of

the contractor at various stages of the design process.

However, there was still a need in official reports in

197522, 197623 and 197824 to stress that more attention should

be paid to structuring and managing project organisations to
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create conditions for co-operation between contributors.

-Each of the reports recognised the distinctive nature of the

project management process and the role of a project manager.

These reports reflect the changes in attitudes and views

expressed since the mid 1960's. They arose from the
distillation of the professions' and industry's experience of

working with novel forms of organisation but the 1976 report

recognised the need for futher study which would analyse

existing patterns of use of alternative methods of organisation

of the design and construction process.

The external pressures causing the professions to reconsider

organisational arrangements for projects have been accompanied

by challenges to their codes of conduct and fee scales25 and

created conditions for change. Further pressure has emerged

through the definition and development of project management
concepts and applications in other industries2612712S129 and

the recognition by project management theorists that the

concepts and techniques are applicable to construction.

The professions' and industry's response to these influences

reflects the manner in which the traditional structures

emerged as each sector has pursued its own approach to project

management whilst recognising generally that the role of

project manager was not the right of anyone group.
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The R.I.B.A. recognised the role of project manager in its

handboOk13, the R.I.C.S. takes a broad view of his respons-

ibilities which reflects its membership30131, the I.Q.S.

provided a review of activities of project management32 and

the C.I.B.S. published a paper which stressed an engineering

orientation33• The I.O.B. was able to take advantage of

these views prior to publishing a well balanced view of

project management activities but which stressed design and

construct contracts and management contracting34• Of the

professions, arch! tects have, perhaps, been less concerned

about project management development than others. Battle35

believes that architects may be allowing the project manage-

ment role to pass from them by default.

A reflection of the unco-ordinated empirical evolution of

project management as an activity separated from design skills

is given by the number of definitions which have emerged in

recent years. The Insti tute of Building Is paper identifies

thirteen definitions and comments that the confusion of

terminology and usage is unsatisfactory, and proposes a

further definition. In addition, there are definitions by

James 30 and Massey36 and others. It is ~ perhaps ~ to be

expected that those writing on such an important emerging

idea which is contrary to their traditional backgrounds

should seek to express their ideas in their own words.

However, this results in a range of definitions which tend

to reflect the particular background and experience of the

writer rather than a generali~ed definition of the concept.
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The empirical nature of publications on project management

are reflected in their emphasis on defining the jobs to be

done by a project manager at various stages of a particular

project rather than upon identifying the process of project

management. Nevertheless, such publications have been useful

in emphasising the patterns which can be adopted with

advantage to the client. Frank Graves's work37 on the

development of the National Exhibition centre provided great

stimulus to the project management idea, Peaching's 38 review

of the organisational structure used for Mobil Services

illustrated a particular approach as did Nicklin's39 report

of his firm's involvement as architects in a design construct

contract for Trafalgar Vickers Mitchell.

Against this background of pressure for change in organi!:lational

approaches, which has emerged from a number of sources from

both outside and within the professions and industry, and the

inertia of the established patterns and attitudes within the

professions and industry, there have been a number of project

based initiatives. The project manager idea is only one,

rather ill-defined, idea which has been used to cover a range

of organisational patterns. Others include Management

contracting40, which is designed to introduce construction

skills into the design stage but which does not necessarily

overcome the problems of integration as polarization of

professional attitudes are not directly affected, Research

Into Site Management (R.S.M.)41, which requires the design

team to be directly involved in the construction process and
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Alternative Methods of Management (A.M.M.)1+2which also

requires the design team to be involved in the organisation of

the actual construction process through the integration of sub-

contracts. Both R.S.M. and A.M.M. demand that the design

team are on site for the majority of a project's construction

stage. These approaches are directly concerned with integrat-

ing the design and construction activities whilst maintaining

the client's independent professional advisors. They take a

positive approach to overcoming differentiation of the skills

involved in building projects. Other tech~ques which do

not take such a positive stance, but which seek to overcome

the same problem are Design and Construct Contracts, the use

of which is increasing23, and Negotiated Contracts43•

Whilst useful for learning from the experience of others,

such developments do not provide a conceptual framework which

would allow identification of the features of significance in

the process as a basis for designing organisational structures

which takes account of them. Nor do they provide any

indication of an approach to measuring the outcome of

projects which is necessary in order to draw conclusions

regarding the performance of the structure used.

Snowdon44 ,1+5 has gone some way towards identifying a

conceptual framework by visualising a capital project as an

instrument of change and analysing the management steps
against this background. In this context he takes a wide

view of a project and tentatively identifies 'The Management
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Envelope' which contains the factors outside the project which

may affect the project. He recognises the need to be able to

measure the outcome of projects to facilitate comparison of

project organisations and the need to identify separately

management and professional activities.

Many writers27,31,33 see the objectives of project organ-

isations defined in terms of function and quality, time and

cost but Snowdon sees time and cost not so much as objectives
but as constraints. It is considered 23.46,47 that a

conceptual framework is now needed to allow identification of

project management functions which reflects the demands of

different projects and which may resolve the apparent

differences which appear to exist when identifying functions

from an empirical base. For example, an R.I.C.S. report31

does not believe that a project manager should carry out the

duties of individual members of the team but other reports34

see him carrying out those duties concerned with control,

whilst Barnes~8 sees the need for more forward looking and

integrated cost and time control and recognises that techniques

to do this are available but questions whether they are

properly employed. Barnes and others49 also believe that

management on behalf of the client during construction is

inhibi ted by the standard forms of contract which assume that

the clients intends to leave management entirely in the hands

of the contractor.
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Techniques for project control have been available for some

time50~51 but their rate of application has been variable

depending upon the inclination of the team leader who

traditionally has been the architect. Indeed, project

management is sometimes seen as a collection of techniques

rather than the framework in which they are applied.

The British Standards Committee on Project Management had to

be persuaded to change the title of its guide from 'Guide to

project Management' to 'Guide to the Use of Network

Techniques in Project Management,52 to avoid such misunder-

standing. Even so, snowdon53 criticies the draft as taking

too narrow a view of project management. Newly developing

techniques, such as cost modelling54, are seen to provide a

strong integrating force given leadership which is prepared

to take advantage of them.

Similarly, a significant amount of research has been undertaken

on industry wide information systems and data co-ordination55,56,57

and resultant computer applications as well as on information
flow58 within :firms. However,. the implementation of systems on an

industry wide basis, which it is considered would significantly

increase the industry's efficiency56, had been inhibited by

the lack of an hospitable framework of project organisation59•

It is considered by Trimble that whilst a great deal is known

about project management information systems, very little is

known about managers' reactions to the information that they

receive from those systems60• In 1970, Gray59 believed that

the problems of development and implementation of information
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systems would not be finally resolved until a widespread

reorientation in the thinking habits of professionals had

taken place. A 1976 study56, whilst recognising a similar

situation, was concerned not with advocating costly or major

industry wide initiatives but simply making more effective use

of current experience and existing arrangements. It believes

experience shows that, to be successful, changes of this

nature must evolve from familiar practices, nevertheless, its

recommendations placed considerable emphasis upon the

development of organisational frameworks which would provide

a satisfactory degree of collaboration and exchange of

information.

1.4 THE OBJECTIVEOF THIS RESEARCH

Whilst there have been some valuable isolated initiatives in

response to the pleas of successive official reports for

greater co-ordination of the building professions and industry

and their clients, there remains a resistance to change in the

organisational structure of building projects. This

resistance relfects the attitudes49'61 and loyalties47 of the

parties concerned and it has been recognised that, against

such a background, any progress will have to be incrementa162•

However, an equally significant inhibition to progress has been

identified as the lack of a fundamental framework23,46,47 of

organisational theory related to building projects against

which experience of the various organisational initiatives

can be measured and compared.
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Such a framework would allow discrimination between the

attributes and deficiencies of empirical work and form the

basis for organisational design of building projects.

The objective of this research is to identify such a framework.

The determinants of organisational structures are pursued as a

function of the needs of the process of building provision and
are not constrained or predeeermined by conventional assumptions

The basic premise is that the design of organisations should

follow the definition of the process to be managed.

The objective is achieved through the development of a model

which is tested against recently completed building projects.

The model seeks to incorporate the features of Significance

to the structuring of effective organisations for the management

of projects on behalf of building clients and to identify the

relationship of the f.1eatures within the proposed framework.

The objective of this research is specifically client

orientated and is not directed towards the objectives of the

contributors to projects except "insofar as they affect client's

satisfaction with project outcome. From this basis emerges

the activities of project management and their relationship to

the effectiveness of organisational.structures.

1.5 SYSTEMS THEORY AND ITS APPLICATION TO THE BUILDING PROCESS

General Systems Theory (G.S.T.)63 originated in the

biological sciences, butl its originator, Von Bertelanffy,

has acknowledged its general applicability which he considers
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encompasses business organisations. Systems theory has been

usefully applied to organisational problems in

industries64'6S'66 other than the building industry, but it

has been recognised that there has been a relative lack of
66

determined effort to use it in tackling real world problems

The attraction of systems theory as a medium for identifying

a conceptual framework f,orthe management of the building

process lies in the basic premise that a system is an

organised or complex whole, an assemblage or combination of

things or parts forming a complex or unitary whole which is
67 68

greater than the simple sum of the parts' The systems

approach stresses the contribution of the interrelationships

of the parts of the system and the system's adaptation to its

environment in achieving its objective.

The application of systems concepts to organisational design

of the building process has been suggested by systems
experts2S'69,70and three significant approaches have been

developed.

The work of Morris71 developed an approach to studying the

interplay at what he identified as the DeSign/Construction

interface. It suggested specific relationships for the

intergration found on building projects and suggested

general conditions under which particular forms of integration

may occur. The work compared six projects with different

stages of contractor appointment to the building team.
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Systems design was seen as an important aid in the development

of an integrated form of building project and drew heavily upon

the work of Lawrence and Lorsch65 on differentiation and

intergration.

Morris states that problems of co-ordination and control in

building projects increase as the projects increase in size,

speed or complexity. He finds that these problems may be

reduced by designing interfaces within the project that are

not in themselves complex. To achieve this, he believes

that the number of sub-systems and the interdependency at the

interfaces should be kept to a minimum wherever possible.

paradoxically he then recognises the need to split the

p~oject work into clearly separate sub-systems and remarks

that managing a project with such a degree of separation is not

easy. He considers that to manage these interfaces requires

expertise in applying organisational design, programming,

co-ordination and control skills to planning and monitoring

the project's development. He suggests that the deployment

of these skills is essentially what constitutes the management

of the project.

However, he has, in arriving at this conclusion, taken a

narrow view of the builping process by focusing attention on

the Design/construction interface.

There is some danger in generalising the management of a

project from a specific study of one interface in the process.
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The management of a project is concerned with the total

building process and requires a consideration of all the inter-

faces in the total process. This is suggested in passing by

Morris, but not pursued, when he states that the Sketch Design/

Detailed Design interface, for instance, is an interface which

was seen to receive inadequate integrative attention. This view

is supported by Morris's lack of specification of the project

management process and his acceptance, without serious question,

of the stages of the R.I.B.A. Plan of Work13 as the differentia-

ted parts of the process. The Plan of Work, devised in 1965,

specifies the stages of progress of projects and the work to be

done by the contributors at each stage. The Plan has evolved as

the conventional way of organising building projects. Since

Morris's work, the property Services Agency has produced its own

Plan of Work72 based on assumptions which they believe better

reflect project management functions. Morris's work supports the

approach of this study in that he found organisational theory,

especially when employed in the context of a system framework,

can be used to describe and explain the nature of the management

process for building projects. This is useful even though he did

not pursue the application to the total building process where the

concept has its greatest relevance.

A further application of the systems concept was made in Sweden

by Napier73. In this work he attempted to gain an understanding

of the problems of the Swedish building industry as a whole as a

basis for the design of systems for the future through systems

theory and a theoretical model. He draws almost exclusively

upon the work of the Tavistock Institute carried out by Higgins74,17
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Crichton75, Miller and Rice69, and Burns and Stalker76• He

concludes that the theoretical model seems to function well as an

instrument for interpretation and that by considering the building

industry as a system with a number of sub-systems, and by studying

these systems in their environment it has been possible for him to

obtain a realistic picture of the industry and the causes of its

major problems.

Handler's work77 is principally concerned with the building as a

system. This concept is developed by reference to General System

Theory by drawing an anGlogy between living organisms and a building.

The concept of a building as a system is transferred to the need

for deSigners to design buildings from this concept. This work

is basically an abstraction of the manner in which architects should

work and think rather than how the building process should be organised,

although he recognises in passing the need for a structure to

integrate the work of specialists and the value of the systems

concept in its achievement.

These major studies show the potential for the application of

systems theory to the building· process •. Each study has· taken a

different perspective, but has employed the same basic concepts.

In taking the perspective of the process of providing a building

and the relationship of management on behalf of clients, this

research takes a broader view than did Morris but a more specific

one than Napier.

As a prerequisite to the application of the systems approach to

the analysis of the process of building provision, it is necessary
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to construct an outline model of the process. The use of systems

concepts to construct the outline requires that the identification

of the process of building provision precedes the design of

organisational structures in order to avoid the imposition of

artificial organisational boundaries67,68. Hence, the outline is

of the process of building provision and not of organisational

structures.

The development of the model from the outline begins, therefore,

with the process and identifies the influences acting upon it, the

relationships within it and system control concepts and their

relationships to the process. From this basis it is then possible

to identify propositions regarding the relationships amongst

contributors to projects which are of significance to the effective

organisation of building projects for clients.

The model is then tested against three projects which have recently

been completed. In order to test the model an approach to inter-

preting projects for testing purposes is developed in which

methods are devised for analysing organisational structures used

to provide buildings. In order to assess the performance of the

processes used for the test projects as a prerequisite to compar-

ing the model with the test projects, methods for analysing

project outcomes and the environmental conditions in which they

were achieved are developed.

Conclusions are then drawn regarding the validity of the model as

a representation of the determinants of organisational structure

for the effective management of building projects for clients.
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PART 2 THE MODEL

2.1 AN OUTLINE OF THE PROCESS OF ORIGINATION AND REALISATION
OF A BUILDING

The construction of a model of the process of origination and

realisation of a building is the fundamental basis of this

research. The prerequisite of such a model is an outline of

the process of building provision which is devoid of artificial

organisation boun~ies but which identifies the major forces

which influence the process. The purpose of the outline is

to provide a foundation for the development of a theoretical

model against which processes in practice can be measured.

The process has a start point (which may be difficult to identify
specifically in practice) • It also has a finish point which

is taken as the completion of a building. The process of
origination and realisation of a building is those events that

joint these two points, as shown in Fig. 1.

Start Point Finish Point

Process

FIG. 1.

(i)
Potential start points are activated by project generators and
are a result of project generators' motivation and opportunity

(i)
The term 'project generator' is used to refer to a sponsor of
building work who can generate the finance, information and
authori ty necessary to embark upon the process of building. A
more cammon term is 'client', but 'project generator' is preferred
at this stage, as various meanings are ascribed to 'client' by
different users. Finance, information and authority ariSing from
the project generator provide the motivation for the whole process.
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as influenced by external stimuli. Such external stimuli may

be economic forces which give the opportunity for profit,

sociological forces which present the chance to respond to a
social need, but more usually are combinations of different

classes of stimuli. The basic responses of a project generator
to external (environmental) stimuli is the result of its need

to survive, above this level the project generator responds in

order-to expand as the result of its motivation as illustrated

in Fig.2

Expansion

01-
) M (., c::

!II 0
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Q) .,
c:: !II

External Q) > ExternalC) ~Stimuli ., i Stimuli
CJ

) Q) <"1""'1
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FIG.2 A PROJECT GENERATOR'S RESPONSE TO EXTERNAL
INFLUEtCES
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Surviv~l is the basic goal of a project generator and can be
defined as the project generator maintaining its position

relative to its competitors. In order to achieve this, the project
generator must continue to obtain a return -acceptable to its

environment in terms of the project generator's role, (e.g.

profit, acceptability). This is more easily conceived for

commercial organisations, but is also true for public authorities.

In commercial terms, this requires a sufficient response to

remain in business. In terms of a non-proft organisation, it

means a sufficient response to prevent the organisation from

being replaced by some other mechanism. For example, the

establishment of Urban Development Corporations to undertake

some of the tasks of certain local authorities.

In responding to external stimuli to expand the project genera-

tor takes advantage of events in its environment which allow

it to expand. The degree to which the project generator takes

such opportunities are determined by its motivation, which is,

in turn, influenced by incentives provided by the environment,

e.g. taxation, status, satisfaction.

The purpose of expansion will be to give the project generator

greater power over its environment (which includes its competi-

tors) and will be achieved by acquiring greater influence

through, for example, greater profit and prestige in combinations

appropriate to the project generator's task.

The project generator can, therefore, be said to have a purpose

which is the product of its motivation in response to the
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environmental demands or opportunities placed upon it. The

start point is the recognition of the need or opportunity to

achieve this purpose. The options available to a project

generator may include the acquiSition of real property which,

in turn, may require the construction of a new building.

At the initial activation of a start point, the plane within

which the finish point is feasible will be very large and will
(i)encompass all those alternatives which will provide a performance

which allows a project generator to achieve its purpose. The

alternatives which are available to a project generator will

vary depending upon the nature of the project generator's role.

There will be basic differences between the choices available

to commercial and public authorities. Similarly, there will

be differences between the choices available to different types

of commercial organisations and different types of public

authorities. However, it is possible, for every category,

that one of the alternatives will require the acquisition of

real property to achieve the required performance.

This outline of the process is now developed further in this

research using the origination and realisation of a building

by a commercial organisation as the concepts are more readily

understood in terms of commercial criteria. Fig. 3, there-

fore, gives examples of some alternative initial feasible

decisions from a start point in a commercial organisation.

(i)
The term 'performance' is used to describe the facility required
by the project generator to enable it to survive or expand to
achieve its purpose.
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In making pro9X'ess tow.~ds. the ;fi.niah_po.tnt~the p~ocess of arriving

at one of the initial decisions may be called the Project Conception

Process. (Fig. 4)

External influences are transmitted to the project generator through

his importation of information, energy and materials (i) during the

Project Conception Process. SUch influences can be broadly classified

as Political, Legal, Economic, Institutional, Sociological, and

Technical. The action of these influences will deter.mine the initial

decision. The project Conception Process will entail the consideration

of each alternative within the environmental context and a decision

will be made on the basis of the influence of the external constraints,

given that the project generator has the capacity to survive. For

example, economic conditions may make a process change appropriate,

but it may then be discovered that trade union action (sociological

influence) will make this difficult, by which time economic conditions

may have made the take~over of another firm more appropriate. Adapt-

ation to environmental influences will continue until an initial

feasible decision is reached.

The goal of this process is adaptation to external influences. The

outcome of the Project Conception Process can be seen as a preferred

change in the configuration of the project generator which will allow it

to achieve its purpose.

It is assumed in this research that the preferred outcome of the Project

conception Stage is the provision of a performance through the acquisi-
tion(ii) of real property.
(i) The meaning of information and material are self evident
although it should be pointed out that material encompasses any
material whatsoever. Energy, similarly means any type of energy
but in the context of this work, people are a particularly
important source of both physical and mental energy.67

(11) At this stage, the definition of acquisition of real
property includes existing or new property or improvement or
modification of property already owned.
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Having reached this preferred initial decision, the objective

is reach the finish point. The preferred initial decision of

the Project Conception Process of providing a performance which

requires the acquisition of real property contains a number of

alternatives which can be considered as intermediate feasible

decision points. The process of arriving at one of these alter-

natives in making further progress towards the finish point, may

be called the project Inception Process (Fig.5). The intermed-

iate feasible decision actually taken is determined by the ability

of the alternative chosen to provide the optimum performance

demanded by the external influences to enable the project genera-

tor to achieve its purpose. The external influences acting

upon the process of reaching an intermediate decision are the

same as those given before, but may exert different influences

during this process. The Project Inception Process will receive

information, energy and materials from external influences and

will transform them in its task of identifying the intermediate

decision which provides the optimum performance. Interacting

with these influences in arriving at a decision will be the

commercial activity of the project generator which will itself

be influenced by the external constraints.

During this process the goal is the achievement of the project

generator's purpose through the acquisition of real property.

The motivation of the project is the authority, information and

finance arising from the project generator.

It is further assumed for this research that the preferred

outcome, of the Project Inception Process is the provision of
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a performance through the construction of a new building.

The new building which is actually constructed will lie within

a finish spectrum ranging from total satisfaction with perform-

ance requirement to total dissatisfaction with performance
requirement and the performance of the completed building will

be between these extremes. The process of arriving at the

finished building is called the project Realisation Process (Fig.G)

The process of achieving the finished building will be determined

by the external influences acting on the process. The external
influences are classified as before and provide information,

energy and material for the process. As was the case with the

project Conception and Inception Processes, the external influ-

ences act in two ways upon this process; directly upon the

process and indirectly through their influence upon the

commercial activity of tpe project generator. The Project

Realisation Process transforms these inputs into the output of

the process which is the finished building. The effectiveness

of the transformation process will determine the outcome actually

achieved.

An example ofth~effect of external influences during this

process could be that economic and/or institutional forces

determine that construction work is awarded on the basis of

competitive tender. Such a decision would divide this process

into two sub-processes, but only if appropriate external influ-

ences are present, such an assumption would be unfounded at

this stage of development of the outline of the process.
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2.2

2.2.1

2.2.2

During this process, the goal is the construction of a new

building which enables the project generator to achieve its

purpose. The motivation for the project is authority, informa-

tion and finance arising from the project generator.

A composite illustration of the three processes of the process
of origination and realisation of a building is given in Fig.7.

For economy in the rest of this work the process of origination

and realisation of a building is referred to as the process of

building provision.

THE SYSTEMS APPROACH

Introduction

Examination of the outline of the process of building provision

developed in 2.1 shows that the process reflects systems concepts.

The systems approach is, therefore, examined in more detail for

use in developing the outline into a fuller model of the process.

Open and Closed Systems

A system can be defined as any entity, conceptual or physical

which consists of interdependent parts. Each of a system's

elements is connected to every other element, directly or

indirectly, and no sub-set of elements is unrelated to any other

sub-set. 79

It was the evolution of the concepts of open and closed systems

by the originator of General Systems Theory (G.S.T.), Von

Bertelanffy, which developed systems theory into a more useful

tool for analysis. He defines an open system as a system in
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exchange of matter with its environment, presenting import and

export, building up and breaking down of its material components.63

A closed system is defined as one that has no environment.

Closed systems are static, predictable and'ultimately:tend

towards a state of equilibrium, stillness and inactivity.80

An open system has an environment to which it adapts by changing

the structure and processes of its internal components. 81,82

Although stable, open systems are always changing, always evolv-

ing although identifiable and classifiable, they present

differences over time and in changing circumstances.80

Organisations could never have existed as closed systems they

have always been open systems. ' But the idea of closed and

open systems encouraged sociologists to think of and treat

organisations as open systems which altered the way in which

organisations were analysed.83 Von Bertelanffy considers

that G.S.T. encompasses business organisations, however he
believes that modelling of systems of organisations has not yet

reached a mathematical representation and acknowledges the

validity of other forms in developing an understanding of

systems.63

The outline of the process of building proviSion in 2.1 can

be seen to be an open system. It is determined by its environ-

ment and even at the level of abstraction employed can already

be seen to consist of three interdependent elements or sub-

systems: project Conception Process, Project Inception Process,

Project Realisation Process. Further application of systems

concepts to the outline should identify further sub-systems and
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their relationships to each other and to their environment.

The application of systems theory requires the recognition of

the pervasive nature of systems as demonstrated in G.S.T. by

K. Boulding36 who identified nine levels of systems in his
hierarchy.

The process of building provision lies in Boulding's social

organisation level, but more important is the recognition that

this process is a sub-system of larger systems which form its

environment. The system also contains sub-systems which can

themselves also be seen as systems within the system of the

process of building provision which forms part of their environ-

ment. This concept of systems within systems is fundamental

to an understanding of the context within which any system exists.

G.S.T. has been used by researchers in a wide variety of disci-

plines, but their attempts to apply the prinCiples of an evolv-

ing area of scientific endeavour has resulted in problems of

semantics. Such problems are referred to by Ackoff81 in his

attempts to set down a preliminary definition of the conceptual

framework of systems, although he recognises Emery's84 warning

against too hasty an effort to do this. Emery believes that

pioneers of systems thinking have felt it incumbent upon them-

selves to work out their intuitions in their own language, for

fear of what might be lost through trying to work through the

language of others. He sees benefit in this approach through
I

a rapid development of systems thinking in diverse disciplines

which are transferable into different language. Nevertheless,
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2.2.3

Ackoff (1971)79,81 and others87 have offered definitions with

wide applicability, which have assisted workers in specific

areas to evolve their own applications and which are useful in

the further development of this work.

The Environment

The distinguishing feature of the open system concept is that

of the environment and its implication for understanding the
behaviour of systems. Ackoff81 defines the environment of a

system as a set of elements and their relative properties, which

elements are not a part of the system but a change in any of

which can produce'a change in the state of the system. Thus

a systems's environment consists of all variables which can

effect its state. Emery and Trist85 recognised that open

systems theory enabled exchange processes between an organisa-

tion and elements in its environment to be dealt with but that

it does not deal with those processes in the environment itself

which are the determining conditions of the exchanges. To

analyse these, an additional concept - the causal texture of

the environment - was proposed. They stated that organisational

environments differ in their causal texture, both as regards

uncertainty and in many other important respects and they identi-

fied four 'ideal types' on a scale of increasing complexity of

causal interconnectedness.

Empirical studies by Lawrence and Lorsch65 and others86 have

shown the relationship between organisation structure and

environmental circumstances and Katz and Kahn87 have pointed
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out that we cannot understand an organisation as a system with-

out a constant study of the forces that impinge upon it.

Emery and Trist88 see the primary task in managing an enterprise

as a whole as relating the total system to its environment and
not in internal regulation per se. This does not mean that

managers will not be involved in internal problems but that

such involvement will be orientated consciously or unconciously

to certain assumptions about the external relations of the

enterprise.

A further feature is the presence, in relation to systems of

protected environments. Protected environments have been

referred to by Child89 and Napier74• Child, in relation to

monopolies and Napier in relation to the institutions, federa-

tions and associations concerned with the building industry.

Child believed that such organisations might well be in a posi-

tion to control or ignore environmental contingencies. Also

that an organisation can afford to accept a level of sub-optimal

performance it if chooses not to match its structure to suit
prevailing contingencies.

Systems theory would suggest that the environment is of funda-

mental importance to what takes place within the process of

building provision previously outlined. The process is the

result of its enVironment. The environment acts in two ways:

Indirectly upon the primary commercial activity of the project

generator's organisation and directly upon the activities of

the process itself.
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The influence of the environment upon the project generator's

primary commercial activity will be determined by:

(L) The nature of the activity of the project generator in

terms of its sensitivity to changes' in its environment.

(ii) The relationship between the elements of the activity's

environment and the way in which they become connected.

For example, the receipt of an unexpected large order

for the project generator's goods may make realisation

of the building more urgent.

(i)Environmental factors will also directly affect the sub-systems

of the process itself and their influence will be determined by:

(i) The nature of the task of the sub-systems in terms of

its sensitivity to changes in its environment.

(ii) The relationship between the elements of the sub-system's

environment and the way in which they become connected.

For example, a rise in activity in the building industry may

create uncompetitive conditions in terms of price and completion

time for buildings which make it difficult to advance completion

of the building if a large order is received by the project

generator.

(i)
The sub-systems, as previously identified, are: project
Conception Process Project Inception Process, Project Realisa-
tion Process.
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2.2.4

It is possible, therefore that the manner in which environmental

influences act upon the project generator's commercial activity

and the process of building provision may be incompatible and

such conflict will need to be resolved. It will be necessary

to specify the criteria against which any proposed solution

to such conflict can be measured. Such criteria should be in

terms of benefit to the project generator.

Adaptation
The reaction of an open system to its environment results in a

system achieving a dynamic equilibrium or steady state. '!he

importation of energy from its environment to arrest entropy -

negentropy - operates to maintain some constancy in energy

exchange so that open systems that survive are characterised

by a steady state. This contrasts with the equilibrium of a

closed system. The steady state in its simplest form is

homeostatic and functions to maintain the given structure of

the system and is referred to as self-regulatory82 ( or state

maintaining) whereas a system which changes its basic structure

as a function of its experience and environment is referred to

as adaptive. In adapting to their environment such systems

will attempt to cope with external forces by ingesting them or

acquiring control over them~7 They are open 'internally' as

well as externally in that interchanges among their components

may result in significant changes in the nature of the components

themselves with important consequences for the system as a

whole. 82
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2.2.5

It is this process of adaptation which triggers the start point

identified previously in the outline of the process of building

provision. The system identified in the outline is created as
Ia result of this need or opportunity to adapt. The three sub-

(1)
systems identified in the outline represent the processes of

adaptation to specific combinations of environmental forces.

The manner in which the sub-systems are undertaken mayor may

not entail the annexing of other systems in order to achieve

the goal of the system. Nevertheless, the process of building

provision illustrated by the outline is fundamentally a sub-

system of the project generator's larger system. It is a

system of adaptation with the goal of enabling the project gene-

rator to achieve its purpose.

The Goal I I

'!heconcept of equifinali ty further characterises open systems.

The concept states that a system can reach the same final state

from differing initial conditions and by a variety of paths. 87

'!beequifinali ty of social systems has major importance for the

management of complex organisations. The closed system cause

and effect relationship adopted from the physical sciences would

suggest that there is only one best way to achieve a given

objective. The concept of equifinality suggests that a manager

can utilise a varying bundle of inputs into an organisation,

can transfer these in a variety of ways, and can achieve variety

of output. Extending this view further suggests that the

management function is not necessarily one of seeking a rigid

(i)
project Conception Process, Project Inception Process, Project
Realisation Process.
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2.2.6

solution but rather one of having available a variety of satis-

factory solutions to problems.90

A system which has the characteristic of having more than one

method for achieving an objective is referred to by Ackoff81 as
a purposeful system which he defines as one which can produce

the same outcome in different ways in the same (internal or

external) state and can produce different outcomes in the same

and different states. Thus a purposeful system selects ends

as well as means and thus displays will. Be defines the goal

of a purposeful system as a preferred outcome that can be obtain-

ed within a specific period and an objective as a preferred

outcome that cannot be obtained within a specific period but

which can be obtained over a longer time period.

The outline of the process of building provision demonstrates

such features for the whole system and for each of the three

sub-systems • The goal of the system is refined in at the end

of each sub-system as further methods of achieving the goal are

presented. During refinement of the goal it is crucial that
the objectives of the whole system is adhered to and not

distorted by the sub-goals of the sub-systems.

Growth Through Internal Elaboration

Systems concepts recognise growth through internal elaboration.

Open systems tend to move in the direction of greater differen-

tiation and a higher level of organisation. Bertalanffy

points to the continual elaboration of biological organisms.

This same process appears to hold true for most social systems90
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and complex organisations tend to achieve greater differentiation

and specialisation among sub-systems. This tendency to inter-

nal elaboration and differentiation leads to demands for inte-

gration arising from the interdependency of the differentiated

tasks within the system. '!benotion of interdependency is

explicit in the earlier definition of systems and the concepts

of differentiation and integration arising from them have been

defined in organis~tional terms by Lorsch.91 He defines

differentiation as the differences in cognitive and emotional

orientations among managers in different functional departments

and the differences in formal structure among these departments.

He defines integration as the quality of the state of collabo-

ration that exists among departments that are required to

achieve unity of effort by the environment.

Closely related to the concepts of differentiation and integra-

tion is that of boundaries~9 An open system has a permeable

boundary between itself and its environment. Boundaries also

separate the sub-systems which are defined by identification of

internal boundaries. '!beyarise as a result of differentiation

within a system and in social organisations are determined

primarily by the functions and activities of the organisation.gO

One of the key functions within any organisation is that of

boundary regulation between sub-systems. A primary role of

management is serving as linking pin or boundary agent between

the various sub-systems to ensure integration and co-operation.92

The level of abstraction of the outline of the process of
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2.2.7

.
(ifbuilding provision identifies three sub-systems . which are

differentiated as a result of choices in terms of outcomes

produced by the complexity of the environment. '!hat is, the

options available and the outcome of each sub-system are created

by the environment, not by the system. '!he managementof the

boundaries between the sub-systems is important to ensure that

the sub-systems' tasks remain orientated to the objective of the

whole system.

In addition to the boundaries between the sub-systems, (1) there

exists the boundary between the project generator's principal

system (commercial activity) and the process of building provis-

ion. '!his boundary is also created by the environment as it is

th,e environmental forces which activate the start point and

create the process of buixding provision. A further boundary

is that between the environment and the project generator's

principal system and process building provision referred to

previously.

The development of the model from the outline will seek to identify

further internal boundaries which arise as a result of the tasks

to be performed, and the effect of environmental forces.

Feedback

The concept of feedback is fundamental to understanding how a

system maintains its steady state. Ackoff81 believes that at

(i)
project Conception Process, Project Inception Process, Project
Realisation Process.
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least one sub-set of a system has a system-control function which

compares achieved outcomes with desired outcomes and makes adjust-

ments in the behaviour of the system. It also determines what

the desired outcomes are. The control function is normally
exercised on a feedback principle and operates within the system

and between the system and its environment.

The type and amount of feedback is important to system stability

and equilibrium. 93 The simplest type of information found in

all systems is negative feedback. Information feedback of a

negative kind enables the system to correct its deviation from

course, that is encouraging a return to the initial situation.

Positive feedback further amplifies the deviation from course.87,94

The operation of feedback loops requires the sample taken at the

freeze point to be measured against the goal of the system.

This requires that the goal is appropriately and accurately

defined to enable the monitoring and comparing device to carry

out its function. Similarly, monitoring and comparison proce-

dures need designing with appropriate methods of measurement of

the output for comparison with the goal. Systems should be

designed with the ability to take action on the baSis of feed-

back information. The frequency and poSition of feedback

loops within the systems need to be established in relation to

the nature of the task being undertaken and the influence of the

.environment on the system. The control functions which arise

from the application of a systems approach to the design of organisa-

tions should axiomatically establish feedback mechanisms.
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2.3

2.3.1

In the outline of the process, feedback is the mechanism·

designed to ensure that the system remains on course to achieve

the goal of the system. This will entail ensuring that the

direction of the system remains orientated- to maintaining the

purpose of the project generator through feedback from the

system.to the environment and, internally, ensuring that the

sub-systems are achieving the current goal. The position of

the internal feedback loops will be determined by

the output of the differentiated sub-systems to be identified

in the development of the model.

SYSTEMS AND ORGANISATIONS

Introduction

It is recognised that, relative to its origins in the natural

sciences, the application of G.S.T. to organisations is an

application to contrived or man-made systems.67 Organisations

have structure but the structure of events rather than of

physical components, and their structure cannot be separated

from the processes of the system.90

In order to develop the model it is therefore appropriate to

examine the applications of G.S.T. to the theory of organisa-

tions. 'l11eaim of this examination is to identify those

concepts which allow the processes of the system under considera-

tion to be described in a useful manner for the purpose of

developing the model.
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2.3.2 Traditional Views

Many of the earlier concepts in the social sciences and in

organisation theory were closed system views because they

considered the system under study as self contained. They
concentrated only upon the internal operation of the organisa-

tion and adopted highly rational approaches taken from physical

science models.90 What is referred to as the classicist's
• of

approach to the designAorganisation structures originated from

the school of Fayol, Urwick, Taylor and their contemporaries

and successors in the early twentieth century. Their 'princi-
ples of management' were concerned with such things as Pyrami-
dial Structure, Unity of Command, Line and Staff, the Scalar

Chain, Span of Control. The primary element was the bureau-

cratic form, with its pyramidal organisation structure and the

idea that authority is delegated downwards. Division of
labour was advocated so that the sub-goals of the various units

add up to the overall organisational goals and co-ordination

would be handled through the management hierarchy.

This traditional approach to organisation and management was

essentially rigid and stemmed from military and church models.

It did not make explicit the effect of the human component and

influences external to the organisation. A more serious study

of people in organisations did not begin until it was

explicitly recognised that informal organisations existed in

parallel with formal organisations.95 An extension of the

recognition of the human aspect of organisations and the

shortcomings of organisational theory saw the emergence of the
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behavioural and social system schools which believed that the

study of management should be centered on inter-personal rela-
tions or that it should be seen as a social system. However,

Koontz96 and others doubt whether the field of human behaviour

is the equivalent of the field of management. Lorsch91

considers that the nature of the task of many organisations

makes this approach impracticable and he questions the implied

.assumptions that all"individuals are motivated by different

needs •

Within these two major movements are a range of schools, which

are well analysed by Koontz.96 The major criticism now levelled

at these schools of management thought is that they were offered

as the one best way to organise. Recent organisation structure

research denies such an assumption.65,97

2.3 .•3 Systems Views

General Systems Theory was developing alongside the schools of

management thought. It had an attraction for management

researchers as it presented an opportunity to converge the

strands of management thinking into an acceptable and theoreti-

cally sound framework. However, evidence of the demand for

a convergent view was demonstrated98 initially outside the

systems framework.

Similarly carzo99 moved towards a systems approach without

specifically recognising it when he argued for less rigidity

and more recognition of interdependency in organisations than

the traditional principles imply.
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The absence of a theoretically sound framework led to each of

the various management theory schools proposing that their

approach represented the only way to organise in all conditions.

The systems approach however, reflects the -interdependency

created by the nature of the tasks to be undertaken and the

effects upon the task of environmental influences and therefore

discounts rigid approaches which propose one method for all

circumstances. This is not to say that the systems approach

discounts as irrelevant the ideas of traditional management

and the behavioural schools but rather that the systems approach

provides a framework for understanding and analysing organisa-

tions through their internal and external relationships which

places into context the earlier views of organisations.69

For example, the behaviour of individuals within a system of

organisation remains important but it is more easily understood

and relevant if it is -seen within the context of the relation-

ships demanded by the task being undertaken and the environment

within which it takes place.

65
Lawrence and Lersch's major study led to the Contingency Theory

of Organisation Design which states that there is no one

best way to organise but rather that organisation is a function

of task and environment and it encompasses many recent applica-

tions of systems ideas to organisations. They found that

- different environments require varying degrees of differentia-

tion among organisational uni,ts • The extent of organisational

differentiation depends upon the uncertainty of the environment

and its diversi ty. They recognised that complex organisations
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segregate their environment into parts and identify the rela-

tive certainty of the parts of the environment. They state

that they have found that the state. of differentiation in the

effective organisation was consistent with the environmental

demandfor interdependenea. In developing their COntingency

Theory they state that this starting model is complicated as

soon as we move to a complex, multi-unit organisation in which

each unit strives to cope with different parts of the environ-

ment. As soon as this happens, it introduces the complication

of integrating the work of different units. 'J.1leysee the

existence of an integratery unit and conflict-resolution pract-

ices as contributing to the quality of integration and, in turn,

to overall performance.

Whilst they recognise the need to separate the environment into

sub-environments of each part of the organisation, nevertheless

there is a total environment in which the organisation operates.

'J.1leyaccept that the total environment and the sub-environments

of the parts will differ and it would seem that one aspect of

the role of the integrating mechahismwould be to overcome such

problems.

A number of other Significant research studies led up to the

Contingency Theory. One by Burns and Stalker76 analysed firms

in the electronics industry and identified two patterns of

organisations and management. One they termed 'mechanistic'

was similar to the classical model referred to earlier.

other, termed Iorganic I, had a participative character.

The

These
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classifications corresponded closely to the two types of manager

classified by MCGregor100 prior to the application of systems

to organisations. Burns and Stalker did not suggest that

either was superior to the other. They concluded that when
taken in context with task and enVironment, one pattern will

be more appropriate for the specific tasks and environment in

question.

A further study which made a contribution was undertaken by

Woodward86 who found from analysing manufacturing firms that

successful organisations in industries with different technolo-

gies were characterised by different organisation structures.

Industries with a unit or job shop technology had wider spans

of supervisory control and fewer heirarchical levels than did

successful firms with continuous process technologies.

A substantial contribution was made by Miller and Rice69,lOl

in their analYSis of systems of organisations. Their work on

the identification of boundaries and the differentiation of
(i) . -(ii)task and sent1ent groups, together with Miller's analysis

of the determinants of differentiation arising from technology,

territory and time provide some of the basic tools for model-

ling organisations.

(i)
A task group was defined as the human resources required for
a system of activities.
(H)
A sentient group was defined as the group to which individuals
are prepared to commit themselves and on which they depend for
emotional support.
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The Contingency Theory is a succinct summary of a great deal of

the detailed work which went before it. It is perhaps a

reflection of the management disciplines apparent need to sum
89

up a complex situation in just a few words~ Child is critical

of the Contingency Theory on these grounds and believes that

contingency theorists have not in the main recognised the

organisation design difficulties which may result from the

presence of multiple contingencies. Child is concerned at

the situation in which a configuration of different contingen-• •cie.lis found which are conflicting in terms of organisation

design. He questions the cost effectiveness of the additional

integrating mechanism required as he is not convinced that

there is evidence that they improve performance.

For similar reasons, whilst drawing upon the principles of the

Contingency Theory, the development of the model in this

research will be undertaken from the basis of the work which

contributed to the Contingency Theory, in particular that of

Miller and Rice.
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2.4 DEVELOPMENT OF THE K>DEL

2.4.1 The Purpose and Elements of the Model

This section is concerned with developing the model of the

process of building provision by the application of systems

concepts to the outline proposed previously. The purpose of the

developed model is to present an abstraction of the process which

makes explicit the main elements and provides a framework for

further exploration of the way in which the process may be

organised and managed for clients to achieve their requirements.

From the previous chapters it is possible to identify the essential
elements of a systems model of the process as follows:

(a) Identification of the mode of operation of the system.

(b) Definition of the goal of the system.

(c) Identification of the factors in the environment of the

system and the manner in which they influence the tasks

of the process.

(d) Definition of the sub-systems of the total system and the

nature of their relationships.

(e) Definition of the feedback routes necessary for the

maintenance of the system.
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2.4.2 Input - output

The system of activities which make up an organisation can be

considered in terms of a general open systems model 67, 69, 90
as in Fig. 8.

INPUT OF TRANSFORMATION BY OUTPUT OF
Information Men and/or Products
Energy Machines and/or
Material Services

Flow of materials/energy/information

F-ig. 8 General model of an organisation as an

open system

The open system is in continual interaction with its environ-

ment and achieves a steady state whilst still retaining the

capacity for work or energy transformation. The system must

receive sufficient input of resources to maintain its operations

and also to export the transformed resources to the environment

in sufficient quantity to continue the cycle. For example, the

business organisation receives inputs from society in the form of

people, materials, money and information. It transforms these

into outputs of products, services and rewards to the organisa-

tional members sufficiently large to maintain their participation.
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Emery and Trist88 have developed this general model of their

view of organisations as open sociotechnical systems which

recognises the technological and social components. They

believe that an analysis of the technological system can
..produce a systematic picture of t~s and task inter-relations

required by the technological system but that, in practice this

is tempered by human behaviour. Kast 90 et al see this as the

structuring and integrating of human activities around various.......technologies in which the 8eieai system determines the effective-

ness and efficiency of the utilisation of the technology.

Johnson et a167 take this a step further and see an open socio-

technical system comprised of a number of conceptual sub-systems.

These conceptual sub-systems are:

(i) The technical sub-systems, which refers to the knowledge

required for the performance of tasks, is determined by

the task requirements of the organisation, and frequently

prescribes the type of organisational structure and the

psychological sub-system.

(ii) The psychological sub-system which consists of individual

behaviour and motivation is affected by environmental

forces and the technology and structure of the organisa-

tion.

(iii) The organisation structure Sub-system which is inter-

meshed between the technical and psychological sub-systems

and is concerned with the way in which the organisation

tasks are differentiated and integrated. The linkage is

not complete as many interactions and relationships occur
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between the technical and psychological sub-systems which

bypass the formal structure.

(iv) The management sub-system which spans the entire organ-

isation by relating the organisation to its environment,

setting the goals, and planning, organising and controll-
ing the necessary activities.

Whilst recognising the human behaviour system of organisations,

it can be seen that the technological system in the prescribing

system. Hence the abstract model to be developed here will be

concerned with modelling the process on the basis of the relation-

ships of the tasks to be performed as determined by the technology

of the task and the environment wi thin which the process is

undertaken. The characteristics of the people involved in carry-

ing out the process will need to be harnessed to the benefit of

of the project generator and although this research is concerned

wit:h structure it may be that when the model is compared with the

process in practice deviations can be explained by the actions of

the social or psychological system.

The application of the input·- transformation - output concept

to the process of building provision is illustrated in Fig. 9.

The project generator's task(i) can be seen as an input -

transformation - output process and as a result of environmental

forces acting upon this system the need or opportunity to adapt

to achieve its purpose is identified and triggers the start pOint.

A part of the input to the project generator's task (e.g. money,

energy) is then diverted to become input to the Project Conception

Process which will also acquire other input direct from its

(i) The project generator's task is the primary commercial

activity of its organisation.
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environment. In both cases the inputs will be in terms of
(i)information, energy and materials. A transformation will then

take place within the Project Conception Process and its output

will become the input to the Project Inception Process.

In addition to this input, the Project Inception Process will also

receive an input from its environment and a continuing input from

the project generator. A transformation will take place within

the process and its ouput will become the input to the Project

Realisation Process.

A similar cycle will then take place within the Project

Realisation Process with inputs continuing to flow from the

project generator and also from the Process' own environment, in

addition to those from the Project Inception Process. The output

of this process will then return to the transformation process of

the project genetator to provide an additional performance which

will contribute to his task and assist it in achieving its

purpose.

The process of building provision can therefore be conceived as

an internal transformation within the project generator's

system to give the project generator a greater facility to

to achieve its purpose, and is a sub-system of the project

generator's system carrying out the commercial activity of

his enterprise.

(1) Energy is taken to be the input which drives the

transfo~ation process and therefore includes people,

ideas, power, etc.
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2.4.3 Purpose, The Primary Task and Feedback

A dominant feature ~f a system is that it has goals and Objectives.31

Writers have recognised that systems in practice tend to have

multiple goals and that some form of compr~mise of conflicting
goals takes place.78,102 Multiple goals arise as a result of the

network of relationships which exist within a system. Traditional

approaches to organisation also stress the importance of goals

to ~ enterprise 103, 104 but the approach was one of breaking

down the enterprise goal into sub-goals for the various parts of

the enterprise and did not make explicit the conflictinq multiple

goal concept of the systems approach.

However, the multiple goals of systems arise not as a result of

the system needing to pursue multiple goals in order to achieve

its purpose, but because of the individual aspirations of the

sub-systems which tend to develop their own purpose outside the

main purpose of the system. This has led a number of researchers

to put forward the need to identify and relate the system to a

predominant goal. Miller and Rice69 refer to this goal as the

primary task and define it as 'the task that it must perform if

it is to survive.' Checkland66 terms it the root definition of

the system. All goals of the sub-systems must therefore stem

from the primary task of the system and relate to it. One of the
tasks of management will be to ensure that sub-systems remain

orientated to the primary task of the system. The idea of a

primary task in terms of survival is important as it determines

the level at which the project generator must respond to

environmental influences. The model developed in this work sees
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the project generator having purpose, of which the primary task

is part. Above the level of survival the model sees the proj ect

generator as taking advantage of opportunities provided by the

environment in order to expand and thereby achieve its purpose

as a result of its aspirations and drive. Nevertheless the
primary task concept is significant as it determines the lowest

level of response to the environment by the project generator if

it is to survive.

Whilst an enterprise has a long-term primary task which determines

the input - transformation - output process of the enterprise,

other tasks may temporarily become primary because they are

essential if the main process is to function. For example, if an

essential item of machinery breaks down, the primary task shifts

temporarily to the repair of the machinery.

In terms of the model, the long-term primary task of the project

generator will be that process which it continuously undertakes

in order to survive. For example the primary task of a transport

company is to move items from one location to another at a profit

and is not, for example, keeping its vehicles in pristine condi-

tion. The process of building provision will develop its own

discrete primary task which must remain compatible with the

primary task of the project generator, for example the

acquisition of a particular property, or the design and

construction of a new building which should,in the case of a

transport company, ultimately enable the company to move items more

effectively. Circumstances could arise in which the primary task

of the process of building provision temporarily becomes
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the primary task of the project generator's system but normally

it will remain subservient to it. A danger following a temporary

shift of the primary task is that it may lead to a permanent

redefinition of the primary task of the system to the detriment

of its ability to survive. Similarly, if the leaders or members

of an enterprise do not agree on their definition of the primary

task the survival of the enterprise will be in jeopardy.

The sub-systems (i) of the model, which are sub-systems of the

project generations system, will have primary tasks through which

they themselves survive, which will be to contribute to the

achievement of the project genetator's purpose (which, encompasses

his need to survive). As far as the project generator is concerned,

they will not themselves have a purpose in terms of expansion

although they may have as far as the members of the sub-systems

themselves are concerned if they are from outside the project

generator's system and are annexed to it for the duration of t.~e

project e.g. professional firms, contractors.

It is important to the project generator that the primary task of

the sub-systems remain related to his primary task and purpose

and that any purpose which the sub-systems themselves have does

not conflict with the achievement of his primary task and purpose.

Orientation of the process of building provision towards its

primary task is achieved through feedback loops as illustrated

in Fig. 10.

(i) Project Conception Process, Project Inception Process,

Project Realisation Process.
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The primary task of the Project Conception Process will

necessitate the definition, in terms appropriate to the options

available, of the performance required by the project generator.

A feedback loop should be designed to establish whether the out-

put of this process is compatible with the project generator's

primary task and purpose, to ensure that additional information

arising from the environment during the process has been taken

into account in selecting the alternative, and to validate any

assumptions made during.the process.

This research assumes that the outcome of the Project Conception

Process is the provision of the performance required through the

acquisition of real property. On this basis, the primary task

of the Project Inception Process is to identify the alternative

fo~s of real property which will best provide the performance

required. If it is possible, during this process, to be more

specific about the performance required by the project generator,

this possibility must have arisen through the acquisition of

additional information from the environment. To protect against

the unconscious acquisition of additional information during this

process and to validate assumptions, feedback loops should be

designed to establish whether the output of ,the Project

Inception Process is compatible with the output of the Project

Conception Process and with the project generator's primary task

and purpose. The latter should be the first to be activated.

This research assumes that the outcome of the Project Inception
Process is the provision of the performance required through the

construction of a new building. On this basis, the primary task
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of the Project Realisation Process is to identify and construct

the building which will provide the performance required.

Initially the information upon which the identification of the new

building is based is that which was available at the end of the

Project Inception Process. A feedback loop should occur between

identification of the new building and the output of the project

Inception Process as additional information may have becone

available and may amend the decision taken at that time. Similarly,
.

a feedback loop should be established to the Project conception

Process output and to the project generator's primary task and

purpose. The latter should be the first to be activated, followed

by the loop to the Project Conception Process and finally to the

project Inception Process. These feedback loops should validate

any assumptions made during the Project Realisation Process.

Once the building has been identified and the control stages have

confirmed that the identification of the new building is compati-

ble with the project generator's primary task and purpose then

this decision places a constraint on the construction of the new

building. The feedback loops during construction can only be to

the identification of the new building but the feedback loops

between the identification of the new building and the previous

processes as described above must be maintained. Any change in

the project generator's performance requirement during this part

of the process will require a deCision on the action to be taken,

which must take into account the state of construction of the

new building. The implication of this is that the maximum amount

of information regarding the peformance requirement of the

project generator must be known when the new building is being

identified. Alternatively, in conditions of uncertainty of the
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project generator's performance requirements, flexibility must

be maintained either by not selecting a long-term fixed solution

such as a new building or by identifying a new building which

exhibits the flexibility demanded by the project generator's

environment if this is possible within the Current state of

technology.

The feedback loops identified in this section are at the primary

control stages defined by the model as illustrated in Fig. 10.

Further control stages within the system will be identified as

the model is developed.

2.4.4 The Environment

(a) Generally

As environmental contexts of organisastions rapidly increase in

complexity and uncertainty, researchers have recognised the

importance of the environment in determining the state of a

system, particularly the relative stability/ uncertainty of the

environment and its implications for organisation structure6S•

Kingdom10S appropriately believes that any study of organisational

choice should begin with some understanding of the environmental

problems, particularly as they are influenced by rapid

technological change. Ackoff81 defines the environment of a

system as a set of elements and their relative properties, which

elements are not part of the system but a change in any of which

can produce a change in the state of the system.
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In developing the model, this part of the work examines the

manner in which envrionmental forces act upon the process of

building provision. An understanding of the manner in which

such. forces act will form a basis for explaining the organisa-

tional structures appropriate to the processes involved.

(b) Environmental Forces

Environmental forces can be classified for example, in the

following general groupings, applicable to any system of

organisation, and interdependent as illustrated.

Political
Legal/Political
Institutional

cultural
Sociological

Technological Economic
Competitive

, t t
t t
u Interdependency

A system receives information, energy and material from its

environment, transforms them and returns them as output to the

envj,.ronment. Information is received, for example, regarding

the economic climate and the opportunities it presents, regarding

new technological advances, and the attitudes of trades unions

and employers associations. Energy is received, for example,

through power to drive machines and provide heat, and importantly

through ideas and people imported into the organisation.
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Material is the raw or partly or fully formed materials used by

the system. For the system which is the topic of this research,

this return is actually achieved by the use to which the project

generator puts the building and the effect on the community of

the establishment of the building in a particular location, and

the effect of his enhanced activities on his competitors and

the economic climate.

The forces described provide an input to the system in a variety

of ways, for example:-

1

Technological Economic
Competitive

Political
Legal/Political
Institutional

Information Energy Material

The relative importance of the various environmental forces and

their impact upon the project generator's system and the process

of building provision will vary between different classes of

project generator and their selected process of building

provision. However, the same classes of environmental forces

will be acting upon each system and can be broadly visualised

through the following examples:-

Political The influence of government policy, e.g. the

control of the level of activity through

investment and taxation, control of the
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distribution of activity through investment

incentives, influence upon availability of

finance, influence upon the labour market.

Educational policies.

Legal/Political Legislation affecting the project genetator's

primary task. Legislation directly influencing

the process of building provision - e.g. the

building regulations, safety regulations, plann-

ing regulations. Legislation affecting the

incentive to build - e.g. control of the avail-
ability of land.

Legislation affecting the relationship of

participants - e.g. control of monopolistic

activity.

Institutional

Cultural

Sociological

The influence of professional institutions upon

the activities of its members through rules

of conduct, education, conditions of engagement,

fee scales. The influence of trade and

employer associations upon the activities of

their members. Influence of parent company,

head office, shareholders.

Acceptability of specific activities by the

general public, particularly as reflected by

the local community. Affect of events in the

world on the values and expectations of

employees. Influence of unions. Influence of
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Technological

Econanic

Competitive

informal contacts upon members. of the system.

The influence of technology on processes through

the development of new materials, techniques,

and ideas. Experience of others with materials,

technologies, ideas. CUrrent developments of

technology and its potential for solving

problems.

The level of general economic activity and the

demands placed upon tasks. The state of

competition, monopolistic phenomena. Availabi-

lity of finance, level of interest rates.

Availabili ty of materials and labour.

(c) The Action of the Forces

The action of environmental forces between themselves and then

upon the project generator and process determines the climate in

which the system exists. A low level of activity of the

environmental forces upon the system.will lead to a relatively

stable system, whereas a high level of activity will lead to the

system existing in an uncertain climate.

In terms of the process of building prOVision environmental

forces would appear to act in two ways:-

(i) upon the project generator's task and hence be trans-

mitted to the process of building provision (Indirect)
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(ii) Directly upon the process of building provision (Direct)

In circumstances where the indirect and direct environmental

influences act in a conflicting manner the process of building

provision will be required to resolve the conflict to the
benefit of the project generator.

The indirect influences will be acting directly upon the project

generator's company and should determine the organisational

structure and mode of operation appropriate to its task and

environment. In addition, environmental influences will present

opportunities to the project generator, and will determine the

manner in which such opportunities need to be taken. For example,

if a project generator's environment determines that an additional

performance is required quickly in order to take advantage of

environmental factors, then the organisation set up to achieve

this must be such that it is capable of acting quickly. Similarly,

if environmental influences present an opportunity, yet at the

same time indicate that uncertainty is likely to prevail, the

organisation set up to take advantage of the situation must be

capable of achieving the flexibility required.

If the method of acquiring an additional performance is the

acquisition of a new building, then direct environmental forces

will be acting upon the processes required to achieve this.

These environmental influences will be to do with the level of

activity in the building industry, the facilities and processes

available for the achievement of the project generator's aims and

whether in fact the environmental forces allow the project
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generator I s aims to be achieved (e,.g.legal requirements may prevent

this) •

The process of building provision exists, therefore, in a complex

environment as illustrated in Fig.ll which must be reconciled in

the interests of the project generator.

The task' of managing a process of building provision is made

complex by the type of environment in which it exists which

creates a need for high level managerial skills. If the process

must approach certainty at the technical level but must also remain
flexible and adaptive to satisfy environmental requirements, the

managing system will be required to reconcile these competing

demands which will become more difficult as environmental complexity

increases106 •

This development of the model sees the process of building

provision as a sub-system of the project generator's system and, as

such, being influenced by the project generator's environment as

well as by the particular environment of the process. This view is

a development of the tentative view of the Tavistock Institute75

which, although not conceiving the process of building provision as

a sub-system of the project generator's system (in their terms, the

client), drew attention to the obsolescent nature of the concept of

the architect 'taking a brief from his client' in the conventional

process.

The recognition of the process of building provision as

a sub-system of the project generator's system identifies a

boundary between the process and the project geeerator's system

which will need to be integrated. The need for an integrative

mechanism has as great an implication for the project generator's

systems as it has for the process of building provision as it will

demand that both systems establish appropriate mechanisms
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to achieve the level and style of integration demanded by the

"

22environemnt and task. Both the N.E •• 0. report and the

Tavistock study75 have referred to the lack of integration at this

boundary in the conventional process.

The ~plication of this relationship between the systems is that

changes in the elements of the project generator's environment or

their relative properties may require a change in the process of

building provision. The integrative device at the boundary

should therefore recognise and take action on changes in the

project generator's environment. In the event of changes in the

environment of the process of building provision responses of the

system should be in terms of maximising the benefit or minimising

the deficit to the project generator's purpose and primary task

and this should be the objective of the integrative device.

The relative uncertainty of the environments and the nature of the

tasks of both the project generator's system and the process of

building proviSion should determine the nature of the integrating

"device and the organisation structure of the process of building

provision. In an uncertain environment - e.g. economically

uncertain, technologically uncertain or a combination, the

organisational structure of the process should be deSigned to be

sufficiently organic76 to respond to stimuli. This necessity can

be visualised, for example, in large scale long programme hospital

development. Conversely, a stable environment could more readily

accept a more mechanistic76 organisational structure, this

could be visualised for small scale school building.
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2.4.5

(a)

The Determinants of the Sub-System

Generally

The purpose of this part of the development of the model is to
identify and explore the factors which determine the sub-systems

of the process of building provision. Its purpose will not be

to define the sub-systems explicitly, as the aGtual sub-~ystems

will be defined by the nature of the particular task being under-

taken and its environment, but it will be concerned with

determining how sub-systems arise within the system, the nature

of their relationships, and their need for integration as

determined by the differentiation and interdependency created

by the task and environmental influences.

The project generator's task as embodied in its system will

itself be differentiated into a number of sub-systems but the

model is primarily concerned with the sub-systems of the process

of building provision. The susceptibility of the project

generator's task to environmental influences has implications

for the organisational structure of· the process of building

provision as described earlier but the differentiation of the

system of activities required to undertake the project

generator's task will not be affected'by the differentiation of

the process of building provision. However, the integrating

device between the project generator's system and the process of

building provision will have to take account of the differentiation

of the project generator's system.
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(b) The Basis of the Development of the Model

The basic tool for constructing this part of the model is the

Contingency Theory of Organisation Design65 which states that

organisation is a function of task and environment. However,
this premise is in itself not sufficiently rigorous and it is

necessary to examine the concepts underlying this theory and

apply them in developing the model,

The concept of differentiation - the difference in cognative and

emotional orientation among managers in different functional

departments65 - is useful if related to the identification of

boundaries and subsequent ideas of managing and operating systems,

and of:task and sentient groups69.

Certain important boundaries have already been identified. The

boundary between the system and its environment has been shown

to be complex and to need management to ensure the project

generator's purpose and primary task are satisfied. The model
also identified boundaries between the project generator's

system and the process of building provision and between the

Conception Process and the Inception Process and between the

Inception Process and the Realisation Process within the system.

Whereas the environment boundary is external to the system, the

other boundaries are internal.

Internal boundaries occur between identifiable sub-systems of

activities which are differentiated by the nature of the task
69

performed. This idea is useful in identifying sub-systems but,
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in the building process sub-system differentiation is often

created by Decision Points which mayor may not be accompanied by

differentiation on the basis of the nature of the task performed.

The model demonstrates this feature in the case of the boundary

between the Conception and Inception Processes. Such Decision

Points will be accompanied by a degree of irrevocability that

will be characterised by a loss of resources already used or in

terms of delay which result in a loss of resources in the future.

Such Decision Points will represent boundaries in the system which

will require management in the interest of providing the

performance which contributes to the project generator's purpose

and primary task.

The management of the boundaries which occur within the system

is concerned with making decisons and integrating the inter-

dependent sub-systems to ensure that propositions upon which

decisions are based are arrived at in a manner appropriate to the

project generator's purpose and primary task. The integrative

mechanisms used should be determined by the type of interdepend-

ency which exists between the differentiated sub-systems which

may be pooled, sequential or reciprocal106•

Pooled interdependence is basic to any organisation. Each part

renders a discrete contribution to the whole. The parts do not

have to be operationally dependent upon or even interact with

other parts, but the failure of anyone part can threaten the

whole and therefore the other parts, for example the decentral-

ised divisions of a large, diversified company.
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sequential interdependence takes a serial form. Direct inter-

dependency between sub-systems can be identified and the order of

the interdependence can be specified. For example, sub-system

A must act properly before sub-system B can act.

ReCiprocal interdependence is when the outputs of each sub-system

become the inputs for the others. The process moves forward

through a series of steps but each step requires interaction

between the sub-systems. Each sub-system is penetrated by the

others.

The three types make a scale of complexity in the order of:-

Least Complex

~

Pooled

Sequential

Most Complex Reciprocal

A more complex type also conta±ns the lesser complex types.

The order of complexity is also the order of most difficulty of

integration. If therefore, there are different types of inter-

dependence there would need to be different methods of integra-

tion.

The integration of pooled interdependence is best achieved

through standardisation and formal rules, sequential inter-

dependence through planning, and reciprocal interdependence by

mutual adjustment and feedback between the sub-systems involved}06

These ideas underlie and underpin recognition of the importance

of integration and are useful in developing the model.
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An important tool for analysis is the identification of.the

internal boundary between the operating system (those systems

of activity through which the dominant import - transformation -

export process is accomplished) and the managing system (the

system that provides the regulatory and maintenance activities
69to keep the operating system going). Before developing the

model in terms of the managing system it is necessary to

develop further the model of the operating system of the process

as, in organisation model building, it is essential to start

with process flow and move on the sub-systems and their boundaries

before examining organisational boundaries. The operating system

is therefore the sub-systems through which the building is

achieved.

It was stated earlier that open systems tend to move in the

direction of greater differentiation and that this tendency

leads to demands for integration arising from the interdependency

of the differentiated tasks. The managing system will integrate

the differentiated sub-systems in addition to mediating the

effects of environmental influences upon the system and in making

decisions. The organisation structure which is designed to

encompass both the managing and operating systems must be

designed to recognise the condition of the system's environment

and its demands for differentiation of the task of the operating

system. The less the differentiation of the operating system,

the less will be the demands for integration by the managing

system and therefore the simpler will be the system, yet the

more complex is the environment, the greater will tend to be the

pressure upon the operating system to different1atetocope with
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the complexity and hence the more complex will be the system

and the greater will be the integrative demands upon the

managing system.

As the nature of the task of the operating·system will vary

between classes of project generators depending on the demands of

their environments, it is inappropriate to define universal

differentiated sub-systems in developing the model. What is

required is the identification of the determinants of different-

iation so that they can be applied when analysing the system.

(c) The Determinants of Differentiation

The determinants of differentiation as expressed by MillerIOI are:-

(i) Technology - the technical demands of the task which

determine the way in which work is divided

between groups of people.

(ii) Territory - the geographical distance between groups of

people.

(iii) Time - the period of time when groups are at work.

Although this category was visualised in

terms of shift working, it is possible to

conceive differentiation on the basis of

time in terms of the sequence of activities

where one sub-system cannot act until

another has acted.

An additional determinant of differentiation identified by the
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model is the introduction of discontinuity in a system and the

creation of a region of control. Differentiation for this

reason may also be accompanied by differentiation on the basis

of the above determinants but it can also be the only determinant.

The boundaries created by differentiation due to discontinuity

of the process and the creation of a region of control are

characterised by the need to make decisions which implies a

degree of irrevocability. To revoke such decisions would entail

the project generator in loss of either resources already expended

or in the future. The process of building provision is character-

ised by such discontinuity due to the incremental nature of the

task and as they reflect the flow of the process they are

fundamental to the organisation structure.

I~ a studyB6 of 100 manufacturing firms which were classified

into three main groups, it was stressed that firms producing units

or small batches to customers' individual orders (which demonstrates

similarities with the process of building provision) had the

greatest difficulty in exercising effective control, particularly

in prototype manufacture. It was found that however well

developed production procedures may be, there will be a degree

of uncertainty in the prediction of results. It is due to such

features that discontinuity at regions of control occur in

building projects and create boundaries within the process. Feed-

back loops will be necessary between such boundaries to ensure

that the process is continuing to meet the performance required

by the project generator's purpose and primary task and that

decisions are consistent with this goal.
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The determinants of differentiation within the process of

building provision arising from the nature of the process are

therefore:-

(i) Discontinuity of the process and the creation of a

region of control.

(ii) The type of skill demanded by the tasks (Technology)

(iii) The geographical. distance between groups undertaking

tasks (Territory)

(Lv) The sequence of the tasks (Time)

For the development of the model it is essential to start with

consideration of the factors which differentiate the process of

building provision as a result of the nature of the process flow.

An analysis of the process using these tools will establish the

actual sub-systems and their boundaries irrespective of organisa-

tional boundaries which may arise in practice without adequate

appraisal of the need for them.

Nevertheless, it is important to recognise that, in addition to

organisational boundaries which may be inappropriately drawn,

due to historical reasons, expediency, or other accidents of

organisational design, boundaries can occur or be reinforced

within systems due to sentience. A sentient group 1s a group to

which individuals are prepared to commit themselves and on which

they depend for emotional support69• In this research sentience

is identified as arising from the firm or from profession or both,

to which members give allegiance. It is therefore conceived

as the result of the structure of the contributors and as

reinforcing differentiation.
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204'.6

Sentience is likely to be strongest where task and sentient

boundaries coincide. At one end of the spectrum is a group

of unskilled and semiskilled workers, whose roles are inter-

changeable and each individual dispensable, which cannot acquire

sentience unless it finds supplementary activities through which

members can make individual and complementary contributions. At

the other end is the professional body which confers on members

the right to engage in professional relations with clients in

which task and sentient boundaries coincide. However, there is

a danger in such coincidence of boundaries as it may produce a

group that becomes committed to a particular system so that,

although both efficiency and satisfaction may be greater in the

short run, in the long run such an organisation is likely to

inhibit technical change. The group may come to redefine its

primary task and behave as if this had become the defence of an

obsolescent system. Thus any analysis of a process will need

to be aware of the overlay of sentience boundaries and the danger

of interpreting them as sub-system boundaries. Similarly

differentiation on the basis of territory may not be a result of

the nature of process flow but may be created by factors other

than the needs of the process, for example the location of the

offices of the contributing firms. Inappropriate different:!.ation

on this basis could be a factor in creating sentient groups.

The Operating System

On the basis of having identified the determinants of different-

iation and the types of interdependency it is now possible to
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develop the model of the operating system of the process of

building provision in abstract terms. The outline in 2.1

identified three systems which are in fact sub-systems of the

operating system but which for hierarchical convenience will be

called Systems of Activity. These Systems (Conception,

Inception, Realisation) were differentiated by discontinuity of the

process and the creation of a region of control at what will be

called Primary Decision Points, and will apply to all processes

of building provison. At this stage it is not possible to

identify in concrete terms any other boundaries created by

discontinuity as the incidence and position of such discontinuity

will be determined by the environment and resulting nature of the

task of the process for each particular project.

However, at the level of abstraction of this model, it is

appropriate to model the configuration of the sub-systems of the

process as determined by their differentiation and the nature of

their interdependency in order to identify, in abstract terms,

the boundaries with which the managing system will be concerned.

The interdependency of the Systems of Activity created by

Primary Decision Points is sequential and requires feedback

loops as shown in Fig. 10. It may be that these systems are

also differentiatedbyTechnology, Territory or Time, but the

dominant differentiation is through the need for a Primary

Decision.

It can then be said that each of these Systems of Activity may
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ccmprise a number of Sub-Systems of Activity. These Sub-Systems

will be differentiated by discontinuity of the process and the

creation of a region of control at Key Decision Points as the

dcm1nant differentiation. The Key Decisions contribute to and

constrain the Primary Decisions and again must be accompanied by

feedback to ensure that the system does not deviate from the

project generator's purpose and primary task in the development

of the decision in the next sequential sub-system to which it is

transmi tted.

It is possible to conceive sub-systems of activities different-

iated by discontinuity created by tertiary decisions and so on,

but for the purpose of the model progression is halted at the

secondary level.

Each Sub-System of Activity will consist of at least one task

sub-system which undertakes the activities which are required

to produce the output which will form propositions upon which

Key Decisions will be based. The interdependency of the task

sub-systems will be either sequential or reCiprocal during the

execution of the tasks but will finally be reCiprocal in prepara-

tion of the propositions. The task sub-systems will be

differentiated not upon the determinant of discontinuity but on

the basis of Technology, Territory, Time and Sentience. Again,

feedback loops should be present to ensure that the propositions

brought forward are compatible with the performance required by

the project generator's purpose and primary task.

The resulting development of the model for the operating system

is given in Fig. 12.
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2.4 •.7 The Managing System

The managing system is defined as the system which carries out

the maintenance and regulatory activities which keep the operat-

ing system going. It is differentiated (on the basis of

Technology) from the operating system which comprises those

systems of activity through which project is achieved.

Maintenance activities are concerned with maintaining the operat-
ing system in an effective state so that it is capable of achiev-

ing its purpose. It is concerned with procuring and replenishing

the resources that produce operating activities.

Two types of regulatory activity are undertaken by the managing

system - monitoring and boundary control. Monitoring refers to

the intra sub-system regulating activities concerned with checking

to establish whether a sub-system is achieving its purpose.

Boundary control refers to inter sub-system regulating activities.

It relates the sub-systems of activity and task sub-systems shown

on Fig. 12 to each other, maintenance activities to operating

activities and the total system to its environment. This

activity is, therefore, external to the activity and task sub-

systems. Control is exercised through feedback measured against

the project generator's purpose and the needs of its primary

task.

In terms of this research, the managing system which is being

modelled is the managing system acting on behalf of the client

which is concerned with the totality of the process of building
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provision and that part of the project generator's system which

is relevant to the process and with relating the process to its

environment and to the environment of the project generator.

Its goal starts as the achievement of the project generator's

purpose and primary task by adaptation to environmental influences

and, in the terms of the model, develops into the achievement

of the project generator's purpose and primary task through the

provision of a performance through the construction of a new

building.

It has been shown in Fig. 12 that the operating system is

differentiated into a number of systems and sub-systems of

activities and tasks sub-systems between which internal boundar-

ie'soccur. It is recognised that each system and sub-system of

activity and task sub-system into which the process of building

provision is differentiated may have its own managing system but

which will not be managing the total system for the client and

that differentiation can continue until undifferentiated sub-

systems are reached in which the managing system and operating

system cannot be differentiated, this level is usually the

individual person.

The managing system of the total system for the client controls

the boundaries between the systems and sub-systems and integrates

the output of the systems and sub-systems at their boundaries to

ensure that the Primary and Key Decisions taken at these

boundaries are compatible with the project generator's require-

ments (See Fig. 12). The managing system, therefore, ensures
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that boundaries are appropriately drawn in relation to the

process and that facilities for appropriate feedback are available

and are used and that correct decisons are taken. To achieve this,

the managing system also controls the boundaries between the

process of building provision and its environment, between the

process and the project generator and its environment ~ee Fig. 11)

and between maintenance· and operating activities.

In order to support this role, the managing system monitors the

performance of the systems and sub-systems. Such intra-system

regulatory activities are intended to ensure that the manner by

which systems and sub-systems arrive at the propositions upon

which Primary and Key Decisions are based are appropriate. This

will entail the design and use of feedback mechanisms and will

require the managing system to integrate the sub-systems and to

ensure that appropriate techniques are used. Whilst monitoring

activities will also be carried out by the systems and sub-

systems own managers, nevertheless the managing system of the

total process acting for the client will need to convince itself

that the operating system is using appropriate methods.

Each sub-system of activity and task sub-system is, to some

degree,'self-requlating' as the nature of the process will impose

constraints upon associated sub-systems. Such regulations is

not part of the regulating activities of the managing system but

the effect of such regulation will be monitored by the managing

system as will be the internal management of each sub-system.

The maintenance activities of the managing system ensure that
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the resources that produce the output of the systems and sub-

systems are procured and replenished. These activities aim to

ensure that the operating system has the capacity both quantitat-

ively and qualitatively to perform its tasks. Whilst maintenance

activities will also be carried out bythe·system and sub-systems

own managers, nevertheless the managing system of the total

process acting for the client will need to convince itself that

the operating system has the capacity to perform its tasks.

In order to act as an integrative mechanism and provide continuity

at Decision Points, the managing system for the client should be

undifferentiated. If it is differentiated, then a higher level

managing system will be necessary to provide the integration of

the differentiated parts. The managing system modelled is the

undifferentiated managing system whose purpose is to ensure

achievement of the performance required by the project generator's

purpose and primary task.

From this analysis of the managing system on behalf of the client,

its purpose can be summarised as:-

(i) Establishing the performance required by the project

generator as a contribution to its purpose and~rimary task

(ii) Identifying any necessary adaptation to environmental

influence of the performance requirement established.

(iii) Transmitting the required performance and any subsequent

adaptation to the systems of activity, the sub-

systems of activity and task sub-systems.
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(iV) Harnessing and mitigating the influence of the environment

of the process of building provision to the maximum

benefit of the project generator.

(v) Contributing to the Primary and Key Decisions require to be

made to ensure that the project generator is provided
with a performance which contributes to his purpose and

primary task.

(vi) Integrating the sub-systems of activity and task required

for the achievement of that performance.

(vii) Monitoring the activities of the sub-systems of activity

and task to ensure that they are working appropriately to

provide the required performance.

(viii) Ensuring that the sub-systems of activity and task have

the capability to provide the required performance.

The ability of a managing system to operate effectively depends

upon an appropriately structured operating system and complimentary

managing system. The developed model has identified in system

terms the elements of importance in structuring organisations and

has, at this stage, related them to the process of building

provision in abstract terms. The model does not, therefore,

contain a rigid proposition for the organisation structure of the

process of building provision, but proposes an approach which

responds to the specific demands of individual projects. A role

of the managing system of the process is to design the organisa-

tion through which it will work in seeking to achieve the project

generator's goal.
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The managing system must, therefore, be provided with the

authority to design the operating and managing systems and to

make them function. Such authority will stem from the project

generator and will be derived from finance and information provided

by the project generator. Finance and information are the project
motivators which allow the project generator to embark upon the

project and to establish an organisation structure for that purpose.

In this, the project generator will receive advice from various
)sources but ultimately it will be the project generator who must

decide the pattern of authority which is established for the

project and hence the authority of the managing system to design

the operating system and the project's organisation structure.

2.4.8 The Propositions AriSing from the Model

Underpinning the developed model are five fundamental propositions

which can be summarised as follows:-

(i) The process of building provision is divided into the

Systems of Activity of Conception, Inception and

Realisation, at Primary Decision Points and into Sub-

Systems of Activity at Key Decision Points, all of

which identify clear feedback loops.

(ii) The differentiation of the system should be matched

by the provison of a corresponding level of integrative

effort.

(iii) The managing system and the operating system should be

differentiated.

(iv) The managing system should itself be undifferentiated.

(v) The project generator and the process of building
provision should be integrated.
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The model suggests that if a project's organisational configura-

tion subscribes to the above propositions then it should possess

the ability to mitigate and harness environmental influences and

achieve the project generator's purpose. The propositions,

therefore, form the basis for testing the model against the

performance of project organisations in practice.
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PART 3

TESTING THE MODEL

3.1 Introduction

3.2 Test Project Data

3.3 Intarpretation of the Data

3.4 The Tests



PART 3

3.1

3.1.1

TESTING THE MODEL

INTRODUCTION

Objective and Approach of the Tests

Having proposed a model of the process of building provision

it is necessary to test its validity. This is achieved by

testing the model against three projects to establish whether

the model adequately identifies and explains the particular

outcome of projects in practice as a result of the organisational

;eatures of each project.

The testing procedure entails acquiring the test project data.

interpreting the data and testing the model against the inter-

pretation, as shown in Fig. 13. The method of collection of
the raw data is described in 3.2. The raw data had to be

translated into a form suitable for testing and details of the

method of interpretation is given in 3.3 and the methods of

testing in 3.4.

The tests seek to match particular organisational features to

project outcomes, taking into account project environments,

and to identify the ability of the managing systems to

mitigate and harness environmental influences. This is

achieved by testing the model's propositions given in 2.4.8

against the organisational features of each test project.

This is followed by more detailed tests which trace the causes

of the deficiencies in the outcome of each test project to
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establish whether they can be explained by divergence from the

model. If they can, the model can be deemed to be valid.

If not, revisions to the model will be identified.

The focus of the tests is upon the process of building

provision, in particular the correlation of the model with the

organisational features of the test projects relative to the

project outcome. The raw data is, therefo~, int~rpreted in

detail to make clear the processes of building provision and

the organisational structures through which the processes

were managed.

(i)The model is project generator (clien~ centred, therefore,

th~ basis of the criteria for measurement of projects' out-

comes is client 'satisfaction' and the features considered are

those which contribute to or detract from client 'satisfaction'.

As the performance of a process of building provision is a

function of the achieved outcome of a project relative to a

client's expectation and the environmental conditions in

which the outcome was achieved, the treatment of the client's

expectation, achieved output and environmental influences is

developed to the extent necessary to provide the context for

testing the model against the organisational structures of the

test projects.

(i)
The term 'project generator' is used in the model for sponsors
of building work and related to the more common term 'client'
(see 2.1). In this and subsequent sections the term 'client'
is used as it was more familiar to the contributors to the test
projects and consistently used by them. As the test projects
were for private clients for industrial buildings for their own
use the terms can, in these cases, be taken as synonymous.
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3.2

3.2.1

TEST PROJECT DATA

Selection of Test Projects

It was important for testing purposes that the test projects

were for clients who had clear objectives for their projects.

It was decided therefore, to use industrial/commercial projects

for private clients, as opposed to clients in the public

sector. The projects were similar regarding the type of

building and client, but used different organisation structures

for achieving the projects. Ideally, test data should be

obtained by monitoring the project from its conception through
to completion in real time, but this approach was impracticable

due to the time scale involved. The most efficient way of

obtaining the test data was, therefore, to use projects

which had been recently completed. This requirement, which

needed projects completed between 1977 and 1979, together with

restriction of the project and client type, the desirability for

the project to be located in the North-West of England, for

effici'ency and economy in data collection, and the need for

the willing co-operation of contributors and access to

documents, meant that the first three projects identified

which subscribed to these requirements were used for

testing purposes.

The number of projects used limit the conclusions regarding the

validity of the model but nevertheless provide a good indication

of its validity and provide a basis for futher development,

testing and application.
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3.2.2 Data Sources

The types of raw data obtained for testing purposes were

Project description : To provide the general context of

the project within which the more specific data is

considered. This data was obtained from the project

drawings, specification and other formal documents.

Project diary To provide a catalogue of significant

events on the project within the project timescale.

This data was obtained from the project files and by

enquiry.
Contributors' perception of the project: To provide

information on the way in which the major contributors

to the project perceived the project's objectives, the

way in which the project was managed and the project

outcome. This data was obtained by interviewing each

major contributor.

The data obtained is given in Appendices 1, 2 and 3 for Test

Projects 1, 2 and 3 respectively. To respect the anonymity

requested by the interviewees all references which may identify

the projects and interviewees have been deleted. However, the

data has been verified by the contributors, including validation

of the transcripts of each interview in order to obtain as

accurate a description of the project as possible.
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3.2.3 Rationale of the Approach to the Interviews

As the tests aim to establish whether the projects' outcomes

are explained by the model, the model's propositions were used

as the basis for structuring the interview· questions. A

schedule of the aspects to be identified (given in Appendix 4)

was established from the model and the questions which were put

to each contributor derived from the schedule. The aspects

identified in the schedule were not put directly to·the

interviewees for two reasons. Firstly, because they are

couched in terminology with which the members of the construct-

ion industry and their clients are not generally familiar.

secondly, and more importantly, to avoid the tendency to

constrain the response of the interviewee in such a 'tlayas to

bias their responses towards the model's propositions.

Generalised questions were therefore derived from the schedule

to overcome these objections and to encourage interviewees to

introduce into their responses aspects other than those determined

by the model. The framework of questions posed by the author

is given in Appendix 4. The approach adopted in the interviews

was that if a response was given to the principal question,

supplementary questions were posed along the direction

indicated in parenethesis follOWing the questions given in the

Appendix 4 or to develop specific aspects referred to by the

interviewees.

All the contributors agreed to the interviews being taped for
subsequent transcription as given in Appendices 1, 2 and 3 for
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Test projects 1, 2 and 3 respectively. To reduce the possibil-

ity of journalistic license in transcription, each transcribed

interview was submitted to the interviewee for validation.

The decision to undertake personal interviews rather than
requesting the completion of written questionaires was based

upon:

(a) The requrement not to inhibitor limit the responses.

(b) The depth of information required. Yes or no answers

to structured questions would not necessarily reveal the

nuances of the relationships which it was necessary to

identify.
(c) The need to gain first hand familiarity with the

contributors and 'get under the skin'of the project,

(d) The necessity to explore the degree of correlation

between the responses of the various interviewees.

(e) To assist in ensuring that a complete set of data was

obtained for each project. It is possible to be more

persuasive in obtaining interviews with contributors,
having interviewed other contributors than to persuade

a contributor to complete and return a written questionnaire.

A representative of all the major contributors who played a role

in the managing and operating systems was interviewed. The

interviews averaged about one hour each. In a number of cases

a second and occassionally, a third interview was held, part-

icularly with the client, in order to clarify certain aspects.
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3.3

3.3.1

INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA

Generally

Prior to testing, methods of interpreting the raw data are

considered in two parts:-

(a) The Process of Building Provision and its Organisational

Structure.
(b) Client's Expectation, Environmental Influences and

Achieved OUtput.

The interpretation of the raw data is structured, and

techniques are developed,which distil and rationalise the data

to generate information which is useful for testing the
(i)proposi tions of the model •

The actual interpretations of the raw data for each test project

are given in Appendices 1, 2,and 3 for Test Projects 1, 2 and 3

respectively, as is the raw data which, as described previously,

was acquired from a range of sources.

The testing method appears in 3.4 and the actual. tests for

each test project are given in the respective Appendix. The

results of the tests are discussed in Part 4 of the Main Text.

(i)
See 2.4.8.
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3.3.2 The process of Building Provision and its Organisational
Structure

(a) Introduction

This primary section is concerned with interpreting the

process and organisational structure of each test project,

as represented by the raw data, for subsequent testing.

The first step is to establish the operating system used.

From this basis the sub-systems and their boundaries will

be identified followed by identification of the managing

system.

The interpretation, which is a rationalisation of the

information obtained from all sources, is intended to give

visibility to the processes and relationships established

on the projects.

To achieve these objectives, the interpretation should

make clear the following features:

Operating System:

Tasks, their sequence and relationships

Differentiation; technology, territory, time,

sentience

Interdependency; reCiprocal, sequential

(pooled e~Uded)

The Operating System activities.
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Differentiation of Operating and Managing Systems.

Managing System:

Organisational structure; job positions

BOundary control

Monitoring
Maintenance

Authority; approval powers, recommendation powers

Other Managing System activities.

The visibility of these features will enable identification

of the task sub-systems and the systems and sub-systems of
activity (i), the relationships within and between them and

hence the integration need of the system as a whole.

It will also make clear the managing system used to

provide integration.

(b) Techniques

TWo technqiues TREND and LRC, were given serious consider-

ation for use in interpreting the projects. TREND

(Transformed Relationships Evolved from Network Dataj97

was considered to be potentially useful but was discarded

principally as it had been found to have limited applica-

tion on long duration projects with much aggregation in the

project plan107•

eil
Systems and sub-systems of activity are defined by the
position of decision points and are overlaid following
identification of the task sub-systems - See (e)(i) following.
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L.R.C. (Lineat Responsibility Charting) first appeared
about 1954108' 109 '110 , but was not further developed

until 1975. It originated as an improvement upon the

pyramidal organisation chart so that .an LRC shows who

participates and to what degree when an activity is
performed or a decision made. It was subsequently

discovered that it could serve as a tool for organisational

analysis since it can be made to display systems inter-
faces and inter-relationships68.

Typically the LAC consists of a matrix which:

(il Lists a series of job positions along the top of

the table.

(iil List a series of tasks down the side of the table.

(iii) Uses matrix symbols to indicate the degree of

authority and/or explain the relations between
horizontal and vertical listings.

(e.g. general supervision, approves, gave advice,

did the work)

An LRC can be enhanced by visualising it as an input -

output device as shown in Fig. 14, with the jobs positions

held by persons in the organisation being the input and the

tasks carried out ~1ng the output. The LRC can then be

transformed into schematic form as illustrated in Fig .15,

which shows the way in which the tasks are connected and how

people act and interact within the organisation in carrying

out the tasks. This presentation clarifies the operating

system (the linked tasks), the managing system (the job
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positions in the control loops} and the relationship of

others who contribute to a task. It makes clear the

personal relationships in an organisational system and the

integration of the managing and operating systems.

This technique forms a valuable starting point for inter-

pretation of the test project data.

the technique will indicate:-

Interpretation using

(a) the tasks performed.

(b) The task sequence and inter-relationships.

(c) the job positions and relationships of each job

position to each task.

Although these achievements are common to both LRC and TREND,

LRC can operate at a level of abstraction more suited to

building projects which are invariably of long duration with

much aggregation of detailed activities in the project plan

and hence in the data available.

Nevertheless application of the LRC described is insufficient

for testing the model and further adaptations of this basic

approach are required.
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(c) The Method Adopted

Of the features to be identified, given in 3.3.2(a), a

schematic LRCwill show:

Operating system:

The Tasks J their sequence and relationships

Differentiation of the Operating and Managing Systems

Managing system:

Organisational structure J job positions

However, adaption of the technique is required to identify

the following features:

Operating system:

Differentiation J technology, terri tory, time,

sentience

Interdependency 1 reciprocal, sequential

The Operating System acti vi ties

Managing System:

Boundary control

MOnitoring

Maintenance

AuthoritYJ approval powers, recommendation powers

Other managing system activities
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In order to identify the above features the following

enhancements were made to the LRC approach:

Operating System:

Differentiation:
The determinants of differentiation - technology,

territory and time identified by the model are

incorporated into the schematic LRC.

sentience, which reinforces differentiation is also

incorporated and identified in two types that arising

affinity to a profession and that arising from

affinity to both a profession and a firm.

Differentiation between tasks and within tasks is

identified as illustrated in Fig. 16. Differentiation

with the managing system (control loops) is considered

later when analysing the intergration provided by the

managing system, hence it is not shown on the

schematic LRC at this stage.

Interdependency:

The schematic LRC shows the sequential interdependency

of tasks if arrow heads are added. ReCiprocal inter-

dependency is overlaid on the schematic LRC.

Reciprocally interdependent tasks are drawn in

parrellel and joined by broken lines as illustrated

in Fig. 16.
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The Operating System activities:

The identification of the relationships between job

positions in the operating system and tasks is catered

for by the use of appropriate matrix symbols. (see (d)

following)

The Managing System

Boundary Control; Monitoring; Maintenance:

Authori ty; approval powers, recommendation powers

Other management activities

The identification of these relationships between job

positions and tasks is catered for by the use of

appropriate matrix symbols. (see (d) following)

The tasks and job positions used for each test project are

identified from the collected data and are unique to each

project. Three devices are used to aid clarity:

(i) Architectural tasks are entered in two parts -

those parts concerned with spatial deSign and those

parts concerned with technical aspects. Inter-

dependencies with other contributors have

implications for both. parts of the architect's

tasks, even though they are not clearly separated

in practice.
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(ii) The job position of Main COntractor's Contract

Man~ger or equivalent is taken to encompass Planning,

Buying, Quantity Surveying, etc., for the Main

contractor. This reduces complexity yet allows the

major relationships relevant to the orientation of
this research (management on behalf of the client)

to be exposed.

(iii) Sub contractor's tasks are aggregated into
'Nominated Subcontractors' and the Main Contractor's

direct 'Subcontractors'. This enables the nature

of the relationships to be exposed whilst avoiding

over-complication.

An interpretation of each test project is made using the

adapted LRC technique which is referred to hereafter as

the Linear Responsibility Analysis (LRA). Each LRA forms

the basic interpretation from which further information for

testing purposes is derived. Each LRA covers the test

project from the Start Point to the Finish Point.

The Task Boxes on the LRA represent the task sub-systems

of the operating system. Systems and sub-systems of activity

are defined by the position of decision points which are

overlaid on each test project LRA as described in (e)(i)

following. The data upon which each LRA is based is that

obtained through interviews and other sources as described

in 3.2 and is given for Text Projects 1, 2 and 3
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respectively in Appendices 1, 2 and 3, together with each

LRA and LR.C.

At the level of aggregation of detailed activities used in

this research, the identification of the tasks appearing in

the task boxes, their sequence and the relationships of job

posi tions can be obtained objectively from the interviews.

A~ times it ~as necessary to piece the arrangements

together from a number of interviews but no:rmally the

arrangements were confirmed by more than one interViewee.

Occasionally it was necessary td check back with an

interviewee to clarify certain points. However, it would

seem that if a greater level of detail were employed it

would be necessary to plot projects in real time as limit-

ations are likely to exist if dealing with historic

data.

(d) Definition of the Matrix Symbols

The relationships represented by the matrix symbols

adopted for the LRAs are common to all test projects and

have been designed by the author to reflect the categories

of involvement of contributors to building projects and

management system activities proposed by the model.

Xhe symbols define the way in which job poSitions relates

to tasks.
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(i)
See Fig. 15.

Ea~ relationship can be classified into one of four

categorj.es;

(.11 A transfer function of input into output within the

operating system.

Uil A control loop function concerned with managing

the operating system.

(.iii 1 A contribution of input to a task, external to the

operating system.

(Lv) A receipt of output from a task, external to the

operating system.

(i) Transfer FUnction:

o Does the Work: This is where inputs to tasks are

transformed into outputs from tasks

in accordance with instructions.

It is the juncture of managing

and operating systems where the

output is transfered under the

control of the managing system to

be input to the next task. This

relationship appears in each Task

Box(i) and the total of the task

boxes define the Operating System

and those involved in it.
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(1)
See Fig. 15

Ciil Control Loop Functions ~i)

• Approves:

• Recommends:

• GeneralOversigh.t:

-123-

This constitutes the final

control loop. function. The person

in this e~ecutive relationship has

the authority to approve the output

of tasks for use in further tasks

on the project.

The person in this relationship is

charged with the responsibility of

making recommendations for approval

of the output of tasks.

;This is the broadest administrative

control element and the source of

policy guidance to whose wishes the

person in the Direct Oversight

relationship responds. The person

in this relationship will not him-

self be exercising the skills of a

task over which he has oversight.

The primary role of this relation-

ship is to furnish policies and

guidance of a scope which permits

as much decision making flexibility

as possible within a task in

arriving at the output.



+ Direct
Oversight:

11Boundary
control:
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The omission of the relationship

from a control loop indicates that

the task was assumed not to involve

questions of policy.

This is the administrative control

element immediately below the

General Oversight relationship.

Whilst having no specific project

functions the person in this

relationship has, and will,

exercise when necessary, the skills

demanded by a task over which he

has oversight. He is seen by

others involved in the project to

be maintaining a presence close to

project activities. The omission

of this relationship from a

control loop indicates that the

task was of such a routine nature

that Direct Supervision was not

necessary.

When this appears in a control

loop it indicates the specific

operational control activity of

ensuring functional compatibility

within the task for which it



C Monitoring:
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appears and between it and other

tasks. The person in this job

position does not normally also

have an admi"nistrative role in the
control loop.

In addition, this relationship is

concerned with relating the total

system to its environment.

Omission of this relationship from

a control loop indicates that the

task is undertaken independently

of other tasks in the operating

system.

This is the specific operational

control activity of intra task

regulation concerned with checking

prior to output to ensure that a

'Does the Work' activity is

achieving its purpose. omission of

this relationship from a control

loop indicates that it was not

necessary to carry out such checks.



<> Maintenance: This is the specific operational

control activity of ensuring that
a 'Does the Work' activity is being

maintained in an effective state,

both quantitatively and qualitatively

so that it is capable of achieving

its purpose. Omission of this

relationship from a control loop

indicates that it was not necessary

to maintain the 'Doesthe Work'

activity.

(iii) COntribution to Input

• Consultation - This is an input of instructions
gave instructions
and information and information to a 'Does the Work'

activity and does not therefore

appear in the control loop.

V Consultation - This is comparable with the last
gave advice and
information relationship but advice and

information is input to a 'Does

the Work'activity.
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(iv) Receipt of OUtput

8 Output Notifica- This is placed in the output of a
tion Mandatory

task when it is essential that the

person in this relationship with a

task receives timely information
concerning a task output. The

concept of this relationship is

one of passive transmission of
information.

The control loop activities are concerned with

ensuring that the input and output relationships in

(iii) and (iv) are utilized.

The matrix symbols define the relationship between

the persons involved in the test projects relative

to the operating system. They are used to interpret

how the managing and operating systems were

integrated.

(e) Extraction of Information from the Linear Responsibility
Analyses

The model identifies five propositions (i) which are tested.

Material for the test is extracted from the Linear

Responsibility Analysis for each project in the following

sections:-

(1)
See Section 2.4.8.
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(iI Identification of Primary and Key Decision Points

and systems and Sub-Systems of Activity.

(ii) Establishment of the Differentiation and

Integration of the Operating System.

(iii) Establishment of the Differentiation between the
Managing and Operating Systems.

(iv) Establishment of the Differentiation within the

Managing System itself.

(v) Establishment of the Integration of the Client

and the Process of Building Provision.

These sections correspond with the propositions of the model.

The Methods Used to Extract the Information

(i) Identification of Primary and Key Decision Points

and Systems and Sub-Systems of Activity.

(Shown on each LRA in each Appendix)

The model proposes that all processes of building

provision are divided into the System of Activity

of Conception, Inception and Realisation at Primary

Decision Points. These systems are fundamental

to all processes and provide major feedback

opportunities at Primary Decision Points. If these

systems are identified, the tests will establish

whether feedback was used effectively at Primary

Decision Points.
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The model also proposes that within the defined

Systems of Activity, Key Decision Points determine

the sub-Systems of Activity of a project and that

they are characterised by:

(a) A degree of irrevocability unless loss of

resources already expended or in the future

is accepted.
(b) A committment which constrains subsequent

tasks.
(cl Discontinuity and the creation of a region of

control which provides a major feedback

opportunity.

(d} Identification of major boundaries within the

system and hence definition of Sub-Systems of

Activity.

Key Decision Points are identified on the test

projects by applying these criteria to the LRA and

interview data. Identification of the Key

Decision Points establishes the feedback loops

which were available to the project team and the

tests will establish whether they were effective

in both their design and use.

FOr presentation purposes, Primary and Key Decision

points, decisions taken, feedback loops and Systems

and Sub-Systems of Activity are superimposed on the

LRAs presented in the Appendices.
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Note: During interpretation of the data it'was discovered that
a sub-system level existed between the Sub-Systems of
Activity and the Task Sub-Systems shown on Fig. 12 (The
task suD-systems are represented by the task boxes on
the LRA s as shown in Fig. 15)

These new sub-systems were characterised by:

(a) Discontinuity and the creation of a region
of control due to Operational Decisions
which contribute to and constrain Key
Decisions.

(b) Provide further feedback opportunities.

These sub-systems are termed Operational Sub-Systems.
c:paratiOlalDecisions Points, decisons taken, feedback
loops and Operational Sub-Systems are superimposed
on the LRA s presented in the Appendices.
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(ii) Establishment of the Differentiation and
Integration of the Operating System

The Differentiation of the Operating System

(Table 1 of each Appendix)

This section establishes from an LRA, the

integration needed by an operating system

which is demonstrated by the degree of

differentiation existing within the system.

The degree of differentiation is presented

both quantitatively and qualitatively.

The quantitative element is given by the

number of links which exist:

1) between tasks and

2) between job positions within tasks.

The links between tasks represent the differen-

tiation which has to be integrated in managing

the output of the tasks to realise the project.

The links between job positions within tasks

give the differentiation to be integrated in

achieving the output of the tasks.

A qualitative measure of differentiation is

given by identifying the proportion of each

permutation of differentiation factors

(i.e. technology, territory, time and
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sentience) comprising the'between tasks'and

'between job positions within tasks'links.

Theoretically it is possible to have any

permutation of differentiation factors
(i)(Tl' T2' T3' Sl' S2') but in practice the

configuration of the contributors limits the

range which occurs on any project. For example,

within a task the various professions in a multi-

disciplinary practice in which all members are

located on one office can only have a differ-

entiation of T11 S1 (Technology and Sentience

by profession) •

The Integration of the Operating System provided by
the Managing System

This section establishes, from an LRA, the

pattern, style and intensity of integration

provided by a managing system. Integration

provision falls into two related categories:

(1) The pattern of consultation established

between the contributors by the managing

system.

(2) The pattern and intensity of integration

exercised by the managing system.

Differentiation by Technology Sl Sentience by profession only

S2 Sentience by profession and
firm (See 2.4.5)

Differentiation by Territory

T3 Differentiation by Time
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Pattern of Consultation (Table 2 of each Appendix)

It is to be expected that intensity of

integration in the control loops will only be

possible if ~ appropriate pattern of consult-

ation has been established between the

contributors. Such a pattern of consultation·

is demonstrated by all relevant job positions

being in the 'gave advice and information'

relationship with each task.

Similarly the degree of differentiation of the

system will be a function of the pattern of

consultation established. It is to be expected

that differentiation will be greater as the

number of contributors to each task increases

.and will therefore demand greater intensity

of integration.

The pattern of consultation established is

indicated by identifying the number of

contributors exercising the'gives advice and

information'relationship for each task as a

percentage of the contributors who would

normally be expected to be exercising this

relationship for the task. The number of

contributors who would normally be expected to
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be consulted is established by including those

contributors who' s work impacts upon the task

being considered within limitations imposed

upon the pattern of consul,tation by the key and

operational decisions (e.g. contractual
arrangements can exclude the contractor from

the design phase) • The pattern of consultation

identified is that which was possible within

such hierarchical decisions, the effects of

which are considered elsewhere.

Pattern and Intensity of Integration (Tables 3 8. 4
of each Appendix)

The pattern and intensity of involvement of job

positions in control loops of the tasks is given

over all tasks by expressing the number of

times a job position is in a control loop as

a percentage of the total number of tasks,

categorised by the type of relationship.

This information is givan for each Sub-System

of Activity sepa.rately and over the total system.

This analysis gives visibility to the pattern of

involvement of the job positions in the managing

system. It shows the range of relationships

and the intensity of involvement:! each

relationship for each job position.
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Each. task is given an equivalent weighting.

Interpreting the tables it is, therefore,

necessary to refer to the LRA to determine

the scope and significance· of tasks, particularly

in relation to the lower value entries (e.g.

contract Manager for Contract :No.l on Test Project

No.1) •

Formally Minuted Meetings (Tables Al - A6 for
Appendix 1 only)

Supplementary data is provided from the records

of formally minuted meetings for projects for

which such information is available.

Analysis is made of the proportion of meetings

attended by the contributors for the total

system and for each Sub-System of Activity.

Analysis is also made of the incidence of

meeting of the various contributors at the

formal meetings to give an indication of the

intensity of their formal contact. This

analysis is also given for the total system

and for each Sub-System of Activity.
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(iii) Establishment of the Differentiation between the
Managing and Operating Systems

(Table 5 in each Appendix)

A statement is presented of the differentiation

between the managing and operating systems.

If the managing and operating systems were

totally undifferentiated, there would be no

control loops and all task boxes on the LRA would

be occupied by the same job position. If the

systems were totally differentiated, none of the

task boxes would be occupied by any job position

appearing in any control loop. The statement

of differentiation is, therefore, expressed as

a percentage of task boxes occupied by a control

loop (overall management) job position for each

Sub-System of Activity separately and for the

total system. Total differentiation of the

managing and operating systems would be given

an entry of zero.
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(iv) Establishment of the Differentiation of the
Managinq System Itself

Differentiation of the Managing System within Tasks

(Eigs. 1 - 10 in Appendix 1, Figs. 1 - 16 in
Appendices 2 and 3)

The model proposed that the managing system

should be undifferentiated if it is to be

effective. Therefore the distribution of

undifferentiated management units within control

loops is established together with the dis-

tribution of the total number of job positions

in control loops.

FOr the purpose of defining undifferentiated

management units, differentiation is taken as

previously, but in the case of management units

within tasks:

Technology is common as all relationships

in control loops are managing activities.

Time is common as within control loops is

being examined.

Territory is common if job positions are

within the same firm. Differentiation on

the basis of firm is, therefore, the only
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determinant of differentiation within

control loops, and occurs when those occupy-

ing managing job positions are from different

firms. In such cases Sentience ..reinforces

differentiation on the basis of allegiance

to a firm.

Therefore, an undifferentiated management unit

entered in the histograms is a group of job

positions occupied by persons from the same firm.

Differentiation of the Managing System between Tasks

(Table 6 in each Appendix)

Differentiation of the Managing System

between tasks creates potential discontinuity.

This occurs when the person in the boundary

control relationship does not appear in the

same relationship in successive task

control loops or in successive task boxes.

Such oo::urrances are identified and dis-

continuity between tasks expressed as a

proportion of all task links. Such

discontinuity may be particularly

significant at Key Decision Points and the

proportion of discontinuity at these points

is given.
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Dupl~cation of Managing Relationships within a
Control Loop

(Table 7 in each Appendix)

Duplication of managing relationships within

a control loop represents split management

functions for the associated task and may

further add to the complexity of the managing

system. Such occurrance are identified for

each Sub-System of Activity.

(v) Establishment of the Integration of the Client
and the Process of Building Provision

This section is concerned with establishing

the specific integration achieved within the

managing system between those people represent-

ing the client and those representing the

process of building provision.

Within Task Integration and Between Task
Integration

(Tables 8 & 9 in each Appendix)

Integration of the Client and the Process

should take place within the tasks and between

them and may be exercised at various levels.
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The interpretation of the LRAs consider the

'primary Integrators' who are seen by the project

contributors to be exercising this role and notes

where others in the managing system who, although

exercising other roles, undertake an integrating

role when the primary integrators are not present.

Examples of 'primary Integrators' would be a

specific individual appointed by a client from

his organisation to co-ordinate with the project

team and a person appointed project manager from

within the project team.

Integration is taken as occuring within a task

when the job positions being considered appear

together in the control loop or appear one in

the control loop and one in the task box.

Integration is taken as occuring between tasks

when both job positions being considered

appear in the control loops or task boxes of

successive tasks.

The integration levels achieved within tasks

for various conditions of integration are

established from the LRAs. The amount of

integration between tasks is also established

from the LRAs by identifying the proportion of

links for which the integrators appear in
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successive control loops or task boxes. Both

sets·of data are given for each Sub-System of
Activity and for the total system.

Formally Minuted Meetings

(Table A7 Appendix 1 only)

supplementary data is provided from the records

of formally minuted meetings for projects for

which such information was available. Analysis

is made of the incidence of joint attendance at

meetings of the Primary Integrators.

3.3.3 Client's Expectation, Environmental Influences and Achieved
OUtcome

(a) Introduction

The outcome of a project which a client expects the process

of building provision to achieve, together with the outcome

which it actually achieves within the context of the

environmental influences which it had to mitigate and

harness, indicate the performance of the process of

building provision.

Deficiences in outcome can be identified and their

specific causes traced through the process. Attributes
of the outcome can be identified and a general assessment
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of the overall performance of the process made, in order

to place conclusions regarding deficiences into context

and to identify the degree to which the propositions of the

model are met in producing the attributes.

conclusions can be drawn regarding the validi ty of the

model for explaining the manner by which attibutes and

deficiencies of the outcome of projects were created.

(b) Components of Satisfaction

The components of a client's expectation of satisfaction

at the Start Point and a client's satisfaction with the

outcome achieved are'identical. However, the actual

components and the values ascribed to them may vary

between clients and projects. Similarly, variations in

the scale and nature of the impact of environmental forces

between clients and between projects demand compensating

variations in the nature and quality of the process of

building provision to produce the same level of client

satisfaction with the outcome.

For the range of projects used for testing, the components

of client satisfaction are taken as:

Function (including quality)

Time

Price
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For the industrial projects used, these were the components

most readily perceived by the clients, as demonstrated by

the interviews. They are readily acceptable as all have

immediate relevance to privately developed industrial

projects conceived to enhance the performance of the

company.

For .different classes of client, other components would

be relevant, such as aesthetics, life cycle costs, social

acceptance.

Thus, client satisfaction can be conceived as a vector
+S in three dimensions with the rectangular component

+ + +vectors of Function (F) Time (T) and Price (P) and

initial point 0 as illustrated in Fig.17, so that

$" = F + ~+Et

..and the magnitude of S is

s +
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1=16: 17
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ec) Client's Expectation and Environmental Influences

For the purpose of assessing the performance of a process

of building provision it is necessary to describe the

context in which it was undertaken. The factors of interest

are those concerned with the impact of environmental forces

upon a project. Before considering the impact of such

influences, it is nece.ssary to identify a client's

expectation of the outcome of a project. Environmental

forces will influence the possibility of achieving a

client's expectation and the process of building provision

will seek to mitigate or harness environmental forces in

seeking to achieve it.

Client's Expectation

The expectation of a client of the outcome of a project at
-+-the Start Point can be represented by the vector SR which

comprises the component vectors for satisfaction of
-+-functional requirements (FR), completion of the project on

-+- -+-time (TR) and within the price he is prepared to pay (PR)

such that:

= + -+-T +
R
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At the Start Point a client's expectation is that each

component will be fully satisfied in the achieved outcome.
+The magnitude of SR is:

ThiS premise assumes th~t a process of building provision

can be designed and can be made to function satisfactorily
with any valid expectation. The state in which this

premise does not hold is when the required outcome is

invalidated through impossibility

Environmental Influences

Environmental influences act upon a process of building

provision from outside the system and can affect the ability

of a process to achieve a client's expectation for any of

his components of satisfaction. Therefore, for the

purpose of assessing the performance of a process the

environmental forces acting upon it have to be taken into

account.

The level of uncertainty within which a project has to be

accomplished is determined by the environmental forces

acting upon the client, both at the start point and during

the process. At the start point they will be manifest in

how convinced a client is that he requires the project

and how well he is able to define what he requires.
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During the process, the effect of environmental influences

may lead to changes in what the client initially decided he

required or may enable him to define more closely what he

requires.

A further manifestation of environmental forces is

conflict between the client and the process of building

provision. Conflict is the result of environmental forces

acting upon a client or process of building provision and

creating situations in which the primary task of the sub-
aresystems of the process ... potentially in conflict with the

primary task of the client. Although arising from within

the client or process, conflict is created by environmental

forces which the managing system must seek to overcome to

achieve the required project outcome.

A further example arises from the inherent functional,

technical and aesthetic demands of a project upon the

skills of those involved. These skills are demanded by

a project irrespective of its environment and would exist

in a perfectly stable project environment. •However,

complexity is created by the environmental context of a

client's primary task. The environmental context

determines the task and hence the complexity of the build-

ing which is needed to undertake it and hence determines

the demands upon the desiqn skills of those involved.

All other skills demanded by a project, e.g. finanCial,

programming, management, are skills demanded directly by

the environment of a project.
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The significance of complexity of a project arises from the

premise that environmental forces on a complex project place

greater demands on the process of building provision than

on a simple project.

The tests of the model assumes that the personnel involved

in the projects used in the tests are competent in the

skills·required for those projects.

The effect of environmental forces (C), serves to create a

pOtential margin of shortfall in meeting a client's

expectation of Function, Time and Price, such that the

magnitude of the lowest potential vectors for FUnction,

Time and Price are:

Fp = FR

Tp = TR

Pp = PR

and the lowest potential vector of the client's satisfaction
-+tSp1 is given by:

= + +

and its magnitude is given by:

=/F2
p +

The range of client satisfaction within which achieved

outcome can be expected to lie can be conceived as the
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..vector S whic~ joins the terminal points of vectore.. ..SR and Sp as illustrated in Fig. 18.

A (f, p, t,)

A~: 18

..Such that Se =

and magnitude of S is given by:e

A client's expectation at the Start Point can therefore

be conceived as a vector which in perfect conditions is..given by the vector SR. The concept recognises that,

in Lmperfect conditions, potential for meeting a client's

expectation is reduced to a lowest potential satisfaction
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...represented by tne vector Sp. ...The vector S , joininge... ..,.
SR and Sp represents tne scope available to the process

of building provision for overcoming environmental

influences in seeking to satisfy the client's expectation

for the project.

(d) Achieved OUtcome

A client's actual satisfaction can be conceived as a
...vector SA which represents the achieved outcome with

... ... ...component vectors FA' TA, PA' representing achieved
outcome for Function, Time and Price respectively, such

that:

+ +

The deficiency in meeting the client's expected outcome

is measured by the distance between the terminal point of

SR and SA as illustrated in Fig. 19 and given by the
..,.

magni tude of Sd

A (f. P, t,)

FIG: 1.9



+The magnitude of Sd is given by

=

(e) Application to Testing

Whilst the vector approach to the interpretation of ~

client's expectation, environmental influences and achieved

output provides a useful conceptual presentation of these

factors, it has not been the aim of the work to develop

a mathematical approach to the extent of defining how

numerical values can be established for the calculation

of the magnitude of the vectors.

Nevertheless, in order to carry out initial tests of the

model, a statement of the output achieved and the impact

of environmental forces for each test project is necessary

to indicate the extent to which the outcome satisfied

the client's requirements, taking into account the

environmental influences which the process of building

provision had to handle.

The vector analysis approach provides the mental pictures

necessary for constructing such descriptions and so provides

a context for the tests. It also indicates the possibility

of representing these factors mathematically in the future.
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Statements (i) of the achieved outcome of each test project

are identified from the interview information and reference

to it. Both attributes and deficiences are identified,

in terms of client's satisfaction, and are summarised by

classification into the components of satisfaction -

FUnction, Time and Price.

In addition, each client was asked for his personal

assessment of his satisfaction with the outcome of each

component of satisfaction on the following scale:-

,
Very Satisfied 81 -100

Satisfied 61 - 80

Adequate 41 - 60

Dissatisfied 21 - 40

Very Dissatisfied o - 20

The clients' assessments are given in the appropriate
(i)Appendix •

(i)
The impact of environmental forces are described for each

test project as identified from the interview information.

These descriptions indicate the degree of uncertainty

surroundipg each project and the presence of any conflict

between the client and the process. The complexity of

each project is summarised to indicate the demands placed

on the project by environmental forces.

(i)
Appendices 1, 2 and 3. Section 2.3.
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The description of the achieved outcome for each component,

the client's assessment of the outcome, and the description

of the environmental conditions provide an overall statement

for each test project of the performance of each of the

processes of building provision for initial tests of the

model. The identified deficiences in the outcome of each

test project form the basis of more detailed tests .·for

which the initial tests provide the context.
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3.4 THE TESTS

3.4.1 Introduction

Testing the model against the test projects begins with an

initial test of the model's propositions against the configur-

ation of each project. This is followed by more detailed

tests against the particular outcome deficiences of each project.

The results of the tests are considered within the context of

the outcomes achieved and the environmental conditions in

which they were achieved.

A high correlation between the model and projects which

achieved client satisfaction, taking into account environmental

conditions, validates the model. Where the converse occurs,

identification is made of those elements of the model requiring

revision.

The test results for each test project are discussed in Part 4

of the main text. The tests themselves are given in

Appendices 1, 2 and 3 for Test Projects 1, 2 and 3 respectively

and where appropriate in the tests, cross references are given

to the interpretation of the process.
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3.4.2 Initial Test

(i)These tests establish, in principle, the compatibility of

the model with the configuration of each test project. Each
(11)proposition of the model is compared with the configuration

of each project as determined by the interpretation of the data.

For each test project, the interpretation extracts from the LRA

information both quantitative and qualitative, which is specific-

ally relevant to each of the model's propositions. For each project,

each of the model's propositions is taken in turn and compared with

the infonnation extracted from the LRA and correlation or

deviation of the project for each proposition is identified.

Fqr example, the model proposes that differentiation of the

process of building provision should be matched by a corresponding

level of integration. The interpretation shows the degree of

differentiation within the project both quantitatively and

quali tatively, and the degree of integration provided. Thus,

the match of differentiation and integration within a project

can be established and hence compatibility or deviation of the

project and the model's proposition.

The results of the tests against all propositions for each

project establish the overall compatibility of each project

with the model and identify specific deviations. This enables

(i)
Appendices 1, 2 and 3. Section 3.1.
(ii)
Main Text, Section 2.4.8
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the results of the OUtcome Deficiency Test to be placed in the

context of the overall compatibibility of the project and the

model and allows discussion of the results to take account of

the attributes of the outcome of the project as well as the

deficiencies. The Initial Test is particularly useful in
exposing correlation and deviation for the purpose of

identifying the causes of outcome deficiencies in the OUtput

Deficiency Test.

At this level of testing, the model can be considered to be

indicating validity if overall compatibility is accompanied

by success of the project in achieving client satisfaction with

the outcome, taking into account the environmental influences

acting upon the project, but validity cannot be confirmed unless

the Outcome Deficiency Test gives results which are consistent

with those of the Initial Test.

3.4.3 outcome Deficiency Test

(i)This level of the tests takes, in turn, each of the outcome

deficiencies of each project, classified as Function, Time and

Cost Deficiencies, and traces the causes of each deficiency

through the interpretation of the process of providing the

building. The interpretations of the projects identify the

deficiencies in the outcome. The reasons for each deficiency

is obtained from the interviews. The tests then trace the

causes of each deficiency through the information extracted

(i)
Appendices 1, 2 and 3. Section 3.2.
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from LRA, and through the LRA itself, to establish the

occurrences or project arrangements which created the conditions

which allowed the deficiency to occur.

This procedure establishes whether the deficiency arose from the

configuration adopted for the project or from some other cause.

Where deficiencies are found to be caused by the arrangements

adopted for the project, the result is compared with the results

of the Initial Test to identify whether the causes were due to

divergence of the project's configuration from the modells

propositions and to establish consistency between the tests.

These tests also establish whether the effect of environmental

influences upon the project caused the deficiencies and whether

or,not they occurred in spite of the project subscribing to

the model.

If the causes of outcome deficiencies are identified as due to

deviation of the project's configuration from the model, then the

model is further validated. Alternatively, it may be found

that deficiencies arise due to environmental forces even though

the project subsc:rlba;to the model, which will raise questions

regarding the ability of projects subscribing to the modells

proposi tions to mitigate environmental forces. If deficiencies

are found to be caused by organisational factors not incorporated

in the model these will be noted.
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3.4.4 Features

The interviewees identified specific features of the project

which they considered influenced the performance of the process

of building provision. Although such features cannot be
defined as outcomes, they should be capable of being explained

by the model. Such features are likely to be effects rather

than causes and, if the model is valid, should be capable of

being explained by the propositions of the model.

Therefore, a secondary level of testing takes each of the major

groups of features and examines them in terms of the results of

the Initial and the Outcome Deficiency Tests. If a feature

can be rationalised in terms of a previous results, correlation

or deviation between the project and the model is confirmed.

If rationalisation is not poSSible, the occurrence of the

feature will either question a previous result or identify a

condition not manifest in an ,outcome deficiency and/or not

identified by a proposition of the model.

The major features identified from the interviews are
(i)summarised and classified for each project as providing

potential advantage or disadvantage to the performance of

the process.

(i)
Appendicies 1, 2 and 3. Section 3.3.
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PART 4

THE RESULTS

4.1 Introduction

4.2 Test Project No. 1

4.3 Test Project No. 2

4.4 Test Project No. 3

4.5 The Three Projects
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PART 4 THE RESULTS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This section draws together and discusses the results of the

Initial and Outcome Deficiency Tests for each test project, given

in Appendices 1, 2 and 3 for Test Projects 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

Where statements are made regarding compatibility or deviation

of the model and the project they arise as a result of the

Initial Tests. The OUtcome Deficiency Tests are summarised for

each test project and cross references given in the text where

necessary. The results are presented for each test project

within the framework of the sub-systems identified on the LRA and

indicate the compatibility of the model and the project for both

the structure of the sub-systems and the configuration within and

between each sub-system. They are summarised for each project

within the context of the project outcome and the environmental

conditions in which it was achieved and on this basis conclusions

are drawn regarding the validity of the model for each test project.

The following are identified:-

(a) The propositions of the model validated by the tests through:

(i) Correlation of the model producing client satisfaction

wi th the outcome.

(ii) Deviation from the model producing client dissatisfaction

with the outcome.

(b) The propositions of the model questioned by the tests through:

(i) correlation with the model producing client dissatis-

faction with the outcome.
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(ii) Deviation from the model producing client satisfaction

with the outcome.

(c) The propositions of the model not demonstrated by the project

because they were:

(i) Not identified
(ii) Irrelevant to the project outcome
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4.2 TEST PROJECT NO.1

4.2.1 The Project

The project was a El.4M (1977 prices) extension to a production

facility which had been established incrementally over the last

12 years on a site which was acquired for a planned expansion

programme. The system adopted produced a project with which the

client was satisfied (61-80\) in terms of ~unction very satis-

fied (81-100\) for Price but found performance in terms of Time
(i)only adequate (41-60\). Environmental influences were not

(ii)particularly active. If the model is to be considered to be

valid when tested against such a project, then it is to be expected

that the project's confiquaration would correspond closely to the

model's propositions.

The data available related predOminantly to the Project Realisa-

tion System of Activity identified by the model and testing was

restricted to this System. This System of Activity was identi-

fied by a primary Decision but no further consideration of

primary Decisions was possible.

Sub-Systems of Activity of the Project Realisation System were

defined by Key Decision Points and clear feedback lines were

established. However, the effectiveness of the system estab-

lished by this structure was impaired by deviation from certain

of the models other propoSitions which created outcome dificiencies

as summarised in Table 1. and discussed later.

(i)
Appendix 1, Section 2.3.1
(ii)
Appendix 1, Section 2.3.2
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TABLE 1 The Causes of Outcome Deficiencies - Test Project No.1.

Model ~ til en s:: ~ ~
Proposition o s:: en 0 0 en<, .... Q) ....

~s:: S::+J u en s:: e<, 0 o lIS ~O"" o Q)r-I en :P :P ~ . o~~ .... +J ~lIS s:: lIS & s::~ +J en 0+J 0 lIS s:: lIS >ts:: ....
:Pjs:: :p~ o "fj 8' :ptIl ~OUtcome Q) en

Deficiency ~ ""~ s:: 0 ; g en :p~ .... s:: til ""U U Q)IIS"" ~+J;t:I Q) s:: . ><0 en B lIS ~ ~ en ~ "" e ~ -,-l ~ Q)~ Q) ;§ Q) til"" Q) til 2! tIIS::~ Q) til r-I r-I
"" U ~ Q) > ~ lIS Q) Q) ~ lIS Q)

~> ~ >tQ) ~+JO ~ s:: (Ij ~"" ~ s:: II- I:: 0 ~ ~ "" s:: 104 ""1IS>t S::r-I~ .,-l ~ 8rail!1&. Q 1-4 Ilt Q :E til, 1-4 U 0 Q 1-4

(Underprovisioll .
3.2.1-A of space) X

-5 (Low quality
of warehouse X X X

i=lnnrl

(Low quality of -
-C construction X X X

work)
(Dissatisfact-

-D ion with manu- X
facturing area)

3.2.2-A Reason 1 X X(Delay in design stages)

Reason 2
X

Reason 3 X X

3.2.2-5 Reason 1
X X X(Delay:in a:mstruc:tionstage)

Reason 2 X X X

Reason 3
X X

Reason 4 X X

3.2.3-A (Price was
narginally high) Not COIl Firmed as a defic ency

3.2.3-5 (Lack of antici
pation of X
~"Tl-"'t-innl

Note: The references numbers given for the OUtcome Deficiencies refer to the
outcome Deficiency Tests in Appendix 1. Where there is more than one
reason for a deficiencies, each reason is dealt with separately in the
Tests in Appendix 1.
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The Sub-systems of Activity identified and shown on the LRA were:-

Systems of Activity Sub-Systems of Activity

Sub-System A Identification of need and
outline requirements and
obtaining Head Office Budget
approval to proceed to the
next sub-system.

Project
Realisation

Sub-System B Definition of requirements
(Preparation of Transmi ttal
Document) and obtaining
Head Office approval to pro-
ceed to the next sub-system.

Sub-System C Preparation of working
drawings and contract
documenta tion, obtaining
tenders and appointing con-
tractors.

Sub-System D Construction

4.2.2 The Results

project Conception Process

Project Inception Process

The Primary Decision to provide a performance through the acquisi-

tion of real property and the subsequent Primary Decision to

achieve this through the construction of a new building were

taken about 12 years prior to this project, when it was decided

to purchase the site and develop it over a long period. It is

assumed that this decision must have been confirmed prior to

embarking upon this project. It is also assumed that there had

been no changes in the client's environment sufficient to change

that decision. However, these circumstances meant that it was

not possible to test the model against this project for these

two processes.
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Project Realisation Process

Identification

The project Realisation Process was identified as the System of

Activity between the Primary Decision to achieve the client's

purpose through the development of a new building and the realisa-

tion of the new building.

Environmental Infl.uences.

There was a low level of activity of environmental forces on the

client's primary task and hence the process of building provision

was stable in this respect.

The action of environmental forces directly upon the process of

building provision were more pronounced and, with the exception

of the resignation of the Services Engineering Manager, all

manifest in Sub-System of Activity D. The most significant of

the forces were those which influenced the decision to submit

the project to competitive tender after completion of the deSign

(taken for economic reasons) • The ability of the organisational

structure to mitigate the environmental influences will be

examined below.

Sub-Systems of Activity, Decision Points and Feedback

The model proposes that the Systems of Activity (Conception,

Inception and Realisation) are defined by differentiation though

discontinuity of the process caused by Primary Decisions. It

also proposes that each of the Systems of Activity comprise a

number of Sub-Systems of Activity differentiated by discontinuity
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created by Key Decisions which provide regions of control which

present opportunities for feedback. The model suggests that

the development of this idea can be halted at this level for the

purpose of examining the managing system acting for the client.

The tests show that this proposi don is generally valid for this
project but that a third level of sub-systems and decision points

should be added. Decisions at this level are termed 'Operational

DecisiOns' and they create a new Sub-System level termed 'Opera-

tional Sub-Systems'. The three levels of decisions creating

the Systems and Sub-Systems identified for this project are:

primary decisions: concerned with defining the Conception,

Inception and Realisation Systems with

feedback to the Start Point.

Key Decisions concerned with obtaining approval from the

client to expend 'further resources
within a System created by a Primary Decision

with feedback to Primary Decisions Points.

Operational
Decisions

concerned with decisions required to progress

a Sub-System of Activity, with feedback to

Key Decision Points.

Each of the sub-systems created by Operational Decisions will

consist of at least one task sub-system. The Key Decision

Points provided a feedback opportunity as suggested by the model

which was used for approval purposes by the client. However,

a shift in approval powers occured between the Sub-Systems,

from the client in Sub-Systems A, Band C to the project manager
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in Sub-Sys tem D. Continuity of the managing system at Key

Decision POints was absent on the project and this occurance

contributed to the delay to project completion as given in

outcome Deficiency Test 3.2.2 -A and the lack of anticipation

of inflation in 3.2.3 -B. The stable client's environment lent
itself to a structure of pre-determined approval decisions.

Sub-System of Activity A

The project's configuration corresponded to the Model's proposi-

tions in this Sub-System with the exception of the level of

integration between the client and the process of providing the

building which was low. Of the OUtcome Deficiencies, 3.2.l.-A

and 0 were the result of this low level of integration which

further confirms -the model's proposition regarding such integra-

tion.

Sub-System of Activity B and C

The project's configuration corresponds to the model's propositions

in these Sub-Systems except for the managing systems structure

which is differentiated. However, this differentiation is not

compounded by duplication of managing roles and the managing

system was enhanced by the client's presence in the control loops.

None of the deficiencies originated in these Sub-Systems and

their internal performance was successful and supports the

model. Relationship between these and other Sub-Systems is

considered under Sub-System D. The environmental forces which

led to the resignation of the Services Engineering Manager were
overcome so that they did not produce an outcome deficiency
arising in these Sub-Systems.
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Sub-System of Activity 0

The project's configuration corresponds to the model's proposi-

tion for match of differentiation and integration provision and

for differentiation of the managing and operating systems.

However, there is divergence for integration of the client and

the process of building provision and for differentiation within

the managing system itself. In particular the structure of the

control loops is unique to the Sub-System through the introduct-

ion of duplication of managing activities.

The OUtcome deficiencies 3.2.1 -B and C and 3.2.2-B originated in this

Sub-System and were the result of environmental influences which

the managing system was unable to overcome. '!hemajor environ-

mental influences were economic and determined that the contract

shQuld be let by competitive tender which created the consequent

conditions of contract. This decision prescribed the managing

system of Sub-System D which, although there was intensity of

integrating provision, was unable to mitigate environmental

influences which caused .. outcome deficiencies. The contractor

could not overcome poor site supervision, resignation of the

site agent and shortage of bricklayers and, due to contractual

conditions the project manager (the other half of the duplicated

managing activities) could not sufficiently influence these

features to prevent delay in completion as shown in Outcome

Deficiency 3.2.2 -B.

The problem was one of incompatibility of the managing systems

between Sub-Systems B/c and D, created by a decision in Sub-

System B. Similarly the decision to award the contract in two

stages (3.2.2 -B Reason 4) was made in Sub-System C and the
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lack of compatibility with Sub-System D negated its anticipated

outcome effect.

In addi tion to the difficulty of overcoming. environmental

influences, the deviation from the model's propositions created

conditions in which control along the feedback lines could not

be adequately exercised, resulting in Output Deficiencies 3.2.1-8

and c.
The organisational structure of ,Sub-System 0 was not designed to

cope with environmental forces and although it corresponded with

two of the model's propositions, the significant divergence in

other respects was sufficient to produce deficiencies. The

duplication of the integrating managing activities worked to

ne~ate the apparently high integration provision and eliminated

an apparent correlation with the models proposition for match of

differentiation and integration. Whilst validating the model,

these results must be set against any financial advantage gained

by the client through letting the contract by competitive tender.

Such 'trade off'considerations and other implications are

considered in the main conclusions.

4.2.3 Summary

The tests identified Operational Decision levels (not identified

by the model) and clarified the manner by which they and other

decision levels determine Systems of Activity, Sub-Systems of

Activi ty and Operational Sub-Systems.

The match of differentiation and integration corresponded with

the model as did the differentiation of the operating and
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managinq systems. Integration of the client and the process

of building provision reflected the model for Sub-Systems Band

c. Whilst the complexity of the managing system did not totally

contradict the model's proposition in Systems A, Band C, there

was divergence in Sub-System D through duplication of integrating

roles.

The result was that Sub-Systems B and C were successful but

that deficiencies were caused by deviation from the model's

propositions in Sub-Systems A and D.

The causes of the deficiencies can be generalised as:

(a) Lack of integration of the client and the process of
building provision:

Although the process of building provision provided

sound integrating mechanisms wherever possible, never-

the less a shortfall of integration occured through the

lack of ability of the client to respond to the integra-

ting demands placed upon him. This situation was

particularly evident in Sub-System A. Integration was

very successful in Sub-Systems B and C but broke down

at the boundary of the Sub-Systems, again due to the

client's lack of response which impaired the effectiveness

of the system by inducing delay at a Key Decision Point and

creating conflict within the subsequent sub-system and

delay in project completion.

The client was not integrated in an equivalent capacity

in Sub-System D as he was in Sub-System Band C due to

the contractual arrangements adopted and the consequential

contractual conditions, and this contributed to the cause
of deficiencies arising in Sub-System D.
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Whilst validating this aspect of the model these results

stress that the process of building provision cannot

provide integration in isolation but must receive a

corresponding response from the client who must create

internal conditions in his organisation which allow inte-

gration to take place and which allow his responses to

be apposite and timely in assisting the process of

building provison to achieve its objectives;

(b) Lack of integration between Sub-Systems:

Despite generally high integration on the project,

specific instances of a lack of integration between Sub-

Systems B and C and between C and D were the cause of

deficiencies. The lack of integration between B and C

has been referred to above. That between C and D was

due to the contractual arrangements adopted, which

prescribed the managing system of Sub-System D, and

resulted in the introduction of new management units

at this stage and duplication of integrating roles.

The interdependencies at this point were sequential and

whilst the model postulates that the integration demands

of reciprocal interdependencies are greater than for

sequential interdependencies this would appear not to be

the case between sub-systems where dicontinuity of the

managing system occurs.
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Although the model was generally validated in terms of

differentiation and integration need, it can be enhanced

by recognition of the need for additional integrating

effort between sub-systems where discontinuity occurs or

alternatively by recognition of the need to eliminate

discontinuity.

(c) Complexity of the Managing System:

The complexity of the managing system in Sub-System D,

principally through duplication of managing activities,

contributed to the cause of a series of deficiencies.

This result validates the model's proposition but draws

attention to the importance of this proposition which is

not given prominence in the model.

(d) Environmental Influences:

Responses to environmental influences created conditions

which produced many of the causes of deficiencies referred

to above, in particular the decision to award the contract

by competitive tender for financial reasons and the

consequential contractual arrangements. These arrange-

ments inhibited the managing system's ability to alleviate

subsequent environmental influences. The tests showed

that the degree to which the managing system could

mitigate environmental influences was significant to the

project outcome.

The tests of the model's propositions against this project

have begun to confirm its general validity and have

enhanced the model by giving greater clarity to certain

propositions.
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Any degree of implied criticism of the performance of the

process of building provision should be judged against the

high measure of success achieved in the project outcome.

It is interesting to observe that the outcome deficiencies

were generally as a result of organisational defects

within the managing system itself rather than defects in

the way in which the operating system was managed or with-

in the operating system itself and reflect a sustained

and successful effort by the managing system as constructed.
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4.3 TEST PROJECT No.2

4.3.1 The project

The project was a EO.6M (1978 prices) factory and office block

on a virgin site for an engineering company established in the

vicinity of the new site. The system adopted produced a

project with which the client was satisfied (61-80') for

func~ion, very satisfied (8l-l00') for Price, but found perform-

ance in terms of Time only adequate (4l-60'). (i) Environmental
influences were particularly active on this project. (ii)

The failure to achieve full satisfaction, as represented by the

output deficiencies, was due in all cases to the system's

inability to fully mitigate all the environmental forces acting

upon the,system as summarised in Table 2 and discussed later.

Nevertheless, when considered against the high level of activity

of environmental forces, it is apparent that the system was able

to successfully overcome a large proportion of the forces acting

upon the system.

It is argued, therefore, that the project outcome was success-

ful within such conditions and that, in general the validity of

the model would be supported by compatibility of the project's

configuration with the model's propositions. However, the

tests highlighted the difficulty of alleviating strong environ-

mental forces and enhanced the model by focussing attention

upon such problems.

(i)
Appendix 2, Section 2.3.1
(ii)
Appendix 2, Section 2.3.2
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TABLE 2 The Causes of OUtcome Deficiencies - Test Project No.2

r~ 8' CUo ~Model 0
:S~OI

0

Propositions 'a .....
s:: +1 s:: s::

~........ 0 0 tIS ~ cu..... 0
I""l III ..... ..... 101 0:S;S .....s s:: +1 ~ & +1 III

0 tISC s:: ..... tIS>t. e ..... :r:l,s C U~ O'C::J ..... fJl

Output cu III .....CI%lC +1

~
..... ~ C +1 0 s:: 01· +1t1S 0 s 01o 0 CUtIS..... GI s:: ~ tIS~ ..... s::Deficiency e III cutIS 101 101 Ul 101 ..... ~+10Ul 101 .....cu ~;§ cu01 ..... GI 01 cu s:: ..... :l 01..... 0 ~ cu> ~ tIS+1 CUCUUl> tIS

~ 101 >tGl ~ +1 0 ~i III
+1 ..... 1110 ~ C

~ ~~ ..... C 101 ..... >t S::I""lGlIol .....
~ra:I ~ 1-1 llo ~ fJl I-I(,)Ollo ~

3.2.l-A (Underprovision
of Space) X

-B (OVerprovision
of toilets) X

-C (Low quality
X X Xof construction

work)

3.2.2-A (Delay in
design stages) X

-B (Delay in
construction Not Conf rmed as a Defici ncy
stage)

3.2.3-A (Final price
grea ter than X
tender)
(Early estioates

-B less than X
final price)

.(Price paid may
-C not represent Not Conf rmed as a DeficiE ncy

good value)

NOte: The reference numbers given for the Outcome Deficiencies refer to
the OUtcome Deficiency Test in Appendix 2.
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Identifica tion and acquisition of the site was part of the

system studied and the test was therefore able to encompass the

Inception and Realisation Systems of Activity identified by the

model. These Systems of Activity were defined by Primary

Decisions and correlate with the model. It was possible to

identify but not to test the Conception System, which was inter-

nal to the client's organisations, and for which data was not

available.

Within the Systems of Activity, Key Decisions defined Sub-System

of Acti vity as proposed by the model. However there was a low
incidence of useful Key Decisions which meant that,throughout,
the project's development had to be measured against the client's

definition of his requirement at the Start Point. Decisions

refining his requirements were not made and could not therefore

be used in feedback loops.

The Sub-Systams of Activity identified and shown on the LRA were:-

System of Activity

project
Sub-System of Activity

Sub-System A - Identification of need and

Inception outline requirements, search

for alternative existing

premises, search for and

identification of site, site

acquisition.

Project
Realisation

Sub-System B - Development of outline

requirements, and detailed
design. (Detailed drawings for
factory and offices prepared).
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System of Activity

Project
Realisation (Cont'd)

Sub-System of Activity

Sub-System C - Programming for two phase

contract, consequential

contractual arrangements,

documentation and tender

for factory.

Sub-System C(a) - Further development of

office requirements and

detailed design (Revised

detailed drawings for

offices prepared).

Sub-System C(b) - Contract documentation and

negotiation of price for

offices.

Sub-System C(c) - Redesign offices. (Revised

detailed drawings for

offices prepared)

Sub-System D - Construction.
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4.3.2 The Results

project Conception Process

The Primary Decision to provide a performance through the acqui-

sition of real property was taken internally within the client's

organisation. The decision was generated by environmental

influences which determined conditions for expansion and the

inability of the organisation's existing premises to cope with

such expansion. The alternative strategy of adapting the

client'sexisting premises was not felt to be appropriate due to

their unacceptable condition.

Details of the internal activities of the client's organisation

were not available for this research so that detailed testing

of .this System of Activity was not possible. HO\,leverthe

principles of the model are supported in outline on the basis

of the information available.

project Inception Process

Identification

The project Inception Process was identified as the System of

Activity between the Primary Decision to achieve the client's

purpose by the acquisition of real property and the Primary

Decision to achieve this through the development of a new building.

Environmental Influences

There was a high level of activity of political and economic

environmental forces on the client's organisation leading to

instability of the process of building provision which the
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managing sys tem had to control. '!he forces impacted upon this

System of Activity through the hesitation of the client in

commi ting resources to expansion in a poli tical and economic

climate in which he did not have great confidence.

'!heability of the organisation structure to overcome the

environmental forces is examined below.

Sub-Systems of Activity, Decision Points and Feedback

The tests confirmed the result of Test Project No.1 in identifying an

operational level of decisions which identify Operational Sub-

Systems • The decisions in the Project Inception Process, with

the exception of the primary Decisions, were operational decis-

ions. They cannot be conceived as Key Decisions due to the

incremental nature of searChing for suitable premises/site which

did not produce Key Decisions with a degree of irrevocability.

Such irrevocability did not occur until legal agreement to acquire

the site took place. SuCh a decision is a Primary Decision.

Thus the nature of this Process is that it contains only one

Sub-System of Activity with feedback from Operational and Primary

Decisions to the Start Point. The nature of this Process is

organiC and the configuration adopted reflects the nature of the

Process. This allowed a range of alternatives to be appraised

before a decision with a degree of irrevocability was taken (Primary

Decision No.2).

The instability of the client's environment and the nature of the

task undertaken lent itself to a structure without Key

Decision Points in this Process and therefore reflects the model.
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Sub-System of Activity A

This is the only Sub-System in the Project Inception Process and

is synonymous with the System". of Activity which constitutes this

Process.

The projects configuration corresponds to the model's propositions

in this Sub-System with the exception of the differentiation of

the managing and operating systems. This was due to the project

manager exercising all the skills required in this Sub-System

and thus reducing the number of job positions and undifferentiated

management uni ts in control loops.

None of the output deficienciee arose as a result of this Process.

In this Process, the managing system was, therefore,able to

al~eviate environmental forces in presenting the client with a

propOSition which was acceptable to him.

As the project manager was one of the partners in his firm and

had the professional skills necessary for this Sub-System, the

situation which arose was one in which the managing and operating

systems were practically undifferentiated and close integration

with the client achieved. Therefore, this process approximated
to the level of the individual person who's performance depends

solely on individual skills and is not dependent upon a managing

system. Such a situation was identified in the development of

the model.

project Realisation Process

Identification

The project Realisation Process was identified as the System of
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Acti vity between the Primary Decision to achieve the client's

purpose through the development of a new building and the reali-

sation of the new building.

Environmental Forces

As referred to earlier, there was a high level of activity of

environmental forces acting upon the client's organisation and

hence on the project. This created instability in the process

of building provision which the managing system sought to control.

The action of the environmental forces during the project

Realisation Process was manifest in the client's hesitation

regarding the desirability of pursuing the project which created

difficulty in defining the client's requirements and hence

created a high level of uncertainty in the project.

This situation was compounded in the Project Realisation Process

by further environmental forces which induced conflict between

the client and the process of building provision. This conflict

arose through the client's expectation of the standard of project--

with which he should be provided and his belief that the members

of the process of building provision did not have similar standards.

These factors provided the context within which the project was

pursued and was evident in the project's configuration through

the lack of progressive Key Decisions and the need for feedback

to use the client's requirements established at the Start Point

without further refinement, throughout the Process.

The tests have shown that environmental influences which the
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managing system was unable to mitigate, created or contributed

to a number of Outcome Deficiencies (3.2.1.-A, B, C. 3.2.2.-A,

3.2.3.-A, B)~

The ability of the organisation structure to overcome the environ-

mental forces is examined below.

Sub-Systems of Activity, Decision Points and Feedback

As referred to previously, this test confirms the tests using

Project No.1 in identifying a level of Operational Decisions not

identified by the model.

The Project Realisation Process is characterised by a lack of

progressive Key Decisions between Sub-System B C, C(a).,C(b)

and C(c) resulting in feedback lines to the Start Point.

The model and project configuration are compatible in principle

and the project demonstrates the influence of strong environmental

forces upon the shape of a proj ec~ s structure and feedback

opportuni ties.

Sub-System of Activity B

The project's configuration corresponds with all the model's

propositions in this Sub-System. Nevertheless some environmental

forces were not overcome and were manifested as outcome deficien-

cies. (3.2.l.-A, 3.2.2.-A, 3.2.3.-B).

Sub-System of Activity C

The project's configuration corresponds with all model's propo-

sitions in the Sub-System.

in this Sub-System.

None of the output deficiencies arose
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Sub-Systems C (a) (b) (c)

The project's configuration corresponds with'all.the model's

propositions in each of these Sub-Systems except for integration

of the client and the process of building provision in Sub-System

C(b). '!hisdeviation was not significant as the activities'
of the Sub-System were overtaken by Sub-System C(c). None of

the deficiencies arose from these Sub-Systems but the Sub-Systems

were themselves created by deficiencies arising in the previous

Sub-System B •,

Sub-System 0

The project's configuration corresponds to the model's propOSitions
for match of differentiation and integration provision and for

differentiation of the managing and operating systems. However,

there is divergence for integration of the client and the process

of building provision and for the structure of the managing

system itself. In particular the structure of the control loops

is unique to this Sub-System through the introduction of dupl1-

cated managing activities.

Output Deficiency 3.2.1.-c arose from this Sub-System. This

deficiency was the result of environmental forces determining

that the contract should be let by competitive tender and so,

through the conditions of contract, prescribing the managing

system of Sub-System D. This situation was compounded by further

environmental influences manifesting as conflict between the

client and the process of building provision regarding what the
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client saw as differing expectations of the standard of work to

be provided.

Although there was a match of differentiation and integration,

the managing system was unable to overcome the environmental

influences which led to a change in the site agent and problems

with the bricklaying gangs. Due to the duplication of managing

activities and the contractual situation of the project manager,

he was unable to resolve these occurances.

The problem was one of incompatability of the managing system

between Sub-Systems SIC and D created by the decision on Sub-

System C to submit the project to competitive tender.

Deviation from the model's propositions meant that Sub-System D

was not designed to cope with environmental forces, resulting in

output Deficiency 3.2.1.-C. This conclusion corresponds with
a similar conclusion for Test Project No.1 but the deficiency is

not so severe on this project.

Whilst further supporting the model, these results must be set

against any financial advantage gained by the client through

letting the contract by competitive tender. Such'trade off'

considerations are considered in the main conclusions.

4.3.3 Summary

Whilst Sub-Systems of Acitivity were defined by Key Decisions,

there were few useful Key Decisions. This delayed development
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of the project and created feedback loops for which putput had

to be measured against the client's requirements at the start

point. This occurance was a result of the high level of uncer-

tainty surrounding the project. Whilst supporting the model

generally, this occurance refined the concept of Key Decision

Points by identifying that, in uncertain conditions, the project

configuration will be characterised by a scarcity of useful Key

Decisions resulting in long feedback loops. The presence of

Operational Decisions creating Operational Sub-Systems was
confirmed (See Test project No.1) •

Sub-Systems B,C, C(a) and C(c) were compatible with all the

propositions of the model and Sub-System C(b) with all proposi-

tions except integration of the client and the process of build-

ing provision. However, the process was still not able to over-

come the effect of all the environmental forces impacting upon

the project, even though the internal integrating effort of the

managing system was high. Nevertheless the process did overcome

strong environmental influences in achieving a project outcome

which was generally successful.

Sub-System A was compatible with the model, except for differen-

tiation of the managing and operating systems and integration of

the client and the process of building provision. The latter

was not particularly severe and was brought about by the client

undertaking some early tasks before the project team were intro-

duced to the system. This Sub-System approached the level of a

simple undifferentiated system which is recognised by the model.
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None of the output deficiencies originated in this Sub-System

and it had therefore, been able to overcome the environmental

forces acting upon it.

Sub-System D was compatible with the model except for duplication

of integrating roles in the control loops and a lack of integration
of the client. This situation arose through the use of a

competitive tender and the consequent conditions of contract which

prescribed the managing system of" the Sub-System. It created a

shortfall in the quality of construction work as perceived by the

client which the managing system working on his behalf was unable

to overcome. The divergencies from the model and the resulting

deficiency further supports the propositions of the model and

demonstrates how a response to environmental forces can inhibit

the managing system in later sub-systems. The situation described

reflects that found for Test Project No.1.

The tests of the model's propoSitions against this project have

further supported its validity and have enhanced it by emphaai.a-

ing the significance of the influence of environmental forces

upon the project outcome and the difficulty facing a project team

in fully controlling them. The test results question the implica-

tion in the model that it is possible to mitigate environmental

forces by appropriate structuring of the project team. It

suggests, rather that project teams can be structured to cope

with environmental forces for which there is a limit beyond which

they may not be able to cope. However, this can only be a tentative

statement on the basis of this project as the project team were
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not involved in the Conception System. Had they been involved,

they may have exercised more influence over the impact of the

environmental forces.

Any degree of implied criticism of the performance of the process

of building provision should be judged against the high measure

of success achieved in the project outcome in what were extremely

difficult environmental conditions.
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4.4

4.4.1.

TEST PROJECT No.3

The Project

The project was a £160,000 (1978 prices) extension to a wholesale
food warehouse which had been established on the site about

6 years previously when an option had been taken out on ajoining

land for expansion. The extension was to house a butchery

department which was to be transfered from premises which had been

acquired when a bankrupt butchery business had been taken over.

The system adopted produced a project with which the client was

satisfied (61-80%) in terms of function, found performance in

te~s of Price adequate (41-60%) but was dissatisfied (21-40%)

with performance for Time. (i) The activity of environmental

forces was low. (j.1~ If the model is to be considered to be valid

when tested aqainst such a project, then it is to be expected that

the project's configuration would not correspond closely to the

model's propositions.

The data available related to the Project Inception and Project

Realisation Processes identified by the model but the Inception

Process was, in these conditions, simple and the tests concentrate

upon the Realisation Process. However, the Inception and

Realisation Processes were defined by Primary Decisions and

correlate with the model. It was impossible to identify but not

to test the Project Conception System, which was internal to the

client's organisation and for which data was not available.

(1) Appendix 3, section 2.3.1

(ii) Appendix 3, section 2.3.2
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Sub-Systems ~f Activity were defined by Key Decision Points

as proposed by the model and feedback lines were established

but there was substantial deviation from the model's

proposi tions which created the outcome def·iciencies as summarised,~,
in Table 3 (Page~) and discussed later.

The Sub-Systems of Activity identified and shown on the LRA

were:-

Systems of Activity Sub-System of Activity

Project
Inception

Sub-System A ACquisition of butchery

business, extension of

lease and identification

of outline requirements.

Project
Realisation

Sub-System B Preliminary programme,

contractual arrangements,

development of outline

proposals.

Sub-System ~ - Development of detailed

proposals, estimates.

Sub;_System D Contract documentation

(main contract), revisions

to reduce cost, negotiation

with lowest tenderer,

tender action.
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System Activity

Project
Realisation (Cont'd)

Sub-System E

Sub-System F

Sub-System G
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Sub-System of Activity

Contract documentation

(refrigeration contract),

tender action.

Construction (main

contract) •

Installation (refrigeration).



TABLE 3 THE CAUSES OF OUTCOME DEFICIENCIES - TEST PROJECT No.3

MODEL ~ ~~
PROPOSITION til t~~ >0

rnI-t ~§til ~i ~I-t d~.......> I-t
- <, ~~ ~~

~~
~:£

~

til I-t ~ ~a I-t~
OUTCOME s ~ ~tIl

I-t :!i~ :!i~ ~~ ~~DEFICIENCY fi1 til ~~ to- I-tr.:!Z ~tIl
I-t~ ~gS ~~~tIl ~~ rz:I~ t1~

~~ O~ I~ ~I re~ t!~
i~ >Or.:! ~~i ~It1t! QI-t I-t ~

(Dissatisfaction
3.2.l.-A with wall and X Xfloor finishes)

3.2.2.-A (Delay in design
stages) X X X

-B REASON 1
X

(Delay in construction stage)

REASON 2
X

REASON 3 X X X

REASON 4 X

(Tender greater
3.2.3.-A than cost limit) X X X

(Reduced tender
-B still above cost X X X X

limit)

Note: The reference numbers given for the Outcome Deficiencies refer
to the Outcome Deficiency Tests in Appendix 3. Where there is more
than one reason for a deficiency, each reason is dealt with
separately in Appendix 3.
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4.4.2. The Results

Project Conception Process

The Primary Decision to acquire the backrupt butchery business

was taken within the client's organisation. Details of the

internal activities of the client's organisation were not

available for this research so that detailed testing of this

process was not possible but its identification supports the

basic structure of the ux::>del.

Project Inception Process

Identification

Due to the interest acquired in the butchery business and the

c~ndition of the building, the Primary Decision to construct

a new building on the client's main site for which he held an

option on further land was taken practically simultaneoudly

with the Primary Decision to acquire the butchery business.

Nevertheless, the Project Inception Process was identified as the

Systems of Activity between these two primary Decision in which

it was confirmed that a new building should be erected to house

the butchery activities.

Environmental Influences

For the reasons identified above, uncertainty was low during this

process and conflict did not occur.

Sub-Systems of Activity, Decision Points and Feedback

Due to the environmental conditions in which it took place, the

Project Inception Process consisted of one simply structured
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Sub-System. There were no Key Decision Points and feedback

measured progress against the Primary Decision to acquire the

butchery business and the consequent need for new premises due

to the lUlsuitability of those acquired. 'l1lePrimary Decision at

the end of this Sub-System confirmed the original intention to

develop the new building on the optioned site.

The simplicity of this Process does not allow any conclusion

to be drawn regarding the validi ty of the model for these aspects.

Sub-System of Activity A

This is the only Sub-System in the Project Inception Process and

is synonymous with the System of Activity, which constitutes this

process.

The project's configuration does not correspond to the model's

propositions for match of differentiation and integration and

for composition of the managing system due to the absence of

a representative of the process of building provision in either

the control loops or task boxes.

Although none of the output deficiencies arose directly from

this Sub-System, it was within this Sub-System that the client

assumed a cost for the project which led to the misunderstanding

in the Project Realisation Process which resulted in Output

Deficiencies 3.2.2.-A,B (Reason 3), 3.2.3.-A,B. In this

Sub-System, the client also assumed a commencement date for design

and consequently construct!on which created pressure upon the time
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available which contributed to Output Deficiencies in 3.2.2.-B.

These occurances support the model which proposes that integration

effort should match integration need. If .inteqration of the

representative of the process of building provision had taken

place in this Sub-System subsequent problems may have been

avoided.

project Realisation Process

Identification

The Project Realisation Process was identified as the System of

Activity between the Primary Decision confirming that the client's

purpose should be achieved through the development of a new

bUilding to the realisation of the new building.

Environmental Forces

There was a low level of activity of environmental forces on the

client's organisation and the process of building provision.

However, environmental fOrces did affect the project and were all

manifest in the construction stage (Sub-System F). In two cases

they were part contributors to Output Deficiencies (3.2.l.-A

and 3.2.3.-B), and in two cases the sole cause of OUtput

Deficiencies (3.2.2.-B (Reasons 1 and 2».

The ability of the organisation structure to mitigate environmental

forces and the reasons why those identified were allowed to

effect the project are examined below.
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Sub-Sys~ of Activity, Decision Points and Feedback

This project confirms the tests using Projects Nos. 1 and 2 in

identifying a level of Operational Decisions not identified by

the model.

The model and project's configuration were compatible in the

manner by which Key Decision Points identify Sub-Systems of

Activity. However, the tests identified that Key Decision No.1
was inappropriate as it did not state clearly the client's

cost limit. Abortive work was carried out subsequently, until

Key Decision No.1 was by-passed at Key Decision No.2 and

reference made to Primary Decision No.1 which confirmed the

client's cost limit.

The inappropriateness of Key Decision No. 1and subsequent failure

to rectify it (discussed later), created Output Deficiencies

3.2.2.-A, B (Reason 3), 3.2.3.-A.B and involved loss of resources

both up to the time it was rectified and subsequently. This

occurance confirms the model's concept of Key Decisions and

gives further insight into their impact upon projects.

Although subsequent Key Decision Points and feedback loops

operated satisfactorily there was a lack of continuity of the

managing system at Key Decision Points, which contributed to

the failure at Key Decision Point No.1.

Sub-System of Activity B

The project's configuration does not correspond with the

model's propositions in this Sub-System for match of
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differentiation and integration, for differentiation of the

managing and operating systems and for the structure of the

managing system itself within control loops (distribution of

undifferentiated units is erratic). Although this Sub-System

has the best results for all Sub-Systems for integration of

the client and the process of building provision, it is still

not particularly high. (The best integration occuring for

60% of tasks).

This Sub-System culminated in Key Decision No.1 referred to

previously, which created OUtput Deficiencies 3.2.2.-A,B

CReason 3) and 3.2.3.-A,B, which accounted for the majority of

client dissatisfaction with the outcome.

This situation supports the model's propositions as deviation

from its propositions was accompanied by d~atisfaction of

they client with the outcome.

Sub-System of Activity C

The project's configuration does not correspond with the model's

~ropositions in this Sub-System for match of differentiation and

integration, for structure of the ~aging system itself within

control loops and for integration of the client and the process

of building provision. The differentiation of the managing and

operating systems is reasonably near the model's proposition

(71%) •

Thi.sSub-6ystem continued to work in accordance with the
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inappropriate Key Decision No.1, and was unable to identify

this deviation from the client's requirement until the end

of the Sub-System which culminated in Key Decision No.2. It

was not until this point that cost was brought into focus and

an appropriate decision taken. However, this decision was

taken in an inappropriate position in the process, thus

necessitating revision to the scheme at a late stage.

The effect was that Sub-System B·;-.andC could be considered as

one Sub-System due to the uselessness of Key Decision No.1 in

which case Key Decision No.2 was taken at an inappropriate

position in the System to enable correction of deviation from

the client's requirement. The corrective action which was

subsequently taken corrected deviation of cost in part but in

so doing created deviation in time for completion of the

project.

The situation further supports the model's propositions as

continued deviation from its propositions prevented

identification of deviation from the clients requirements.

Sub-System of Activity D

The project I 9 configuration <Des rot correspond with any of the

model's propositions in this Sub-System except for differentiation

of the managing and operating systems.

This Sub-System performed the corrective action for the

deviation in Sub-System B and C. The delay in completion of the
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project eminated from this Sub-System as a consequence of the

deviation in Sub-Systems B and C and contributed to Outcome

Deficiencies 3.2.2 -A and B (Reason 3). Feedback was to the

properly take Key Decision No.2 but two attempts to correct
the deviation (Tasks 18 and 19) were necessary which further

contributed to the delay. The adjusted cost was not completely

in accordance with the client's requirement at the end of

this Sub-System but he was prepared to accept it.

That this Sub-System was unable to canpletely correct the

deviation, further supports the model's propositions but by this

stage it had probably become impossible to make a perfect

correction.

Sub-System of Activity E

The project's configuration does not correspond with any of the

model's propositions in this Sub-System except for differentiation

of the managing and operating systems.

This Sub-System established a direct contract with the client

for refrigeration outside the main contract. The difficulty of

integrating the refrigeration contractor into the process of

building provision originated in the conditions created in

this Sub-System which ultimately led to delay in completing the

refrigeration contract, identified in Output Deficiency 3.2.2.-A

(Reason 4).

This occurance further supports the propositions of the model,
particularly in relation to integration effort.
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Sub-System of Activity F

The proj ect 's .c:onfiquration does not correspond to any of the

model's propositions except for differentiation of the managing

and operating systems. However, Sub-System F has a pattern

which differs from the other Sub-Systems in that it is the only

Sub-System where some boundary control, maOintenance and

monitoring activities took place and it has the widest spread

of the number of undifferentiated management units in control

loops. In addition, in Sub-System F, the Primary Integrators

do not appear together in control loops, but in a large majority

of cases, the Managing Director is in an input-output relationship

when the Architect is in the control loop or task box. Therefore,

whilst in common with the other Sub-Systems, Sub-System F does

not conform to the model's proposition, it also ~iffers

significantly in its configuration from the other Sub-Systems.

These differences are the result of environmental forces acting

upon the client which determined, in Sub-System B, that the

contract should be let by competitive tender and so, through

the conditions of contract, prescribing the managing system of

Sub.System F. As a result, the Architect undertook an

approving role, strictly in accordance withe the conditions of

contract. The boundary control and other integrating

activities were therefore undertaken by the contractor and the

client did not have a professional advisor acting in a comparable

dynamic integrating role during this Sub-System. The

circumstances led to the occurance of Output Deficiency 3.2.l.-A,

which was created by failure of the integrating activities
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exercised by the contractor •

•
The structure of this Sub-System was unable to overcome

environmental influences which manifest in Outcome Deficiencies

3.2.2.-A (Reasons 1 and 2) and contributed to Outcome

Deficiency 3.2.3.-B. In the case of deficiencies 3.2.2.-A

(Reasons 1 and 2), due to bad weather and an industrial

dispute on another site, it is unl~kely that any organisation

structure could have avoided them.

The Sub-System was also unable to mitigate the environmental

influence which contributed to Outcome Deficiency 3.2.3.-B -

the additional unanticipated cost of fire doors required by

the Pire Officer - although this deficiency could have been

said to have arisen in earlier Sub-Systems when it should

have been antiCipated.

The tests of this Sub-System do not contribute particularly

to an assessment of the validity of the model, except to

identify that the configuration adopted allowed Output Deficiency

3.2 .1.-A to occur. The actual performance of the Sub-System

cannot be clearly identified due to the effect upon it of the

problems brought forward from previous sub-systems which may

have allowed deficiencies arising in this Sub-Systems to be

disguised.

Sub-System of Activity G

The project's configuration does not correspond with any of the
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4.4.3

model's propositions in this Sub-System except for differentiation
of the managing and operating systems.

This Sub-System was for the installation of the refrigeration
equipment which was the subject of direct contract with the

client. The difficulty of integrating the refrigeration

contractor into the ~ocess of building provision was manifest

in this Sub-System and led to delay in completing the

refrigeration contract identified in Output Deficiency 3.2.2.-a

(Reason 4).

This occurance repeats the support for the propositions of the

model given under Sub-System of Acti vity E.

Summary

Whilst Sub-Systems of Activity were defined by Key Decision

Points, the quality of the decision taken at Key Decision

Point No.1, which was equivocal on cost, meant that the

feed-back lines did not operate effectively and so affected

the operation of subsequent Sub-Systems. The presence of

Operational Decisions creating Operational Sub-Systems were

confirmed (See Test Projects Nos. 1 and 2).

The only correlation of the project's configuration with the

model's propositions occured for differentiation of the managing

and operating system in all Sub-Systems other than Sub-Systems

A and B. However, it was in Sub-Systems A and B that the major

deficiencies originated. For all other propositions in all
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Sub-Systems, the project's configuration was at variance with

the model. The model's propositions were partly satisfied for

integration of the client and the process of building provision

in Sub-Systems B and F.

In particluar the lack of integrating activities (boundary control

maintenance and monitoring) by the manager of the project or

the client, resulting in reciprocal interdependencies not being

established, pervaded the project's configuration creating

divergence f%Om the model. The model suggests that reCiprocal

interdependencies require greater integrative effort than

sequential interdependencies, but the results of these tests

qualify that proposition by identifying the priority criterion

that this will be the case only if the reciprocal and sequential

interdependencies are appropriately drawn in response to the
task being undertaken.

The manifestation of the divergence of the project's structure

from the model occured at Key Decision No.1 at the end of

Sub-System B in the lack of definition of the client's cost

limit for the project. This occured through a shortfall of

integration both within the Sub-System and between the client

and the process of building provision. The former was due to

a deficiency in reciprocal interdependencies in this Sub-System

and the concurrent lack of appropriate consultation between

the contributors which followed through to deficiency in the

integration of the client who was not exposed to any other

contributors other than the Architect and Services Engineer at

this stage, and even this was erratic.
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The process being undertaken in Sub-System C, was therefore,

not in accordance with the client's requirements and, because

the same relationships occured in Sub-Systems C as in Sub-System

B, the deviation was not corrected. The feedback mechanism which

was operating during this Sub-System was therefore faulty as

development of the project was being measured against a goal which

had been inappropriately defined. At the end of Sub-System C

the deviation was discovered and the goal of Sub-System 0 was

to correct it by reducing the scope of the project. However,

Sub-System 0 was structured as the previous Sub-Systems and was

unable to apply a perfect correction in terms of cost. In

addi tion, the need for this additional Sub-System induced a

delay in the process which meant that the client's requirement

in terms of the time for completion of the project could not be

met. However, by this stage it is likely that both the cost

and time targets could not have been met irrespective of the

structure adopted. The delay which was induced was not only

in design time. There was a 'knock on' effect to Sub-System F

through delay in issuing drawings.

Running parallel with these Sub-Systems were Sub-Systems E and

G which concerned a direct subcontract with the client

for refrigeration. The lack of integration within and between

all Sub-Systems including E and G meant that the delay on the

buidling contract was likely to delay the refrigeration contract

which in fact was the case.

The lack of a homogeneous and consistent managing system meant
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that appropriate reciprocal interdependencies were not

established leading to a shortfall in integration within and

between the Sub-Systems and between the client and the process

of building provision. This produced deviation from the client's

requirements which could not be fully corrected when discovered

at a late stage in the process resulting in the occurance

of the most s_ignificant output deficiencies of delay in

completion and exceeding budget. Members of the process were

not integrated into the Project Inception System and it is

possible that the deficiencies described above may not have

occurred if this had been the case. Not only may the design

team have been more aware of the cost limit but their presence

may have reduced the duration of this system so as to relieve

the pressure on time in the Project Realisation System.

'lb.elackof a homogeneous and consistent managing system was

continued in Sub-System F and was compounded by the add! tion

of new undifferentiated managing units representing the

contractor. This managing system was prescribed by the condi tions

of contract adopted as a result of the competitive tender which

was used in response to economic environmental forces and those

associated with the client's experience of other tendering

methods. The Contractor's managing unit only acted in an

integrating role in connection with the work for which he was

responsible. The Architect adopted an approval/recommendation

role strictly in accordance with the contract, which was similar

to the role he had adopted in previous Sub-Systems. Thus an

integrative role over all activities in this Sub-System on
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behalf of the client was not undertaken. This potential weakness

manifested itself only in the necessity for remedial work to the

floor and wall finishes and a subsequent lack of satisfaction with

the resulting finish. It is unlikely that the other deficiencies

occuring in this Sub-System - delay due to inclement weather and

due to a strike on another site, - could have been overcome on

such a short duration contract by an alternative managing system.

The managing system adopted was unable to overcome environmental

influence in the form of the Fire Officer's requirement for

additional fire doors which occured late in Sub-System F although

this deficiency may have originated in an earlier Sub-System

where is was not anticipated.

The tests of the model's propositions against this project have

further validated the model by identifying how deviation from

the client's purpose in developing a project can occur when

inappropriate structures are used. They have also shown how

difficult it is for inappropriate structures to identify and

correct such deviation when effective feedback lines are not

established. The tests have also enhanced the model by

clarifying the need to establish sequential and reciprocal

interdependencies appropriate to the task being undertaken

before integrative effort can be effective.

It is important to note that, in spite of the difficulties

encountered on the project in meeting cost and time objectives,

the completed building was satisfactory functionally to the

client both spatially and technically, and in terms of quality

wi th the exception of the wall and floor finishes.
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4.5 THE THREE TEST PROJECTS

Although the objective of this research is to use the projects

to test the model and is not to undertake a comparative study
of the three projects, nevertheless, a brief commentary on some
comparative aspects may be useful.

Each project comprised a number of Sub-Systems of Activity

within the Project Realisation System of Activity. Project

No.1 had four, No.2 had six and No.3 also had six and although

there were similarities in the sub-system of the projects, in

no case were they identical (as summarised in 4.2.1, 4.3.1, and

4.4.l.). The number of sub-systems of Project No.2 was influenced

by the re-design of the offices. and some sub-systems were

therefore supplementary to the main design activity. The

number for Project No.3 was influenced by refrigeration being

a direct contract with the client and the need for modification

of the proposed design at a late stage. The variety of sub-

,

systems employed is reflected in the 'shape' of the LRAs for

the projects. The LRA for Project No.1 has a regular shape

from which the 'pinch points' at Key Decisions can be clearly

observed which reflects the closely controlled progress that

it was possible to make on this project. The LRA for Project

No.2 does not demonstrate 'pinch points' so clearly and shows

the first main block of activity extending over a long period

of time. Instead of being followed by a group of tasks for

construction alone, it also has, in parallel with construction

tasks, a group of tasks which continued with development of
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the design after the commencment of construction and which

created a number of small sub-systems. This 'shape' reflects

the need to squeeze out Key Decisions at 'pinch points' and

reflects the difficulty of making progress with a project

in environmental conditions which created uncertainty. Project

No.3 has yet another 'shape', which shows two parallel systems

(for the:main contract and for regrigeration) and a 'bulge'

in the flow of the LRA caused by the need to reduce the scope

of the project after design which again created a number of

small sub-systems and which reflects the lack of control on

the project.

The 'Shape' of a project LRA is influenced by the nature of the

project and the tasks to be undertaken to achieve it an by the

manner in which the managing system interprets the task and

structures the organisation to cope with the environment. It

will, of course, reflect any perconceived notions the managing

system may have about how this should be done. It is to be

expected that there will be a wide range of 'shapes' for

projects but that these may be classifiable. On the LRAs of

all three projects it is interesting to note the complexity of

the construction stage in terms of both the number, and degree

of differentiation, of the relationships.

The 'shape' of the LRAs, particularly the control loops, is

influenced by the structure of the firms involved. Project No.1

employed a project manager from the firm which provided all

engineering skills, but'sub-contracted' architecture, with
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quantity surveying as a direct appointment by the client.

Project No.2 used a multi-disciplinary practice of which the

project manager was a partner, and Project No.3 used a

conventional pattern of contributors with the Architect as

designer/team leader and all other consultants from separate

practices. Project No.2 produced a more closely knit group of

relationships than Project No.1 which was more homogeneous than

Project No.3. Similarly, the nature of the client is reflected

in the LRAs, .again particularly in the control loops, and in

the structure of the Decision Points. Project No.1 was for

a corporate client represented mainly by his project engi~eer

and integration with this type of client was potentially more

difficult to achieve than on the other two projects which were

for privately owned companies which were represented by the

Managing Director in one case and the Company Chairman in

the other. Nevertheless, client integration for Project No.1

was as effective as the other projects except in those cases

where higher authority than the project engineer was necessary

to make progress. Integration broke down at these points,

illustrating the difficulty of integration with this type of

client. However, the objectivity of the clients and their

ability to assess their satisfaction with the outcome of their

projects seems to reflect conSistently the outcome deficiencies

of the projects. Although numerically greater on Projects

Nos. 1 and 2, the deficiencies were more severe on Project No.3

which was reflected in the client's assessment of satisfaction

Although deficiencies were, in some cases, similar between
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projects, e.g. delay in design and in construction, and exceeding

budget, they did not all have the same causes, although

environmental forces did contribute to many of them. This
,

was probably due to the projects being subject to some common

environmental forces, e.g. the particularly inclement weather

in the winter of 1977/78 (Projects No.2 and No.3), a shortage

of bricklayers (ProjectsNo.l and No.2), and strikes not

'directly concerned with these projects but which affected them

(Projects No.1 and No.3). The projects were susceptible to

common effects as they were located in the same region and time

period. However, deficiencies were only rarely caused by the

effect of only one factor, but normally occurred because of a

number of interrelated elements.
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PART 5

5.1

5.1.1

CONCLUSIONS

THE MODEL

Introduction

This research explored the relevance of organisational theory

to building projects and sought to establish a framework against

which organisational structures adopted in practice could be

judged in terms of their benefit to the management required by

clients. This was achieved by developing a model of the process

of building provision from a basis of systems theory irrespective

of conventional organisational assumptions. The model identified

a number of propositions of significance to successful organisa-

tion and management of building projects for clients. These

propositions were tested against three recently completed projects,

each of which was an industrial building for a private client.

The tests confirmed and extended the propositions and suggest

that the model is valid for analysing organisations for the

management of such projects.

The objective of the tests was to establish whether the model

could identify the degree to which any shortfall in the satis-

faction of clients with their completed projects, relative to

the outcome they expected, could be attributed to the organisa-

tional structure adopted.
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Clients' satisfaction was conceived as a vector in three

dimensions as shown in 3.3.3 (b) with the component vectors of:

a) satisfaction with the building's function

b) satisfaction with the completion date

c) satisfaction with the final price

The model aimed to identify the reasons arising from the

organisational structure adopted which led to any difference

betwee.n the magnitude of "the vector of the client's expected

satisfaction and that of his actual satisfaction. This

difference is represented by the magnitude of the vector

joining the terminal points of the vectors for expected and

actual satisfaction as shown in 3.3.3(d). The actual magnitude

of the joining vectors £Or the test projects are given in Table 4

using clients' assessment of their satisfaction with the out-

come as described in 3.3.3(e) converted to a scale of 1 to 5,

the lower figure representing greatest dissatisfaction.

The coarseness of the scale used in such that there are only

125 possible outcome combinations available for each project.

This lim! tation is due to the ability of people (in this case

clients) to accurately choose a ranking from a wide scale.

Hence the quantitative analysis is only a guide to the degree

of dissatisfaction of the clients with the outcome of their

proj ects • The magnitude of the vector for the greatest possible

client dissatisfaction is approximately 7 and is obtained by

scoring 1 for each component of clients satisfaction. The

value of the least client dissatisfaction is 0 and is obtained

by scoring 5 for each component and is represented by the

vectors for expected and achieved satisfaction coinciding.
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TABLE 4 - Magnitude of Vectors for Project Outcome
Deficiency for Test Projects

Test Function Time Price Magnitude of
Project Vector (SdL
1 4 3 5 2.24

2 4 3 5 2.24

3 4 2 3 3.74

The model was, therefore, tested by examining whether the

shortfall in client satisfaction represented by the magnitude

of the vectors of project outcome deficiency could be explained

by the model's propositions.

Conclusions regarding the Significance of the model's propostions

follow in 5.1.2. from which it will be seen that the tests

validated the propositions and also enhanced some of them. Of

particular importance are the decision points within the

process of building provision which determine the flow of the

process and feedback opportunity. Of equal fundamental import-

ance is the project's environment. The identification of

decision points, and hence feedback routes, within a project

and the identification of a project's environment were shown

to be essential prerequisites of organisational design in

order to ensure that organisational structures are designed

to reflect the process to be managed.

The model's propositions regarding the implications for

effective organisational structures of the degree of differen-

tiation and integration were all shown to be relevant to the
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achievement of successful project outcomes. Great differentia-

tion was shown to exist within building projects - between

contributors, between the operating and managing systems,

wi thin the managing system itself and between the building

process and the client. The degree to which it was success-
fully integrated on behalf of clients was shown to be signifi-

cant in achieving successful project results.

Compared with the application of systems theory to organisation

and management in other fields, its application to building

projects has shown how complex building projects are in terms

of the types of relationships they generate. The organisational

independence of many of the contributors to the test projects,

and the independence of the cliept company created a large

number of the most complex types of differentiation identified

by the model. The degree of interorganisational integration

required is consequently very high and it has been found that

the need for a high level of integration is not always

recognised by those responsible for managing the process and

by clients.

Insufficient attention to the management needs of projects

resulting in inappropriate organisational structures and

insufficient integration effort in conditions as complex as

those found for building projects is always likely to produce

deficiencies in project outcomes. It is surpriSing, therefore,

that so little attention has been paid to establishing and

developing the management skills requireq to provide building
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clients with the manaqementservice they are entitled to

expect from the buildinq professions and industry.

The systems approach, the model and tech,nique. of Linear

Responsibility Analysis (LRA)used in testing have provided a

method for analysing projects which enabled what appeared to

be a confused association of contributors to be understood

and related to the project outcome. The tests highlight the

benefits to proj ects to be gained by careful definition and

implementation, at an early stage, of an organisational

structure appropriate to the particular needs of a project.

The lack of such an approach was at the root of practically

all the identified deficiencies in the outcomes of the test

projects.
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5.1.2 Project Environment and the Model's Propositions

a) The Environment

This research has shown that manaqing systems need to explicitly

recognise and define project environments. The environment of

a system, using Ackoff's definition as in 2.4.4., is a set of

elements and their relative properties which are not part of the

system but a change in any of which can produce a change in

the system. For every test project, some of the output

deficiencies were caused by the effects of environmental forces.

for example, poll tical influences leading to uncertainty on

Test Project No 2, SOCiological/political/economic forces

leading to strikes on other sites which affected Test Projects

Nos. 1 and 3 and economic forces leading to competitive tenders

.on all Test Proj ects • Although it is, perhaps, unreasonable to

expect a managing system to overcome the effects of all such

forces, their definition and the design of organisational

structures to cope with them can reduce the likelihood of them

affecting projects detrimentally.

The environmental conditions of a project should, therefore, be

identified by the managing system before deSigning the organisa-

tional structure. It is insufficient for the manager of the

project team simply to receive from the client a statement of

the building he requires and to develop the details from that

base. It is equally important for the managing system to

identify the susceptibility of the client's firm, and hence

the proposed project, to changes in environmental conditions

in order to deteDDine the type of organisational structure
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which will provide the appropriate degree of flexiblli ty and

the greatest possibility of satisfying all the client's

requirements •

Similarly, the managing system should monitor the movementof

environmental forces during the process of providing the

building and be prepared to modify the direction that process

is taking if the effect of environmental influences on the

activities of the client's companydictate a change.

A primary purpose of the managing system will, therefore, be to

mitigate or harness environmental influences in pursuit of a

project outcane which meets the client's requirements. It

will be seen from Table 4 in S.l.l. that Test Projects Nos. 1

and 2 had the same magnitudes for the vectors representing the

shortfall in achieving the client's required satisfaction.

However, the environmental forces which had to be dealt with

on Test Project No.2 arising from the client's uncertainty, due

mainly to political influences, were far greater than those

influencing Test Project No.1. although the inherent complexity

of the building itself was greater for Test Project No.1.

Test Project No.3 had a stable environment and was a relatively

simple building and the outcome achieved was the least satis-

factory of the test projects.

If the managing system is to act in the manner described, it

will require the client (whois part of the managing system)

to allow the manager of the project for the client access to
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information required by him to advise properly an organisation

structure. Ideally, this requires the manager to be involved

as near as possible to the point at which the client first

thinks about the project which is identified in 2.1 as the start

of the Project Conception Process. It also requires that the

client has no preconceived notions of what he thinks the

appropriate structure should be and that he will take advice

fran the manager. On all the test projects the clients insisted

that the projects be submitted to competitive tender for con-

struction work. This was seen as an environmental inf luence

arising from economic forces, and in each case it contributed

to deficiencies in the outcome of the projects. Although there

is a trade-off between canpetition, completion and quality, on

none of the projects was thus considered in detail by the client

or project team. Similarly, there was reluctance or a lack of

awareness by the client of the need to involve the manager in

the Project Conception Process identified in 2.1, yet it is in

this stage that the nature of the project is clearest. If this

had occurred, major deficiencies of two of the test projects may

have been avoided. It is likely that the involvement of the

manager will occur earliest on projects using 'in house'

professional staff rather than when professional practices are

employed.

The onus for establishing the organisation structure lies,

therefore on both the client and the organisation managing the

building process on his behalf but where professional practices

are employed the initiative for early involvement of the manager

will have to arise from the client.
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The degree of uncertainty of the projects' environments

determined the ability of the managing systems to identify the

decision points in the projects (see (b) below). This inter-

play is of major significance and is the key to determining the

appropriate organisation structure. With a high level of

certainty, the decisions to be taken and the time at which they

are to be taken can be determined at the outset and a clearly

defined structure employed with precise feedback loops (e.g.

Test Project No.1). However, at the other extreme, foresight

of decision points will be short and a flexible and adaptable

structure will need to be employed (e.g. Test Project No.2)

The managing system should also be concerned with the interplay

.between the environmental forces acting upon the client's

organisation and those acting directly upon the process of

building provision. It will be seeking a compromise between

conflicting effects of such forces and harnessing the forces

acting upon the process of building provision to the benefit

of the client. Such conflict is due to environmental influences

acting directly upon sub-systems (e.g. when a key member leaves

a contributing firm). The organisation structure should ideally

be designed to allow such situations to be resolved by the

managing system. On the test projects the adoption of standard

conditions of contract as a result of competitive tenders

inhibited the managing systems' ability to resolve such issues

which arose in the construction sub-systems. For example, on

Test Project No.1 environmental forces determined the project

completion date, but other environmental forces created a
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reluctance to employ bricklayers from another site in the area

due to previous industrial action on the other site, which

caused delay. In this case the manager of the project for the

client was unable to be directly involve~ due to the conditions

of contract adopted for construction. This represents a trade-

off situation of legal protection against the ability of the

managing system to directly influence events on the project.

b) Decision Points and Feedback

This research finds that building projects are basically

structured by a hierarchy of Decision Points which can be ranked

in the priority of Primary, Key and Operational Decisions and

which define the sub-systems of the process of building provision.

The decisions create 'pinch points' through which a project's

development must pass if progress is to be made.

The model identified Primary and Key Decision Points In

addition, Operational Decisions Points, described in 3.3.2(e) (i),

were identified by the tests for each test project as described
in part Four. of the main text and shown on the LRA' s •

Thus, an additional level of sub-systems to those shown in F1g.l2

is identified, as illustrated in Fig. 2Q.

The model identified the type of decision to be made only in

the case of Primary Decisions and proposed that Primary Decision

points determine the Project Conception, Project Inception and

Project Realisation Systems as the only systems common to all

projects. This was confirmed by two test projects. There

was insufficient information on the third project to identify

the (bnception and Inception Systems.
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The type and position of Key and Operational Decisions in the

system is not predetermined, but occurs as a result of the

demands of the environment upon the client's major commercial

activity. Key Decision Points are likely to be determined by

environmental influences manifest in the client company's

internal procedures for expenditure or similar approvals. They

range from, for example, approval of design and budget proposals and

decisions to delay the project to decisions to change the

nature of ther project. The Key Decisions on the Test projects

are shown on the Linear Responsibility Analysis in the

Appendices. However, if the client's organisation is not

responsive to environmental forces, Key Decision Points may

be inappropriately identified. As well as acting as feedback

.opportunities within the client's firm, they also act as major

feedback opportunities for the process of building provision.

Operational Decisions contribute to Key Decisions and are

constrained by them. They will mainly be concerned with

implementation of procedural aspects of building project

organisation and will move the project incrementally towards a

Key Decision. Their position in the system will be determined

by the previously taken Key Decisions and the subsequent effect

of environmental influences. Operational Decision Points

represent secondary feedback opportunities.

The manager of the project for the client should, therefore,

identify Key and Operational Decision points and establish the

feedback provision as a prerequisite to designing the organisa-

tional structure. The extent to which the manager is able to
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clearly define this process will depend upon the relative

uncertainty of the client's environment and its resultant

effect upon the clarity of his objective and his objective's

susceptibility to chanqe. Test Project.No.l had a relatively

stable environment in which it was possible to identify frequent
Key and associated Operational Decision Points which produced

short feedback loops in terms of number of tasks between feed-

back points. An orqanisational structure was established to

cope with those characteristics which produced a system which

was relatively easy to desiqn and control. By comparison,

Test Project No.2 had a most unstable environment in which

there were consequently few proqressive Key Decisions which

meant that, throuqhout the project development had to be

measured aqainst the client's definition of his requirement's

at the start point. Decisions refininq his requirements were

not made and could not therefore be used in feedback. This

produced lonq feedback loops which created difficulties of

control and potential for abortive work. However, each of

the approaches was appropriate to the prevailinq environment,

but it is important that the particular characteristics of a

project are recoqnised at the beqinninq of the project so that

appropriate structures can be desiqned.

The obvious siqn1ficance of arrivinq at an appropriate Key

Decision on the basis of appropriate feedback mechanisms was

confirmed by- Test Project No.3 where an inappropriate Key

Decision was taken on the basis of an inaccurately defined

qoal aqainst which performance was measured. This decision
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created abortive work and had a 'knock-on' effect to sub-

sequent sub-systems causing a major deficiency in the outcome

of the project due to the inability of an inappropriately

desiqned structure to apply the necessary correction.

Whilst both the position of the Key Decision Points and the

actual decisions taken will be mainly determined by the client,

the manager of the proj~ct will haye more discretion·in placing

Operational Decision Points within the framework provided by

Key Decision Points. '!bus, in designing an organisational

structure, a manager should begin by identifying Key Decision

Points and arranging them to the benefit of the project within

the discretion available to him, persuadinq the client to

adapt to suit the prevailing environment where appropriate,

and should structure the Operational Decision Points within

the framework of the Key Decision Points. This approach will

ensure that the design of organisational structure will begin on

the basis of the process for which the structure is required

and the environmental conditions in which it has to be achieved

before actual structures are desiqned, ensuring that structure

follows process and that artificial structures are not super-

imposed an the process.

It is significant that the interviewees did not explicitly

recognise the Decision Points in the projects with which they

were involved, yet explicit recognition of them is required as

the first step in designing organisation structures which

reflect the process to be managed and provjci.!"Sfeedback
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opportunities which are vital to the success of the project

outcome. Bence, in a number of instances on the projects,

feedback was va~e and therefore led to deficiencies. For

example, on Test Project No.2 the desigrr of the offices was

undertaken before the client's requirements were clearly

established, hence there was nothing to measure feedback

agains~ resul.tinq in re-design and delay in completion. As

referred to earlier, on Te~t Project No.3 an inaccurately

defined goal let to a faul.ty feedback mechanism.

c) Match of Differentiation and Integration

'l'hedifferentiation which is created by the structure adopted

demands' a consequential degree of integration. The amount

.of differentiation will depend upon the number of specialist

contributors employed on a project (which will usually depend

upon the complexity of the project) and upon the inter-organisa-

tional relationships of the contributors. For example, if

the specialist contributors are employed by different firms,

this will produce a greater differentiation than if they are

all employed by the same fi;m, thus the degree of inteqration

required will be greater. This is evident from comparing Test

Project No.2 which uses a multi-disciplinary practice with the

other two projects which did not. Similarly, certain arrange-

ments of contributors may be made for primary reasons other

than for effective management, e.g. for financial reasons,

as in Test Project No.3. If so, it is important that effective

integrating mechanisms are used or the advantage to be gained

could be lost. Bowever, the tests identified that this proposition
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(that the differentiation of the system should be matched

by the provision of a corresponding level of integrative effort)

requires the caveat that this match can be valid only if an

appropriate pattern of consultation, as defined in 3.3.2(e) (ii),

is established between the contributors to the project. This

requires the managing system to identify the skills required

for the process of producing the building and the way in which

they are interdependent. Thus sequential and reciprocal inter-

dependencies appropriate to the process to be undertaken are

defined. These arrangements generate the differentiation in

the system from which the deqree of integration needed can be

identified. Although an objective in desiqninq orqanisation

structures may be to reduce differentiation and hence inteqration

-need, this should not be at the expense of the skills demanded

by the process, but rather that effort should be put into inte-

gration to overcome the consequent differentiation. If desiqn

of organisational structures does not proceed in the manner

outlined a false level of differentiation will occur and hence

a false level of integration with interdependencies inappropriately

identified in such a way that sequential interdependencies will

occur which should, in fact, be reCiprocal. The construction

of sequential interdependencies which should have been reCiprocal

occured on Test Project No.3 and appear on the Linear

Responsibility Analysis as:

Task Box
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Such an arrangement is the most difficult interdependency to

integrate and creates areas of potential weakness in the system.

This finding develops Thompson's concepts on sequential and

reciprocal interdependencies used in the model and given in

2.4.5 which state that reciprocal interdependencies are more

difficult to integrate than sequential. Whilst this is generally

true for the test projects, with the exception above, the

projects suggest that the scale of difficulty of integration

of sequential and reciprocal interdependencies implied by

Thompson may not be so great on building projects, particularly

in the sub-systems leading up to construction. This arises

from the abilities of the professions ASsociated with building

.to work in reciprocal situations in which they are self-

regulating and the difficulty in planning suffiCiently well

in conditions of uncertainty to achieve ease of integration

of sequential interdependencies. The test projects showed that

effective integration of reciprocal interdependencies required

frequent personal contact between the receiprocally interdepend-

ent contributors in which all contributors met together. This

was shown to be needed at both a formal and informal level. In

the case of Test Project No.1 the contributors had in the past

arranged to work on a project together in the same location although

employed by different private practices. Although this did not

occur for this project it did mean that they were we 11 versed

in each other's methods of working and frequently met informally

on the project. In addition, they met formally in a carefully

prepared sequence of action minuted project meetings. In the
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case of Test Project No.2, personal contact of all

contributors was maintained through the interdisciplinary

private practice although the formal meetings on the project

were not particularly frequent nor action minuted. For Test

Project No. 3 similar approaches did not exist and contributors

met infrequently, if at all, during design. Reliance was

placed upon transmitting information by mail and telephone

which created sequential interdependencies where reciprocal

should have been formed. As stated earlier, such a situation

is the most difficult to integrate and the lack of additional

integrative effort on this project meant that deficiencies in

the project outcome occurred as a result. As referred to above,

the professions associated with building have the ability to

.work in reciprocal situations provided they are given the

opportunity to do so and it is the responsibility of the

managing system to create such opportunity and to monitor their

activities to ensure that the contributors' activities remain

orientated towards the client's requirements. Competitive

tendering arrangements for construction work and the consequent

conditions of contract adopted on all the test projects meant it

was not possible for the design team and contractor to adopt

reciprocal association.

Sequential interdependencies were integrated through transmission

of information, for example, from architect to quantity surveyor

for preparation of contract documentation, from design team to

contractor. Although this should be an easier type of

interdependency to integrate than reciprocal interdependency,
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the variety and volume of information generated by building

projects and the lack of adoption of formal information systems

in the industry creates difficulties, particularly in relation

to the compatibility of deSigner produced production information

and the needs of the constructor. Sequential interdependencies
are, therefore, integrated using a wide range of unco-ordinated

devices; drawings, bills of quantities, schedules, forms of

contract, letters, telephone messages, word of mouth. Addition-

ally, the uncertainty of project environments affects the efficiency

of integrating sequential interdependencies. In conditions of

uncertainty it is difficult to predict when the output of

reciprocal interdependencies will be ready to be transmitted

through a sequential interdependency. It will be a role of

.the managing system to decide when this is appropriate and

such a decision may be delayed in uncertain conditions leading

to uncertainty in subsequent sequentially interdependent tasks.

This situation was particularly noticeable on Test Project No.2

in which the details of the design of the offices could not be

completed and transmitted to the contractor. If the potential

occurrence of such situations is identified when designing

organisation structures the managing system should be able to

allow for them, as happened on Test Project No.2 on which the

managing system arranged for negotiation of the contract sum

for the offices following the award of the contract for the

factory.

The need for the integrating activities of boundary control,

maintenance and monitoring as a result of the pattern of

relationships established requires explicit recognition.
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They need to be clearly understood by all contributors as well as

by the managing system, as amplified in 5.1.3.{b). A lack of

recognition of the need for these activities on Test Project

No.3 pervaded the project and was the underlying cause of

divergence from practically all the model's propositions and of

a significant shortfall in the client's satisfaction with the

project outcome

d) Differentiation of Managing and Operating Systems

It has been found that generally the managing and operating

systems on building projects should be differentiated. That

is, the persons who are exercising the skills required for

the realisation of the project should not also be concerned

with managing the total system. Although no specific outcome

deficiency was found to be directly attributable to this

proposition, Test Project No.3 had substantially less differen-

tiation than Test Projects Nos. 1 and 2 and produced a project

outcome which was the least satisfactory.

This indicates the wide implication of this proposition as the

effectiveness of the other propositions is dependent upon

concentration upon the management requirements of projects which

is provided by a separate managing system. However, total

differentiation within a sub-system was only rarely found

although in most cases there was substantial differentiation

as shown in Table 5 for each Test Project in Appendicies 1,

2, and 3. The most common task for which the managing and

operating systems were undifferentiated was programming the

time required for the project which was invariably done by a
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person in an overall managing position and not by a member of

the operating system,as shown in the LRA for each test project.

An exception to this general conclusion was found in the

Inception Process of Test Project No.2 in which a person was

able to provide the necessary skills independently of any

other skills. In such a case there was no need for a managing

system and the sub-system was able to operate satisfactorily

as a simple undifferentiated system. Such a situation is

likely to occur very infrequently on building projects which

even at low complexity require dependent contributions from

a range of skills.

e) The Differentiation of the Managing System Itself

Ideally, the managing system itself should be undifferentiated,

but this requires that the client should be capable of managing

the process of building provision himself. However, only in

exceptional circumstances is the client likely to have the

necessary skills. It may occur for clients who have the

required 'in house' skills, for example, a developer/builder

company or a large commercial organisation. However, the

tests found that in cases where these special circumstances

do not occur, the managing system will be differentiated into

two parts - one part drawn from the client's organisation and

one part from the process of building prOVision. The

relationship between the parts is significant to the success

of the project as discussed in (f) following. However, each

of the parts should be undifferentiated.
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The tests highlighted deficiencies on all test projects arising

from duplication of the managing roles resulting in divided

responsibility for managing activities, which is likely to negate

what may appear to be a good match of differentiation and

integration. This arose due to contracts·being let on a

competitive basis (due to environmental influences) resulting

in the introduction of duplicated activities during construction

on all projects, and also,on Project No.3,due to parts of the

project being organised outside the main project. The advantages

expected to be gained through such arrangements need to be set

against the complexity which is induced in the managing system

and the consequent potential for deficiencies in the project

outcome.

Consistency of membership of the managing system was shown to

be necessary and is disturbed in the circumstances described

above. It can also be disturbed when the managing system is

arranged in two parts - client and the process of building

provision. If, for example, the manager of the project for

the client is excluded from the managing system at any point in

the process, as did occur on Test Project No.1, there is

likely to be an effect on the project outcome. In such

circumstances, decisions which significantly affect the ability

of the process of building provision to provide what the client

requires may be made by the client without consultation with

the manager of the project. This was shown to be particularly

true on Test Project No.1 when it occurred at a Key Decision

Point but can also be expected to be of significance at any
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type of decision point. The result on Test Project No.1

was a delay in project completion due to the manager of the

project being excluded during the taking of the key decision

to proceed to detail design and the consequent effect on project

completion of the delay in taking the decision.

f) Integration of the Client and the Process of Building
Provision

The quality of integration of the client and the process of

building provision was found to be important in achieving the

desired project outcome. Of particular significance in this

respect was the ability of the client's organisation to respond

to the integration effort required of it. The process of

building provision cannot provide integration in isolation,

but must receive a corresponding response from the client

who must create internal conditions which allow integration

to take place and which allow apposite and timely responses

in assisting the process to achieve the desired project out-

come. Making such arrangements can be difficult for client

organisation which are themselves complex, particularly if

the project is generated from a location or division of the

client company which is divorced from head office but which

requires head office approvals to make progress on the project.

It is important that the manager of the project ensures, at

the commencement of the project, that the client has established

appropriate integrating devices and that the client is co-

operative in this respect. It is particularly important that

in~egration is maintained at Key Decision Points. Test Project

No.1 had sound integrative arrangements, through regular
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meetings of the client's representative, the manager of the

project and other contributors and through other devices such

as the signing of all drawings by the client's representative

before use. Nevertheless, integration of the building team

with the Key Decision making level of management within the

client's organisation did not occur leading to deficiency in

the project outcome.

There is a particular need for clients to be aware of the

integration demands placed upon them in the Project Conception

and Inception Processes. Lack of such awareness produces

situations in which the manager of the project is not sufficiently

integrated into these Processes. On Test Project No. 3 this

.contributed in the building not being completed by the time

required, as the client did not recognise the urgency in

proceeding in order to meet a mandatory completion date for

the project. Unless the client is aware of the integration need,

the manager can do nothing about it if he has not been appointed

at the time of need for integration. If he has been appointed,

the onus for generating the required integration lies with the

manager of the project.

The contractual arrangements resulting from competitive tenders

on all the test projects created conditions in which the client

was not integrated during the construction sub-system to the

extent that he was integrated in other sub-systems. This was

due to the relationship of the 'Employer' (client) adopted

by the Joint Contracts Tribunal (JCT) Form of Building Contract
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used on all test projects. This situation is reflected in

the absence of the client from the control loops of the

construction tasks on the Linear Responsibility Analyses in

the Appendices. This created dissatisfaction in some clients

and led them to believe that output deficiencies arose from

this situation. This condition is a 'trade-off' against the

decision to award contracts on a competitive basis and the

client's legal protection but questions whether the philosophy

underlying the JCT Form of Contract places the client in

the most ~ppropriate relationship with the contractor. However,

there was no evidence on any of the test projects that alternative

approaches had been evaluated formally with reference to the

client's i~egration during construction.

Whilst the above identifies and discusses the influence of the

proposi tions of the model upon the outcome of projects, it

should be recognised that only rarely were outcome deficiencies

of the projects caused by the effect of only one component.

Invariably, a number of interrelated components contributed to

an output deficiency, as indicated ~or each test project in

Tables 1,2 and 3 in Part Four of the Main Text. This situation

is to be expected once the process of building provision is

recognised as a system consisting of a number of interrelated

and interdependent parts, which should be the perspective

taken by the managing system.
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5.1.3 Activities of the Managing System

a) Introduction

working through the operating system, the managing system

establishes and monitors the goal of the. operating system in

terms of the functional (including quality), time and price

requirements of the client and seeks to achieve these require-

ments to the satisfaction of the client. This research has

identified a range of activities undertaken by the managing

system in seeking to meet this objective. These activities

are carried out for and between each task required to complete

a project and have been explored through the test projects.

The range and t?zPe of process required to be carried cut by the

operating system will vary between projects depending upon

the project's environmental context and the consequential

arrangements of decision points. Nevertheless, the activities

of the managing system can be generalised irrespective of the

structure of the project as:

Boundary control, monitoring and maintenance

General and direct oversight

Recommendation and approval

b) Boundary control, monitoring and maintenance

The project management activity of boundary control is funda-

mental to the achievement of the level of integration and

control demanded by a project and to a satisfactory project

outcome. Its objective is to ensure functional compatibility

of contributors' work within and between tasks, to relate the
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system to its environment and to control the system's

direction towards the required outcome. This activity is

normally accompanied by the complementary activities of

monitoring and maintenance. Monitoring is intra task regula-

tion to check and control prior to output to ensure that a
task is proceeding in a manner which will achieve its purpose.

Maintenance ensures that a task has the capability to achieve

its purpose.

Boundary control activities involve setting up formal control

mechanisms using the feedback loops defined by the Key and

Operational Decision Points identified when designing the

organisation structure and with establishing the supporting

information system. It ensures that information flows as

intended and that feedback mechanisms are activated. In

addition, it should ensure that the reciprocal and sequential

interdependencies identified in designing the organisation

structure are made to work in the manner intended. Methods of

achieving this will have to be devised and used. Sequential

interdependencies will be integrated by ensuring proper

information flow in accordance with the information system,

but reciprocal interdependencies will need to be integrated

using mechanisms which ensure that the contributors meet in

the correct combinations and at the right time~ Such mechanisms

would normally include action minuted meetings and exploratory

and less formal meetings early in the process. These activities

include ensuring that the client is integrated in the appropriate

manner at the various stages and with keeping in close contact

with the client to identify any changes in his environment and

requiremen ts.
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Whilst boundary control activities relate the parts of the

system to each other in the way described above, monitoring

ensures that the individuals or groups undertaking a specific

task respond to the demands to integrate and so allow boundary

control to take place effectively and also to ensure that
techniques and procedures appropriate to the specific task are

being used.

Maintenance involves keeping in close touch with each contributor

and ensuring that each is equipped to carry out the task required

of him and requires regular formal reviews of the quality and

quanti ty of resources dedicated to the project.

Boundary control, monitoring and maintenance are managing system

activities and, in accordance with thellDdel'spropositions (that

the managing and operating systems should be differentiated

and that the managing system itself should be undifferentiation),

they should be vested in one person who is not also undertaking

operating system skills on the project. This situation appertained

predominantly on Test Projects Nos. 1 and 2 through the Project

Manager but not on Test Project No.3. The exceptions on Test

Project No. 1 were in the early tasks before the project team was

formally appointed when the client undertook these activities and,

on both projects, in the few cases where the manager of the

project also undertook operating activities. On Test Project

No.3 there was a marked lack of such activities. The results

was that the outcomes of Test Projects Nos. 1 and 2 were far

more satisfactory than for Test Project No.3.
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Problems were encountered on Test Project Nos. 1 and 2 resulting

in some deficiency in the outcomes due to the duplication of

these activities between the manager of the project for the

client and the contractor's manager. This situation did not

occur on Test Project No.3 as the manager of the project for
the client did not undertake these activities to any extent

during construction.

c) General and direct oversight

Two supervisory activities - general oversight and direct

oversight - were identified. General oversight provides

policy guidance for the project and direct oversight is concerned

with directly supervising specific skills used on the project.

The manner by which these activities are distributed amongst

the project team depends upon the structure of the firms which

contribute to the project ."rganisation. However, in the case

of general oversight, this will often be exercised by the

client in the Conception Process of the project until the broad

outlines of the project are approved by him. The actual person

within the client organisation who undertakes this activity

will depend upon the structure of the client's organisation.

The only time this activity will not be undertaken at this

early stage will be when a senior member of the client's

organisation is himself actually doing the work which would

otherwise be subject to general oversight, as occurred on

Test Project No.3.
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As the project progresses, the general oversight activity

passes from the higher management levels of the client's

organisation to lower levels as illustrated by Test Project No. 1

where it passed from the Board of Directors to the client's

'in house' Project Engineer. Subsequently, it will pass to

the project team when the detailed work on the project commences.

This is illustrated by Test Projects Nos. land 2. The person

who then exercises it depends upon ·the structure of the firm

providing the management of the project for the client. For

example, in Test Project No.1 it passed to the Senior Partner

of the firm and not the project manager. In Test Project No.2,

as the project manager was also a partner of his firm, it

passed to the partner/project manager who was also exercising

boundary control, monitoring and maintenance activities. For

Test Project No.3, in which the professional contributors

pursued their work relatively independently, general oversight

was not provided.

The degree to which direct oversight was provided depended

upon the structure of the contributing organisations. For

example, in Test Project No.1, structural and mechanical

engineering was carried out by the firm providing project

management and the managers of these departments were involved

in the project and provided direct over-sight to the operating

system tasks, similarly, the partners of the architecture and

quantity surveying firms took a comparable role. On Test

Project No. 2 however, where all skills were provided in an

interdisciplinary organisation, the partner/project manager
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did not possess the skills of .the operating system and there

were no departmental managers, so direct supervision was not

provided and professional skills were exercised without direct

supervision. Test Project No. 3 followed a similar pattern

although the contributors came from separate firms. In this
case Architecture and Services Engineering was carried out

by partners of the firms, so direct supervision was not

undertaken. Similarly, the project structural engineer and

quantity surveyor worked without direct supervision of the

kind intended by the definition used in this research, although

they did they did work within the general direct supervision of

their practices. In the case of quantity surveying, a partner

of the firm undertook some of the work. Generally, professionally

qualified members of contributing firms do not require direct

supervision but this does depend on their status and the policy

of the firm by which they are employed.

Due to the use of competitive tenders for construction work

and the consequential conditions of contract, both general

and direct supervision of construction work was not provided

by the manager of the project for the client or any of

the design team contributors but vested directly in the

contractor and sub-contractors. The conditions of the standard

form of building contract used on all test projects casts

the architect (or with amendment, any other manager of the

project for the client) in a passive role in connection

with the contract which was directly between the employer

(client) and the contractor. The rights and duties of both
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parties to the contract are specified and the architect is

defined as acting to monitOr that they are carried out. The

architect cannot intervene directly to ensure compliance with

the contract but must follow the administrative procedures laid

down with final recourse to arbitration or law by either

party to settle disputes. If dissatisfied with the

contractor'S performance, the manager of the project for

the client must recommend legal action to the client as a

last resort if satisfaction cannot be achieved by pursuasion,

as he does not have the right of direct intervention.

d) Recommendation and Approval.

The pattern of approval and recommendation powers between the

client himself and the person managing the project for him will

depend upon the role decided for himself by the client and

the structure of his organisation. On the three test projects,

the client reserved for himself approval of the output of the

tasks up to commencement of construction with the exception of

a small number of tasks which did not involve choices between

alternatives, e.g. contract documentation. The level at which

approval powers were vested in the client organisation's

hierarchy depended upon the structure of his organisation.

For example, on Test Project No.1, the early decisions were

approved by lc~al directors or the parent company, until the

basic parameters had been established when approval powers

passed to the client's 'in house' project engineer. Subsequently,

the higher levels were only involved in approvals at Key Decision

Points. Then for the construction phase, approval powers
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passed to the manager of the project for the client with the

exception of the approval of further project instructions and

documentation emanating from the design team which the client's

project engineer approved. The manager of the project for the

client had the role of recommending courses of action for the

client's approval which included presenting and advising upon

the choices available. It was this acti vi ty from which he

derived his authority on the project. Whilst the project manager

may approve proposals of the contributors, the final approval

to proceed remained with the client. As the organisational

structure of the client's organisation was simpler for Test

Projects Nos. 2 and 3, with the Group Chairman and Managing

Director respectively representing the clients' organisatiOns

throughout the projects, they personally had approval powers

for all decisions except during construction. Again, the

manager of the project recommended actions to the client

except during construction when the manager had approval powers

and for a small number of mechanistic tasks during design, but

for these projects additional design information during

construction was not subject to approval by the client. The

manager of the project drew his authority from his recommending

activi ty. In addition on Test Project No.2, the project manager

was also a partner in the interdisciplinary firm providing the

operating skills which gave him significant additional authority

over the contributors.

These arrangements demonstrate the client's wish ~o be closely

associated with his project and an unwillingness to delegate

approval powers for the industrial projects used in the tests.
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It also demonstrates the importance of integration between

the client's organisation and the process of building provision.

It is clear that the client will determine the approval pattern

within a project and hence define the authority of his manager

of the project.

e) Pattern of Activities

The pattern of managing activities on a project will, therefore,

be dependent upon the structure of the firms used in the project

organisation and upon the client company's .organisation

structure and his requirement regarding the approval powers he

wishes to retain. However, the manager of the project on behalf

of the client should, in all cases.undertake the activities of

boundary control, monitoring and maintenance. When a project

organisation is designed, it is important that the people

exercising the various managing activities are identified and

their roles understood by all contributors. In this way the

authority of the members of the contributing firms will be

recognised by others. For example, it will be known whether the

job quantity surveyor has full authority for quantity surveying

matters or whether he is subject to direct oversight by a more

senior member of his firm. This will depend upon the firm

from which he comes and his status within his firm.

It has been found that the manager of the project for the client

is usually involved in recommending courses of action to the

client for approval. Hence, the manager's authority does not

derive from his authority to approve the output of the tasks but

from his power of recommendation which implies approval of the

output and hence his power to influence decisions made by the

client. Thus his authority is derived from his access to the
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client and, although this should not bar other contributors

from the client if integration of the client and the process of

building provision is to take place, the client must vest

authority in his manager by considering recommendations only

from this source and requiring other contributors to route

recommendations through the manager. Only in this way will the

manager have the authority necessary to ensure that the other

contributors perfoDn adequately and the opportunity to fully

exercise his integrating activities. Nevertheless, this

situation will only be maintained for any length of time if the

manager has the professional respect of the other contributors.

The manager of the project may be under general supervision

by another person higher in the hierarchy of his firm and this

may affect the regard in which he is held by other contributors,

at least initially. His authority is likely to be enhanced

if he is a partner or director of his firm. Whilst it would be

beneficial if the client stated formally the authority of the

manager of the project and of the other contributors, the

informal authority of the manager, derived from the respect in

which he is held by the client and other contributors, will be

the most potent and will be the instrument which is most likely

to elicit the necessary level of performance from all contributors.

The allocation of responsibility for the project amongst the

contributors will depend upon the types and association of

firms involved in the project and will be created by the deSign

of the organisation structure and be the subject of negotiation

between the client and the contributors. Although this research

did not address itself directly to this aspect, it is possible

to put forward ideas as to how responsibility may be distributed.
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Conditions of contract for construction work will usually define

responsibility for this aspect and the related responsibility

of the other contributors in connection with this stage.

Responsibility for design and associated work is the aspect

for which responsibility can be more difficult to define.

If a project is managed and designed by a multi-disciplinary

practice then responsibility will rest with that firm. Similarly,

responsibilities when a conventional arrangement is used, with

the architect as designer/manager, are generally understood.

If the consultants are directly appointed by the client,

then they will be responsible to the client for their own

work. The difficulties which arise in this respect are due

to the interrelationship of the contributions made and hence in

allocating final responsibility. If management of the project

for the client is given to a firm separate from the firms making

up the operating system, a similar situation will arise if the

contributors are appOinted directly by the client. Alternatively,

if the project is managed by a firm which appoints the consul-

tants directly, i.e. as 'sub-contractors' to them, then the

managing firm will take responsibility for their work. If

a legal action is successfully brought against them by a client,

they may have recourse against their 'sub-contractors'. This

arguement can be extended to 'package deals' in which the firm will

be responsible for the whole of the design and construction for

a project. Naturally, the greater responsibility accepted by a

firm the greater is the risk they are carrying and firms, either

managing firms or 'package deal' firms, are unlikely to accept

it unless they have direct control over the contributors through

direct employment or a facility to bring an action against a
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5.1.4

contributor if one is brought against them by the client. A

situation in which responsibility for the project rests with

only one firm or at least one firm for management, design and

related aspects and one firm for construction is likely to be

attractive to clients. Clients are in a position to decide

upon the pattern which they want for their project although

the reaction of the contributors is likely to be to wish to

spread responsibility unless they are appropriately recompensed

for risk. An illustration of one client's view of an appropriate

pattern is given by Test Project No. 1 in which one firm was

responsible for managing the project for the client and also

provided engineering skills and 'sub-contracted' architectural

aspects, but quantity surveyors were apPointed directly by

the client and directly responsible to him for cost control.

Ideally, responsibility should be matched by authority, but

this is difficult to achieve. The responsibility pattern

adopted should reflect the project structure and the approval

and recommendation pattern required by the client and provide

the client with legal protection which is sufficiently practical

to be applied. Authority and responsibility patterns for

projects is an area well worthy of further research.

A Definition of Project Management

There have been a large number of definitions of project

management34. Most of them have arisen as the result of one.

person's experience of a particular form of implementation

and, therefore, have had difficulty in gaining general acceptance.
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Those that are more generalised tend to be oversimplified and

reflect Cleland and King's view6~ that complex concepts such

as management do not lend themselves to standard dictionary

style definitions. Their view, that an operational definition

is more appropriate is a useful one. They suggest that the

definition should be stated in terms of what would be observed

if certain operations were performed. The problem is then

transferred to generalising what would be observed if project

management was taking place and is consequently more easily

stated.

A further issue with current definitions is that they invariably

refer to'roamginga project'and do not make reference to managing

people to achieve a project. Although it may be implied that

projects can only be achieved by working through people, never-

theless it is important that definitions m~e specific reference

to this fundamental aspect of project management.

Arising from this research, the following is offered as a

definition:

'Building project management is the planning, control and co-

ordination of a project from conception to completion (including

commissioning) on behalf of a client, and is concerned with

identification of the client's objectives in terms of utility,

function, quality, time and cost, the establishment of
.~

relationships between resources (i), the integration, monitoring

(i)

Resources is a general term which includes materials, equipment
funds, and, of course, particularly people.
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and control of the contributors to the project and their output

and the evaluation and selection'of alternatives in pursuit of

the client's satisfaction with the project outcome'.

It should be stressed that the implementation of this definition

could take many forms, depending upon the nature of the project

and its environment but that, whatever s·tructure is adopted,

the activities within the definition should be observable.

The detailed functions of those responsible for managing the

project in relation to those offering other skills and the

necessary authority and responsibility pattern will be created

as a result of each client and each project's requirements.

There is considerable confusion between the use of the term

'Project Management' and other management titles in building~

It is important that Project Management is only conceived as

the overall management of a project on behalf of a client.

Other management titles will then imply the orientation of

management activities which will not necessarily have the

client's interest as their dominant concern(e.g. construction

management) or which are not concerned solely with the achieve-

ment of the specific project, (e.g. general management) •

5.1.5 The Design of Organisational Structures for Building Projects

On the basis of the findings of this research it is possible

to summarise an approach to the design of organisational

structures for building projects for clients of industrial!

commercial companies as follows:-
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a) The manager of the project for the client must convince

the client of the need to design a structure for project.
achievement and of the need for the client to design a

corresponding structure in his organisation and should

make the client aware of the demands that will be placed

upon this organisation.

b) It is the role of the manager of the project for

the client to design the organisational structure

which should be designed at the very beginning of

the process of building provision.

c) The objective is to design a structure which has the

potential for mitigating and harnessing the effects

of environmental forces upon the process and therefore

requires identification of the potential impact of

environmental influences.

d) '!be available choices of Primary, Key and Operational

Decisions should be identified and their position within

the system established as far as possible on the basis

of (c).

e) Sub-systems and feedback loops should be identified

on the basis of (d) to establish the process to be

managed.
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,
f) The skills required to carry out the process and

their relationships should be identified and the

operating system es tabl:j.shed.The way i~ which

the skills are to be provided will determine the

degree of differentiation which will exist in the

system. Bence, the quality of i~tegration required
should be identified.

..

g) Methods of achieving the required level of •
Iintegration identified in (f) should be established,

including the method of integrating the client and
the process of building provision.

h) The pattern of managing system activities should

be identified as a product of the constituent firms

and members of the project organisation structure

and the authority and responsibility of the managing

system and contributors to the operating system should

be established.
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5.2 THE TESTING TEX:HNIQUE

The Linear Responsibility Analysis (LRA) technique was devised

to give insight into the types and complexity of the

interrelationships and interdependencies of contributors
demanded by building projects. From this analysis it was

anticipated that quantitative data relating to the differentiation

within projects and the integration effort provided could be

generated for testing the propositions of the model within the

environmental context.

The technique was successful in maximising the use of historic

interview data for this purpose. It also demonstrated the

viability of deriving quantifiable data on relationships in a

form which allowed the major influences on project outcomes

to be exposed.

The model, analytical techniques and available data are iter-

related for the purpose of further developing the model. If

data could be obtained in real time, the subsequent LRA,is

likely to provide data for testing with the potential for

further enhancement and refinement of the model. However,

care would be needed to ensure that concentration upon the

detail of relationships did not overcome the perspective of

the whole system. In particular, more detailed knowledge of

the Project Conception and Inception stages and ,of the

relationship of sub-contractors, both main contractor appointed

and nominated, wcu.Ldbe particularly beneficial.
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'!heeffectiveness of the LRA technique lies in its ability

to expose both the process of providing a building and the way

in which the managing and operating systems are arranged in

relation to the process, together with identification of the

activities of the managing system in relation to the tasks
of the operating system. '!hevisibility provided is well

illustrated by the LRAs given in Appendices 1, 2 and 3 for

the three test projects, which exhibit three quite different

patterns which are reflected in the data which is quantified

for the tests.

The detailed tests,given in 3.2 of each test project appendix

(Appendices 1, 2 and 3), used data quantified from the LRAs

to test the propositions of the model against the causes of

deficiencies in project outcomes. The testing procedures were

successful in achieving this. The detailed tests were carried

out within the context of an initial test of the ID:)delagainst

the performance of projects as a whole, given in 3.1 of each

appendix, which incorporated both attributes and deficiences

of outcomes, so that conclusions could be drawn regarding the

overall validity of the model within which conclusions drawn

from the detailed tests using outcome deficiencies could be

placed.

The initial tests required definition of the projects environ-

ments and statements of client satisfaction with the outcomes.

Whilst these aspects were pursued only to the extent necessary

for the initial tests, the possibility of a mathematical
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approach to the measurement of the impact of environmental

influences upon projects and the measurement of the satisfaction

of clients with project outcomes was proposed and a framework

for such an approach was provided using vector analysis techniques.

In developing mathematical approaches to these factors, problems
will exist in testing them. In the case of environmental influ-

ences it will require detailed, and'what could be confidential,

information from within client organisations. In the case of

client satisfaction, there will be problems in reconciling

the value criteria of various clients, both between clients

and against what clients could reasonably expect at the outset

of projects, which will influence the ranking of output attributes

and deficiencies.

The method adopted exhibits potential for computer application

which would allow the actual configuration adopted on projects

to be manipulated to test the sensitivity of the outcome of

projects to changes in both the process and the relationships

between and within operating and managing systems. Although

this research did not adopt a comparative approach, the data

quantified from the LRAs demonstrated a potential for such an

approach using statistical analysis which would also benefit

from computer application to the LRA technique.

This research has indicated that the LRA technique has potential

for applying of the model's propositions to the design of

organisation structures as well as for analysing completed

projects. The approach to designing organisation structures

given in 5.1.5. would be implemented by building up an LRA
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for a project. This would have the effect of ensuring that

the designer considered each aspect of the model in arriving

at the proposed structure. The use of the LRA as a planning

technique would provide a facility for controlled adaptation

of the structure in the light of environmental changes as the

rationale of the structure would be clearly stated.
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5.3 IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESULTS OF THIS RESEARCH
FOR THE ORGANISATION OF PROJECTS IN PRACTICE

Although the model was tested against only three industrial/

commercial projects for private clients, it is possible at this

stage to put forward some implications for the management of

building projects in general.

The overriding implication is the benefit to be derived from

an explicit recognition of project management skills in their

own right rather than as something which is subservient to

other professional skills and that the initial task of those

exercising project management skills on behalf of clients

would be to design project organisational structures appropriate

to particular projects and their environments. Although alterna-

tive methods of structuring project organisations are emerging,

in a large proportion of cases conventional arrangements(i)

of contributors are automatically adopted and preordain the

structure to be used irrespective of the particular requirements

of projects to be managed. The conventional arrangement has

arisen from the relative positions achieved historically by

the various professional institutions and their influence upon

the manner of contractor appointment and project organisation.

(i)
With the architect as the design team leader and, by
implication, exercising project management fuctions and the
oontractor appointed, by competition, after substantial
completion of design.
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The institutions have, therefore, achieved some degree of

monopoly and hence what Child89 calls a 'protected niche' in

the environment. This allows an organisation comprising

members with such protection to accept a level of sub-optimal

performance if the organisation chooses not to match its

structure to suit the prevailing environment. Thus clients,

on whose behalf such organisations manage building projects,

may not be provided with the optimum organisational structure

for their projects.

There is some evidence that the 'protective niche' is being

broken down as the professions seek to survive in an increas-

ingly complex environment. However, the mismatch of organisa-

tional design and project need arising from the automatic

assumption that the conventional manner of project organisation

is appropriate for all projects still persists for a large

proportion of projects.

The strength of the professional institutions, and hence the

standing of their members arose through their establishment

and maintenance of standards of professional conduct and skill.

Thus, their members' clients were protected against the

unscrupulous and unskilled. This objective had the effect of

creating the 'protective niche' referred to above, and

established patterns of working which inhibited innovation,

particularly in the management of projects. Individual

institutions concentrated upon the development of professional

skills in environments which were relatively stable and, in

the case of architects, concentrated upon the enhancement of
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design abilities at the expense of project management skills -

a situation which is strongly reflected in the education of

architects in the U.K.

The need to protect building clients from the unskilled and

unscrupulous is of great importance but should not be a barrier

to flexibility in the design of organisations for the management

of projects, yet the innovations which have taken place in this

field have tended to be initiated outside the institutional

framework, e.g. Managing Contracting40, Research into Site

Management41. Institutions have not worked together to develop

the management aspect of their contribution, yet a corporate

approach is necessary.

The characteristics of the model represent an abstract approach

and other criteria may need to be balanced against its proposi-

!iOns in practice. One of those criteria may be the need for

~protection afforded clients by the conventional arrangement.

Another may be achievement of minimum cost of a project leading

to the adoption of competition for the award of the building

contract (which, it has been shown, inhibits the design of

appropriate organisational structures). The adoption of such

criteria may produce a sub-optimal organisational structure,

inhibit management performance and produce deficiencies in

project outcomes greater than the advantage gained by satisfying

the particular criteria.
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The model does not represent a panacea for good management,

it provides only the criteria against which organisational

structures should be judged and will, naturally, require the

application of sound management skills within the structure.

However, it does represent an approach to designing structures

which give managers a better chance of success than those currently

employed and one which should provide an organisational framework

which has potential for reconciliating competing criteria to

provide a satisfactory project outcome for clients.

The concept of project organisation arising from the institu-

tional framework is represented by the RIBA Plan of Work for

Design Team operation13• The Plan represents a sound approach

if the conventional arrangement of working is appropriate for

a particular project and was probably a useful step forward

when it was devised in 1963, but the fact that it has not been

significantly revised since then indicates the pace of pro-

fessional institutions' thinking in this area. The Handbook

in which the Plan appears assumes that projects will be

architect designed and managed, and also assumes a project cost

of about £300,000 at 1973 prices, which is about £800,000 at

1980 prices. No reference is made to the uncertainty surrounding

projects caused by environmental influences or inherent complexity

due to the type of building required. It does not, therefore,

discriminate between the various needs of different projects

and although it recognises the need for adaption of the

procedure to suit particular circumstances it does not propose

any criteria upon which this should be based. It makes a number

of other assumptions which are challenged by the model proposed
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in this work and which invalidate the Plan as a generalisation

for project organisation.

The Plan does not recognise the effect on project organisation

of the influence of the client's environment and, as a result,

lays down a rigid pattern of sub-systems. Whilst, by implication,

it recognises that Decision Points will occur, it assumes their

positions in the system and does not recognise that their pOSitions

will vary between clients and projects as a result of clients'

environments. Such an assumption leads to rigid!ty in approach

to project organisation. This view is reflected in the Plan's

proposition that the client sets up an internal organisation

for management of the project 'from the client end' before

appointment of any consultants and there is no reference to the

task of organisation design. The result is that the Plan builds

in a potential for inappropriate design of feedback loops and

does not stress the need for the project team to advise the

client on mechanisms for integration of client and project

organisations.

The lack of recognition of environmental variability is further

demonstrated by the statement that the brief should not be

modified after the Scheme Design stage and the assumption that

tenders will be obtained on a competitive basis after completion

of production information, although there is a passing indica-

tion that the contractor can be appointed earlier.
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A fundamental assumption of the Plan is that the architect will

exercise both management and design functions. This arrangement

conflicts with the model which proposes that managing and

operating systems should be separated to avoid conflicts which

may not be reconcilable in the client's interest if managing

activity and operational skills are undifferentiated. If

management and some operational roles are vested in one person,

e.g. the architect, there is potential in the system for those

skills to dominate, which could lead to imbalances in the project

outcome between competing criteria. This arrangement allows the

person in the managing and operating skill position to determine

the interdependencies between himself and others in the operating

system and may lead to him establishing sequential interdepend-

encies where reciprocal are more appropriate. Separation of

managing and operating skills allows the person in the managing

position to establish interdependencies and to decide priorities

between competing criteria independently of any vested interest

in particular operating skills.

The Plan identifies the co-ordination role of the architect in

carrying out management functions but makes no reference to

the differing degree of differentiation which may occur due to

the manner in which the project organisation 1s designed and

hence does not recognise the need for different levels of

integrative effort. The Plan does not make explicit the need

for reciprocal interdependencies between contributors and,

although it is implied, it is left to the interpretation of

user. This could also lead to sequential interdependencies
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being created where reciprocal are needed and hence difficulty

in integration, particularly where the architect is also exercising

management functions.

The Plan envisages the managing system itself being undifferentiated

and _~eflects this principle of the model but conceives it being

undertaken only by the architect, which is not in accordance

with the model, and creates rigidity in the Plan. However,

refinement of the model identified that generally, in practice,

the managing system would have two parts - the manager of the

project organisation and the client. The Plan does not reflect

this degree of involvement of the client in managing the process,

but rather sees the client responding to the architect's request

for information and decisions. Thus the Plan casts the client

in the relatively passive role of transmitting information to

the architect at his request rather than being closely involved

with the management of his project. As a consequence of this,

the integration of the client in the process implied by the

Plan is not high and does not recognise the need for this

integration to be varied to suit the prevailing environment.

The Plan further demonstrates its management perspective in its

definition of management functions during construction, the

contract for which is assumed to be awarded on the basis of a

competitive tender. The management functions are seen to be

administrative in accordance with the form of contract adopted

which is normally the Joint Contract Tribunal Standard Form.

As has been shown, this creates duplication of managing functions

and hence a differentiated managing system and does not achieve
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integration of the client and allow him to be involved in the

managing system to any Great extent during this stage of his
project.

This relatively passive role during construction, of both

architect and client,is created by the use of the JCT Standard

Form of Building Contract1ll which is by far the most commonly

used. This situation is typically illustrated by the 'Extension

of Time' clause which does not allow the architect to be dyna-

mically involved in correcting deviation from the desired

project completion date and places this responsibility on the

contractor. The recently revised editionl12 does not alter the

general tenor of the contract although there is a new provision

for the contractor to supply a 'master programme' for the con-

tract and to update it within 14 days of certain specified

occurrences. However, the new form does not define the content

and level of detail required in the 'master programme' which

could lead to disagreement between the contractor and the

manager of the project for the client and severely limits the

usefulness of this clause. The need for involvement of the

client's managing system in the management of the construction

stage and any consequential amendment to contract clauses this

may require, or the use of specially devised forms of contract,

need to be weighted against the legal protection afforded by

contracts of the JCT Standard Form type. The effect of the

standard forms of contract upon the management of projects for

clients is a useful area of research which has not been con-

sidered in detail in this work.
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This outline comparison of the conventional process and the

model illustrates the rigidity in the approach to project

organisation which generally exists. However, it is interesting

to note that the RIBA Handbook which contains the Plan does

acknowledge that a project management function separate from
design skills may exist for very complex projects but it does

not attempt to recognise the range of complexity of projects

and environments and the variety of organisation structures which

may be appropriate. In addition, the Handbook visualises such

a project manager in a non-executive role and therefore being

concerned only with co-ordination of contributors and not

involved with decisions which are assumed to be taken by the

professional consultants.

A release from the general rigidity of the conventional systems

needs recognition by the building professions and industry that:

a) successful project management is fundamentally important

to the successful outcome of projects,

b) project management functions should be undertaken

separately from the operational skills required by

the project, and,

c) the initial project management function is to design

an organisational structure appropriate to the needs

of the particular project.
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Such a focus on the management requirements of projects and

the design of structures would give the required platform for

innovation, not only in the design of organisation structures,

but also in the techniques and methods of project control and

accomplishment. Such an approach has emerged tentatively in

recent years in the guise of the appointment of a project manager

from an independent fiDn, 'in house' project management and

project management by firms .which also provide some operational

skills. The latter often in the case where there is a need for

a dominant operational skill and a project manager with such

a background is felt to be appropriate. The implication of

this research is that there cannot be one prescribed approach

for all projects and that each approach will be valid in

different circumstances. If the model is used for classifying

experience from a wide variety of projects, it should be

possible to devise a taxonomy of matched projects and organisa-

tion structures.

An interesting feature which emerged from the test projects

was that, whilst operational skills were available from the

professions for design and cost aspects, the time frame and

programming of work prior to construction was a function of

the managing system. Thus, whilst managing systems were

concerned with controlling on the basis of design and cost

proposals produced by the operating system, managing systems

undertook an operating activity in producing programming

proposals as well as exercising control over time. The

control parameters of Function, Time and Cost are set by the
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managing system on the basis of discussion with and agreement

by the client and confirmed as acceptable on the basis of the

professional advice of the contributors. However, although

professional contributors are able to offer advice on Function

and Cost, there is a weakness in the skills of the professional

contributors in programming both design and construction.

Recognition of the need for gr~ater integration between the

contributors has been reflected in novel project arrangements

devised recently. However these approaches have tended to

concern themselves with reducing differentiation rather than

with providing greater integrative effort. The approach of

Management Contracting 40 ('Me), Alternative Methods of

.Management,+2(AMM), and Research into Site Management41 (RSM)

have all been of this type and have all been particularly

concerned with reducing differentiation between design and

construction. In the case of AMM and RSM the objective has

been mainly to involve designers on site during construction

and in the case of MC to involve constructors in the design

process. Whilst valuable contributions to project organisa-

tion, they tend to attempt to solve only one problem within

the system and would probably make a greater contribution if

they were able to be incorporated within an approach which aims

to implement other proposals of the model. Similarly, projects

which are designed and constructed by one firm, i.e. 'Package

Contracts' should have lower integration needs, as differen-

tiation within a single firm should be relatively low. However,

project organisations designed on this basis will also have to

subscribe to the model's other propos Ition. This type of
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project organisation has the potential to adapt to meet the

model's proposition in different environmental conditions

particularly if the client has 'in house' professional skills

which can form the client's side of the managing system.

Alternatively, the structure could be compatible with the model

if the client has a managing team which includes advisors from

professional practices and if the client structures his organisa-

tion to fully incorporate his professional advisors and to

incorporate the managing system of the design/construction company

at the appropriate time. A carefully designed integrating

mechanism is necessary for such projects. The approaches which

seek to reduce differentiation are useful, but the majority

of projects are likely to be influenced by them only slowly .

.There is a need, therefore, to devise methods of achieving

greater integrative effort for the majority of projects for

which contributors are greatly differentiated due to the

structure of professional firms and contractors.

Innovation in the design of project organisations should lead

to the identification of a group of people whose primary

concern is the management of building projects for clients.

Their common purpose could have important effects upon inform-

ation systems and the application of management techniques in

the building industry. To carry out project management

effectively, one of their major requirements would be to

establish effective information flow and the application of

management techniques on individual projects. This can be

expected to act as a stimulus to industry-wide information
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systems and data co-ordination and the development and

application of management techniques appropriate to building

projects. It is significant that although theoretical work

has been done on these aspects, their application has been

severely limited. With such developments it can be expected
that the uneven and unco-ordinated applications of electronic

aids in the building industry would also have a framework for

concerted and co-ordinated application, ,particularly in view

of the advent of microprocessors. Such effects arising from

project management developments would be a significant stimulus

to further concentration upon the management needs of projects

through the provision of effective tools for project management.

Structural innovations, information systems, techniques and

computer applications would feed off each other to the benefit

of the building industry and its clients.

Although not formal conclusions regarding the model, a number

of issues arise from the test projects which should have attention

drawn to them. There was quite a marked variation in clients'

perception of the building process and their approach to the

design team, varying from a relatively structured and formal

approach to an informal and amorphous attitude which tended to

reflect the level of definition of their requirements. It is

important to note that even when the client's approach appears

structured, using an integrator from within the client

organisation, integration between the client's integrator

and higher decision making authorities within the client

organisation must be achieved in the interests of project progress.
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The benefit of an explicit and formally documented statement

of client's requirements is essential to sound feedback mechanisms

(as illustrated by the Transmittal Document on Test Project

No.1). This need is not confined to projects for which the

client can clearly identify his needs but is equally necessary,

if not more so, on projects with a high level of uncertainty.

Naturally, for the latter, the statement cannot be as detailed,

but will fo~ a basis for revision and updating as the design

develops. 'Sketch proposals' are unlikely to be sufficient

for this purpose. A dossier containing all relevant matters,

including 'sketch proposals', would create a more useful basis

for feedback. Similarly, action minutes of meetings are

particularly important in uncertain situations from which

information can be extracted for revising and updating the

requirements dossier and aid feedback. Such developemtns are

only likely to take place if initiated by someone whose

primary concern is management of the project for the client.

The quality of construction work, particularly that carried out

by the bricklayers, caused concern on all test projects. It

was claimed that this stemmed from the use of competitive

tenders but probably also rose from the quality of supervision

by contractors and consultants and reflected the level of

expectation of clients. Clients would be better served by

permanent or semi-permanent supervision e.g. Clerk of Works,

on site directly on their behalf but would have to be prepared

to bear its cost.
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The employment of nominated sub-contractors created problems

and dissatisfaction on the test projects due to the duplication

of managing activities during construction. Nominated sub-

contractors tended to communicate directly with the managing

system for the client rather than with the contractor, leading

to a breakdown in communications and difficulty in sequencing

work. This situation was compounded on Test Project No. 3 due

to a direct contract with the client for a substantial part

of the project. Similarly, separation of projects into

sequential contracts can produce communication problems. It

should be clearly recoqnised that nomination of sub-contractors

and establishment of contracts separate from the main contract

are likely to create significant problems in managing projects

under conventional competitive arrangements.

The question of fees is invariably raised in discussions on

project management. It should be acknowledged that the

architects' fee scale and conditions of servicel13 include

management of projects for clients. The fee for an architect's

normal service is charged upon the total cost of the building,

including work designed by other consultants" and although

management of the project is not explicitly included, reference

is made to integration of other consultants. However, the

statement of architects' responsibilities at construction

stage is passive, for example 'to determine in general if

work is proceeding in accordance with contract documents'.

Similarly, he is only required to inform the client if the

total authorised expenditure or contract period are likely to
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be materially varied. The payment of the bulk of professional

fees by the commencement of construction reflects the relatively

low level of input to the construction stage by the professions.

Due to the limitations imposed by the JeT Form of Contract their

influence is passive and concerned with monitoring the work of

the contractor rather than being dynamically involved in ensuring

that the client's requirements are met. The balance of fees

does not reflec~ the management input which is really demanded

during construction, but will influence the amount actually

provided. However, it should be acknowledged that clients should

be able to expect an appropriate level of management of their

projects. A project management fee in addition to the normal

fees for professional skills would, therefore, appear to be

unreasonable just to ensure that management is done properly.

An additional fee may be justifiable if special management

services are to be provided which produce savings in costs in

other areas or if it can be shown that the existing fee scales

do not reflecL the management demands of projects in today's

complex environment. A part.of the design of organisational

structures should, therefore, be the negotiation of fees

between the contributors which clients should not normally

expect to be greater in total than the normal combined fees

of the contributors. It is accepted that this may be

difficult to achieve against the background of conventional

fee scale arrangements, but negotiation in terms of payment

based on the actual services to be provided should give an

acceptable outcome given the support and involvement of

clients. The calculation of professional fees as a percentage
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of the cost of construction means that the amount of work

done for the fee paid is not known outside the individual

professional practices. It is, therefore, difficult to

establish the management costs of building projects and

whether an additional fee for undertaking this work to the

extent demanded by today's conditions is justifiable. This

research did not examine the level and distribution of fees

for management of projects for clients relative to the actual

time spent on management activities but this could be a

frui tful area of further research if linked to an investigation

of the management skills employed.

The complexity of the environment of many of today's building

projects presents a direct challenge to the inertia of the

building industry, its professions and its clients. A

greater concentration upon the management requirements of

projects and innovation in the design of organisation structures

should go some way to providing a platform and framework for

solving many of the problems encountered in providing

satisfactory outcomes of building projects.
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5 .4 LIMITATIONS OF THIS RESEARCH AND
PROPOSALS FOR FURTHER WORK

By definition, the application of systems theory to the

organisation of building projects requires consideration of

the total system and the manner in which its parts are

interconnected. This work has identified the components of

the system, the way in which they interrelate and hence their

influence upon each other and the system as a whole, for a

sub-set of buildings. This approach has the advantage of

exposing the range of factors which influence the effectiveness

of management of building projects for clients. In so doing,

it also exposes both the limitations of this work and same

other gaps which exist in understanding. This in itself is

an advantage as it gives direction to further research.

There are limitations to this work in using histo~ical data

for analysis. This approach limited the ability to obtain

information in the most useful form. Testing the model

against projects in real time rather than using historical

data would significantly enhance understanding of the system,

particularly if comparative studies of different organisational

approaches were incorporated. To derive the greatest benefit,

such an undertaking should commence at the very start of the

project and encompass the Conception and Inception Processes

for which little data was available in this work. Similarly,

concentration on the construction stage, particularly with

regard to sub-contractors, would be useful in identifying

the relationships which emerge, their relationship to earlier

systems and influence on project outcomes. Whilst aggregation
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of tasks in this area occurred in this work, nevertheless,

these relationships were shown to have a significant effect

on project outcomes. The difficulty of mounting such a

research programme should not be underestimated. The major

problems would be in gaining access to clients' organisations and

what may be confidential data and the actual duration of such

a programme as determined by the duration of the projects used.

Whilst the analytical method adopted in this work enabled cause

and effect relationships between project outcomes and organisa-

tion structure to be traced, it has emerged that a mathematical

approach could produce benefits through a closer and more formal

definition of relationships which could be used to enhance

aspects of the model. Development of the vector analysis

approach for measuring clients' satisfaction with project out-

comes and understanding and classifying the effects of environ-

mental forces would be a necessary base for such further work.

In particular, a greater knowledge of environmental forces and

their impact on building projects would make a significant

contribution to understanding the performance of project

organisations.

Although this research did not adopt a comparative approach,

the data quantified from the LRAs illustrates a potential for

such an approach which could usefully employ statistical tests,

such as Student's t Test, in a statistical analysis of projects

with different organisation structures. Such an approach

would require a sufficiently large sample and would also
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probably require further work on environmental factors and

outcome satisfaction referred to above. Alternatively, it

may be possible to set up a statistical analysis of specific

parts of the data. A fruitful approach may be an analysis of

the integration of the client and project team using data similar

to that provided by Table 8 and 9 of the Test Project Appendices.

The relationships which emerge, if viewed within the context

of the total system should add considerably to understanding

of the working of the system.

Reference has been made previously to the advantage to be

gained from sensitivity analyses of projects in which structure

is changed and the resulting outcome of projects measured.

Such an approach would require the application of mathematical

techniques to the data arising from the LRA, perhaps matrix

analysis, so that cause and effect relationships can be

accurately established. This approach could lead to the

identification of priorities of the model's propositions and

provide proposals for the order of priority of further

research.

Any further research using the LRA technique would benefit

from computer application. The programming of the LRA

technique and derived data should not be difficult and would

add significantly to the effiCiency of any future research.

More importantly, however, such a program should enable a

wider range of data to be extracted from the LRA and would

allow rapid manipulation of the data and experiments with
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different fonnats. Such a program could be linked with

programs for any statistical or other mathematical techniques

employed in analysing data to produce a suite of programs

for project analysis and design.

This research has been concerned with the structure of

organisations as a product of the process to be managed. It

has recognised, but not incorporated, that behavioural

characteristics of contributors have a significant effect on

the performance of the system and this is a limitation on

the results. An objective of management will be to harness

the characteristics of the people involved in the process to

the benefit of the client. However this needs to be achieved

within a structure which is appropriate to the achievement of

the particular project. Although a significant amount of

work has been undertaken in other fields on behavioural

characteristics, there has been little application to the

building. This work identified sentience as reinforcing

differentiation which, although it may be considered a

behavioural phenomenon, is predominantly a product of structure

(i.e. of profession and of firm). This work also assumed

that the people involved were competent in the skills they

used and there was no evidence to show that this was not so.

Nevertheless, there is an important need for research into

the behavioural characteristics of people involved in

building and their effect on project outcomes. An associated

area for further work is authority and responsibility patterns

of different organisation structures and the legal protection

afforded to clients and contributors. The interrelationships
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of contributors to building projects make it difficult to

apportion responsibility and this represents an aspect of

concern to newly emerging organisation structures.

This research is also limited by the number of projects against

which the model was tested and by the fact that it was tested

against only one building type for only one class of client.

Therefore, in parallel with the alternative approaches outlined

above, there is scope for development of this research along

the lines it has followed. Additional testing of the model

against a wider range of industrial and commercial projects

would further examine its validity and give more insight.

In particular, tests against projects which employed tendering

arrangements other than competitive would be useful, especially

if they involved early appointment of the contractor. The

enhancement of the model by testing it against projects for

types of buildings and for classes of clients other than

industrial/commercial clients would seem to be an extension

of primary interest.

This research has found that,during construction, standard forms

of building contract. inhibit the management of the project

for the client by his manager. However, the research has not

analysed in detail the manner in which this occurs. This

would seem to be a useful avenue to explore and will probably

require analysis of the effect of each clause of the contract

in relation to its inhibition of effective management on behalf

of the client. This approach would require a clear under-

standing of the relationships between legal protection of
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clients and the opportunity for managers to influence project

outcomes. Benefit could also be derived from a comparison

between various standard forms of contract from the position

of the facilities offered for the manager of the project for

the client to be dynamically involved in managing the process

during construction. Of particular interest would be a

comparison between the forms of contract generally used in

building and those us~d in civil engineering and other industries

and between those used for competitive tenders after completion

of the design by professional contributors and those used

for 'package deals'.

This work did not consider the level and distribution of

fees for management of the project for the client but this could

be a useful approach for further research. It would require

the identification of the time spent by the various contributors

on management of the project for the client. This would require

careful monitoring of inputs in real time or the obtaining and

analysis of accurately prepared time sheets. It may be

possible to match the time spent on various projects against

the project outcome and also to investigate the quality of

the management skills employed. The results of such a research

project could form the basis for a formal revision of fee

scales in which they could be structured to reflect the actual

time spent on projects by various contributors.

On particular interest is the scope provided by this work for

less extensive research projects than those suggested above.
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Investigations of specific aspects of the system, for example
the conduct of site meetings, relationship between client and

design teams, the use of nominated sub-contractors, can be carried

out within the context of the system analysed in this work in

such a way that they can be related to the system in which they

occur, thus making their findings more relevant to the management

of projects.
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5.5 POSTSCRIPT

This research has adopted a holistic approach to the management

of building projects for clients using a methodology as near as

possible to that adopted in more traditional research fields:

Hypothesis - Observation - Interpretation - Conclusion. In order

to achieve penetration in an holistic study of such a wide area,

the projects used for testing the model were restricted to

industrial buildings for private clients.

The systems approach was a valuable starting point for this work

as it contains concepts which are pertinent to the complexity of

the interrelationships which building project organisations

generate and the objectives they seek to reach. In applying

systems theory to building, abstract concept had to be developed

from diverse sources and it has been found productive to learn

from applications in other fields. This produced challenges in

interpreting approaches in other fields as researchers work in

the language of their own discipline as well as in the language

of systems theory. The model was, therefore, derived from a

discrimination of work in other areas as well as from the basic

concepts of systems, as there was found to be little work related

to building. At this stage, and although basically descriptive,

the model does provide a tool for analysis and a platform for

designing organisations. There is scope for more work on the

underlying theory and the opportunity for quantitative development

now exists.
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The systems approach pointed the way to techniques of systems

analysis which provided a disciplined and structured method of

analysing projects and, in some small way, to quantitative methods

of testing the model. The method adopted has shown that

techniques can be devised for carrying out rigorous 'post

mortems , of building projects which reveal management created

cause-effect relationships for the symptoms exhibited in project

outcomes.

Unfortunately, it was only possible to test the model against

three projects due to the amount of time needed to carry out such

tests. Not only does this limit the range of buildings and

client types but also limits the range of incidents affecting

project outcomes which could be examined, for example on the

test projects there were no problems with planning and other

statutory approvals. Yet, such is the nature of the building

industry that each project tends to be unique, with its own

particular set of problems. Additional testing of the model on

other projects will, therefore, provide further insight.

The research achieved its objective in so far as it has shown

tha tit is possible to identify valid abstract concepts of

significance to the management of building projects for clients

and embody them in a model which is a useful basis from which

to design organisation structures. It has also shown how little

theoretical work has been done in an area of vital importance to

the building industry. A major benefit of the research is, it

is suggested, the provision of a springboard for further research
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arising from the broad perspective adopted. This framework

could provide the basis for co-ordinating a range of research

programmes into project management and for demonstrating the

interrelationships of future pieces of work whether they adopt

a holistic approach or examine a particular part of the system.

The major finding of the research is the need for flexibility

in the approach to organisation structures for building projects

which is contrary to the most commonly adopted approach in

practice which assumes that there is only one method of

structuring project organisations, i.e. with the architect as

designer/project manager and the contractor appointed by

competition after the design is substantially complete. The

research has confirmed the hesitant developments in practice

of adopting new approaches to project organisations, and has

provided a framework against which they can be judged. In

particular, it has shown that the environmental context of a

project and the nature of the task to be undertaken should

determine the organisation ~uctureadopted and has identified

a method of doing this.

The results challenge the professional institutions to re-think

their ideas and attitudes to project organisations in order that

they and the building industry can serve their clients in the

best possible manner. The flexible approach to organisation

structures suggested means that far more research is required

in this area than has been carried out in the past if we are to

extend our understanding of the most suitable match of organisation
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structure and project environment and task. The traditional

assumption that there is really only one way to structure project

organisations has inhibited research in this area and little

theoretical work has been undertaken, since the need for it has

not been recognised. It is hoped that this research will act

as a stimulus for others to pursue research in an area which is

in its research infancy but which will eventually provide

significant benefits for the building industry's clients, its

members and, ultimately, national economic performance.
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